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Foreword
Volume 7 of ESP Across Cultures is the first issue to be devoted to a specific
theme within the world of English for Specific Purposes. The theme chosen here is
‘legal English across cultures’. In many ways this issue complements the volume
that we co-edited on Legal Discourse across Languages and Cultures published by
Peter Lang in 2010 (vol. 117 of the Linguistic Insights series edited by Maurizio
Gotti). One difference between the two volumes is that all of the contributions in
this special issue of ESP Across Cultures are concerned with legal English seen from
a cross-cultural perspective, whereas three of the papers comprising the volume on
Legal Discourse across Languages and Cultures referred to languages other than
English.
Of the seven papers constituting this special issue, five are of an essentially theoretical nature, while two are more concerned with pragmatic matters.
The paper by Marina Bondi and Giuliana Diani is the first of two articles in this
volume which examine English and Italian legal texts. Bondi and Diani compare the
deontic use of modal auxiliaries in English and Italian legal contracts. Their quantitative overview of data on modal verbs reveals a heavy concentration of one particular deontic modal in each language – shall in English and dovere in Italian. They observe, however, that Italian texts are generally characterized by a wider range of
forms and by greater variation in signals of deontic meanings than texts in English.
Olga Denti and Michela Giordano analyse from an intracultural perspective two
websites providing Online Dispute Resolution which is becoming increasingly popular within the sphere of Alternative Dispute Resolution. They reveal how texts, images and symbols synergically convey both verbal and non-verbal communication,
and how information technology devices exploit conventions which are peculiar to
both the genre of mediation and that of online/electronic texts.
Christopher Goddard provides a detailed practical study of how to educate and
train non-native speakers of English in legal contexts and how different didactic approaches need to be used according to the varying needs and expectations of different groups of learners. The results and analysis are based on the author’s wide experience in the field in Latvia at the Riga Graduate School of Law.
Shaeda Isani offers a very different dimension to the concept of legal English
across cultures by examining the semiotic dialectics of legal courtroom attire, comparing the situation in England and Wales with that of the United States. She concludes that in recent years there has been an erosion of professional identity and
that, even in the generally more conservative milieu of legal court wear in England
and Wales, “the overall scene sometimes results in a semiotic cacophony”.
Meizhen Liao offers a comparative study of Chinese and American criminal sentencing discourse, highlighting the fact that while American judges concentrate on
legal reasoning, Chinese judges tend to combine legal sentencing with some “passionate moralizing”. The author reveals how this difference can be explained by
delving deep into China’s past as the millennial battle of rule of law versus rule by
moral virtues continues to be played out even in today’s criminal courtrooms.
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FOREWORD

Elisa Mattiello investigates nominalization in English and Italian legal discourse. Her analysis shows that, although in Italian there is a greater tendency towards nominal style than there is in English, nominalization is a common feature of
legal Italian as well as legal English. She also demonstrates how nominalization
meets many of the requirements of legal writing and how “the complexity of nominalization can be viewed as a means to maintain cohesion among the members of
the specialist community”.
Colin Robertson takes a practical look at the way texts are written in the European Union from the perspective of someone who has worked in the field of drafting
EU texts in English for many years. He considers “the drafting context, useful preliminary information which assists a drafter, the structure of the EU act and a
range of language points on particular aspects to bear in mind, including terms and
expressions to avoid”, and he provides a number of suggestions on how to improve
the way EU legal texts are drafted.
This brief synopsis of the papers constituting this special issue testifies to the diversity in approaches as well as in topics that exists in the field of legal English
when seen from a cross-cultural perspective. We hope our readers will enjoy the selection of papers we have chosen out of the many proposals that we received. We
also wish to express our thanks to a number of scholars who acted as referees. They
will be duly acknowledged in a future issue of ESP Across Cultures.

The Editors of this special issue
Maurizio Gotti
Christopher Williams

CONVEYING DEONTIC VALUES
IN ENGLISH AND ITALIAN CONTRACTS:
A CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYSIS
Marina Bondi & Giuliana Diani

Abstract
Legal language has been the centre of increasing scholarly interest over the last two
decades, and the importance of this field is constantly growing in LSP studies. The present study investigates the deontic values conveyed by legal texts, and in particular by
contracts, from a cross-cultural perspective (English and Italian). While valuable analyses have already been carried out on the topic in English legal texts, mainly statutes
(Gotti & Dossena 2001), cross-cultural analyses of the issue are still relatively rare in
contracts, and often limited to general pragmatic features (Frade 2005). Our interest
combines a focus on contrastive rhetoric (Mauranen 2001; Connor 2002, 2004), with an
interest in linguistic resources in English and Italian. From this perspective, a comparative dimension of the analysis seems important, one which would allow for the study of
linguistic variation across cultures. From a methodological point of view, the study
adopts a position which shows the need to integrate corpus and discourse perspectives in
the analysis of textual data. This allows for an integration of qualitative and quantitative methods, of text and corpus work, as well as of co-text and context analysis.

1. Introduction
The abundance of scholarly research on legal language attests to its important
role in the field of linguistic studies1. Great attention has been devoted particularly
to the linguistic area of modality in English legal texts, such as statutes, contracts
or EU directives (e.g. Trosborg 1997; Dossena 2001; Garzone 2001; Gotti 2001; Poppi
2008). However, so far little attention has been awarded to this area from a crosscultural perspective (Williams 2004). This paper takes into consideration the deontic
values conveyed by legal texts, and in particular, by contracts in English and Italian.
Cross-cultural analyses of this linguistic area of study are still relatively rare in
contracts, and often limited to general pragmatic features (Frade 2005).
Traditionally, linguistic treatments of modality have focused on the modal auxiliaries as the chief exponents of modal contrasts and meanings. This focus continues
1
A number of books and articles might be quoted as insightful references for an
overview of this topic, the most salient being Danet 1985; Kurzon 1986; Hiltunen 1990;
Russel & Locke 1992; Bhatia 1993; Gibbons 1994, 2003; Trosborg 1997; Tiersma 1999;
Cornu 2005; Williams 2005; Wagner & Cacciaguidi-Fahy 2006; Bhatia, Candlin & Evangelisti Allori 2008.
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to exercise a strong hold over contemporary modality research (e.g. Gotti & Dossena
2001; Facchinetti, Krug & Palmer 2003; Hart 2004; Tsangalidis & Facchinetti 2009).
In a study on the root/epistemic divide, based on the work of Kratzer (1977), Butler
(2003: 969) remarks that “modality is realized in Standard English mainly by the
use of the modal auxiliaries”. It has been accepted by many, as Palmer (1990: 2) has
argued, that the study of the modals may be regarded as synonymous with the
study of modality itself.
In this paper we shall be comparing the deontic use of modal auxiliaries in English and Italian legal contracts. Deontic modality appears to be especially relevant
in contracts, where it is crucial that rules are formulated with the intent of telling
people what to do, what they may be allowed to do and what they may be prohibited
from doing.

2. Deonticity in contracts
Whatever its meaning or purpose, modality conveys the locutor’s opinion and attitude vis-à-vis a given proposition (Lyons 1977). Most linguists have distinguished
between the diachronically older concept of ‘root’ modality and the derived category
of ‘epistemic’ modality. The root meaning of modal auxiliaries is deontic insofar as it
lays an obligation on the addressee or influences his/her behaviour (Palmer 1988).
Using Searle’s (1975) taxonomy, Palmer (1986) talks of two main types of deontic
statement: ‘commissives’ – where we commit ourselves to doing something – and ‘directives’ – where we try to get our hearers to do something. As the main function of
contracts is to provide ‘regulative’ statements (Trosborg 1997), both commissives
and directives are (predictably) the most common speech acts realized by the deontic
aspect of modals. According to Trosborg (1997: 63), “the commitment in contracts can
be established either as an obligation issued by one party over the other (i.e. directive), or by a party committing him/herself (i.e. commissive)”.
Within a very general definition, the nature of a contract may be defined as follows: “a contract is a legally binding agreement, that is, an agreement imposing
rights and obligations on the parties which will be enforced by the courts” (Redmond
1979: 19). Thus the language of contracts refers to mutual rights and obligations in
relation to a promise, and we shall now consider the ‘value’ conveyed by deontic
modality for distributing such rights and obligations.

3. Materials and methods
The study is based on the analysis of two comparable corpora of contracts downloaded from English (American English) and Italian websites providing standard
formats of contracts currently used. A complete list of website addresses is provided
in the Appendix. Each corpus consists of 40 contracts – comprising three contract
types: Employment Agreement, Land Agreement, Lease Agreement. Variation in
length, however, is considerable. The English contracts produced an electronic corpus of 165,524 words, while the Italian ones produced a corpus of 52,073 words.
The analysis combined discourse and corpus perspectives. The initial hypothesis
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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of the centrality of deonticity in the texts under examination was checked against
quantitative data by means of the wordlist function of WordSmith Tools (Scott 1998).
The wordlists produced on the basis of our corpora were carefully investigated for
the presence of modal auxiliaries with deontic meanings. Concordances of the
modals identified were compiled and filtered manually. This manual filtering
process was necessary to make sure that only occurrences of deontic modals were included.

4. Findings
A quantitative investigation of the presence of modal auxiliaries with deontic
meanings in the corpora analysed has provided the results summarized in Table 1.
All frequency data reported in the table are presented as raw figures, followed by
the normalized figure of the number of occurrences per 10,000 words.
Contracts seem to correlate strongly with deontic modality that is expressed in
three main semantic values: obligation, prohibition and permission. Modals of obligation, prohibition and permission were gathered in three different groups.
Table 1. Frequency of deontic modals in English and Italian contracts
Deontic item
EN_contracts

EN_contracts
(freq.)

normalized
per 10,000
words

1,939
625
146
52
2,762

117.14
37.76
8.82
3.14
166.86

348

21.02

may + neg.

67

4.05

cannot
must + neg.
TOTAL
Permission
may
shall
can
TOTAL
All English
deontic
modals

6
1
422

0.36
0.06
25.49

311
140
4
455
3,639

18.79
8.46
0.24
27.49
219.84

Obligation
shall
will
must
should
TOTAL
Prohibition
shall + neg.

Deontic item
IT_contratti

IT_contratti
(freq.)

normalized
per 10,000
words

Obligation
dovere

130

24.96

1

0.19

83

15.94

66

12.67

280

53.77

Prohibition
negative form
of dovere
negative form
of potere

Permission
potere

All Italian
deontic
modals

If we take an overview of the distribution of the deontic modals used in the corpora, undoubtedly the most striking (albeit predictable) feature is the heavy concentration of one particular deontic modal in each language. In English, out of a total of
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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3,639 deontic modals, well over half (53.28%) are conveyed by means of the modal of
obligation shall (1,939 occurrences) and its negative form shall not expressing prohibition (348 occurrences). Similarly, in Italian the modal verb occurring most frequently is dovere which constitutes 46.43% of all the deontic modals used (130 instances out of a total of 280 deontic modals).
Another remarkable feature of the English data is the fact that of all deontic
modals contained in the corpus, modals of obligation constitute a massive 75.90%,
followed – at a great distance – by modals of permission (12.50%) and prohibition
(11.60%). In the Italian data, on the contrary, there is a more balanced proportion of
the three deontic categories: statements with markers of obligation amount to
46.43%, exemplified by the modal dovere; statements of permission, represented by
the modal potere, account for 23.57%, and statements of prohibition for 30%, where
the negative form of potere was used almost exclusively. There was only one instance
of the negative form of dovere.
A further point which needs underlining is that, compared to the Italian contracts, the English sample relies more heavily on deontic modals. The frequency of
all deontic modals per ten thousand words is much higher than that occurring in the
Italian contracts (219.84 vs. 53.77). In the English contracts all three deontic categories, obligation, prohibition and permission, are associated with a number of
modal auxiliaries, although shall is by far the most distinctive. The situation is
quite different in the Italian corpus, where only two modal auxiliaries occur: dovere
and potere (in both affirmative and negative forms). The third Italian modal verb –
volere – is almost non-existent, except for two occurrences of the infinitive
(dichiarano di volerlo adibire).
The quantitative difference reflects a general tendency of the languages. Italian
is less richly endowed with auxiliaries than English. The Italian verb is often inflected where English can resort to the auxiliaries shall, should, will, and would.
And yet the pattern that emerges within a single domain or genre is distinctive of
the genre and of the cultural context. Indeed, in Italian legal language the most frequent forms are the present tense and the future tense of unmodalized verbs. The
language of contracts deliberately avoids the modal volere, while balancing dovere
and potere. In English, on the other hand, the range of modals is wider, the frequency is higher, but shall is definitely very prominent. These discrepancies will be
better understood by looking in turn at each item in terms of use, occurrence and semantic value.

4.1. Obligation and prohibition in English contracts
Throughout the corpus there is a clear prevalence of statements of obligation
(with 166.86 instances per ten thousand words, i.e. 75.90%), in line with the genre’s
normative purpose. Prohibition amounted to 11.60% (25.49 occurrences per ten
thousand words).

4.1.1. Obligation
Shall
As the main function of contracts is to place the parties under some kind of obliESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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gation2, obligation is (predictably) the most common pragmatic function performed
by the deontic aspect of the modal shall. Shall was used to express obligation in
70.20% of the total number of obligation tokens in the corpus. In the following examples shall has a characteristically deontic meaning, prescribing that the (grammatical) subject perform the action predicated in the verb form:
(1) The Landlord shall rent the following business premises in the building to Tenant […] (Lease Agreement).
(2) Employee shall submit all receipts, invoices and other such documents evidencing such expenses as may be required by the policy of Employer (Employment
Agreement).

This use of shall is typical of prescriptive discourse, a type of discourse which expresses “what is obligatory, permitted or forbidden; the speaker gives permission,
lays an obligation or in some way influences or directs the behavior of his addressee” (Palmer 1988: 98).
The prescriptive speech act performed by means of shall is also made more explicit by the use of the noun order:
(3) Any further discovery shall only be allowed by order of the Arbitrator (Land
Agreement).

The deontic value of shall is also foregrounded when the main modal is followed
by another deontic modal auxiliary such as may as shown in (4) below 3.
(4) Tenant, upon payment of all of the sums referred to herein as being payable by
Tenant and Tenant’s performance of all Tenant’s agreements contained herein and
Tenant’s observance of all rules and regulations, shall and may peacefully and
quietly have, hold and enjoy said Premises for the term thereof (Lease Agreement).

In the corpus shall only occurs in third person verbal forms, as the obligations to
which the contracts refer usually concern the parties of the contract in a general
way; hence the subject is often Employer/Employee, Vendor/Vendee, Lessor/Lessee,
Landlord/Tenant. 43.22% of all subjects of shall are human agents referring to the
parties of the contract. Collective nouns with reference to, for example, companies as
the regulated party also occurred, i.e. The Company shall pay Employee. Only a
small proportion of the references obtained makes use of personal pronouns: they
(1.80%), he (1.44%), she (0.97). Reiteration in contractual communication typically
takes place by repetition of the lexical items specifying the parties of the contract.
A further point that is worth highlighting is the conspicuous presence of non2
A confirmation of this concept can be found in Trosborg’s (1997: 63) words: “In outlining the terms of contracts, rules are formulated with the intent of ordering human relations. One party of the contract (e.g. principal, seller, franchiser) imposes a certain behavior
on the other party (e.g. agent, buyer, franchisee) and vice versa”.
3
The equivalence of the deontic value of may to that of shall has been pointed out in
previous literature (Megarry 1960; Gotti 2001).
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human agents as subjects of the shall constructions (56.78%). This is illustrated in
the following example, where an abstract entity may be the subject of the proposition and the agent becomes defocalized. Passive sentences with non-human subjects,
as in the following instance, did occur frequently in the corpus (34.97%):
(5) Payments shall be made to the Vendor at the location above, unless otherwise
directed by the Vendor (Land Agreement).

Must
The deontic must, although much less frequent in the corpus, would seem to be
the alternative to shall most widely used within our texts. Of all obligation tokens in
the corpus, must accounts for just 5.29%. The data are in good agreement with those
of Williams (2006: 242) in terms of the distribution of must in legal texts.
(6) Pursuant to Exchange Act Section 13 (b), 2 (B), the Company must devise and
maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable
assurances that the following objectives are achieved […] (Employment Agreement).

A closer scrutiny of the 146 cases of must in the corpus highlights the conspicuous presence of the passive form. If we exclude the 10 cases where must is followed
by a stative verb (generally be), we note that must is followed by passive constructions in 72 cases, as opposed to 64 cases where the active form is used. In other
words, must occurs in the passive form in 52.94% of cases where there is a choice between active and passive voice. The preferred choice was passivization with an inanimate subject. An example can be found in the following extract:
(7) Water bill must be paid in full and copy of paid final bill sent to Landlord
(Lease Agreement).

Will
In the corpus a number of obligations were undertaken through promises realized by the modal will which accounts for 22.63% of obligation tokens in the corpus.
Most occurrences were introduced by animate subjects such as buyer, seller, company, purchaser, and the more direct you.
(8) The Company will reimburse or advance funds to the Executive for all reasonable travel, entertainment and miscellaneous expenses incurred in connection
with the performance of his duties under this Agreement (Employment Agreement).

The promise realized by means of will expressly commits the party to doing
something.
Semantically, if we compare what the parties will do with what the parties shall
do, there is hardly any difference – an obligation is expressed in both cases. But
there is a difference in pragmatic terms. The use of will commits the party by means
of a promise: the parties themselves commit to doing something. The use of shall, on
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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the other hand, presents the obligation as regulated by the other party through a directive.
Will is particularly frequent in certain types of contracts: in our corpus for example almost half of the instances occur in lease agreements, where there may be a
certain degree of ‘good will’ between the parties. But in most legislative texts will is
comparatively rare, as judges may consider it as not having legally binding force. According to Adams (2008: 43-44), “[…] in general usage will expresses future time
rather than obligations, and using will to convey obligations as well as futurity
would likely result in the sort of confusion that those who advocate abandoning
shall are hoping to avoid”.
Should
In the corpus the modal should is a polite, indirect option with respect to more
categorical alternatives such as shall, must, will. The most frequent phrase structure is should + bare infinitive with an animate subject, and the direct you.
(9) NOTICE TO SELLER: Your liability to pay the note assumed by Purchaser
will continue unless you obtain a release of liability from the note holder. If you
are concerned about future liability, you should use the Release of Liability Addendum (Land Agreement).

The analysis carried out so far has shown a very widespread presence of obligation statements in English contracts, either as direct ordering realized by shall
(70.20%), or promise expressed through the modal will (22.63%). The deontic must
was employed sparingly in the corpus (5.29%), and the modal should was utilized
only in rare cases when a directive was intentionally weakened (1.88%).

4.1.2. Prohibition
Another frequent deontic category is that of prohibitions; in contracts they have
the function of regulating a certain type of behaviour. In our data sentences containing prohibitions usually rely on the negative form of shall, as can be seen in the following example:
(10) Tenant shall not do or keep anything in or about the premises that will obstruct the public spaces available to other residents (Lease Agreement).

In other cases the negative order is conveyed by sentences in which the subject is
preceded by no or an indefinite negative pronoun nothing, as in the following instances:
(11) No reimbursement shall be made for travel and lodging expenses or for any
other expenditure in excess of $ unless the Employee has received prior written
authorization for the expenditure from the Company (Employment Agreement).
(12) Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude the Company from amending or terminating any employee benefit plan or practice (Employment Agreement).

In the event of two prohibitions, the second is often preceded by nor:
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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(13) It is understood and agreed between the parties that Purchaser shall not
commit any strip or waste on the premises […] nor shall the Purchaser suffer or
permit any strip or waste to be committed on such premises […] (Land Agreement).

Of all the prohibition statements contained in the corpus, 82.46% were realized
by means of the negative form of shall, followed – at a great distance – by negative
may (15.88%), and cannot (just 1.42%). There was only one sentence containing must
in which the subject was preceded by no. Here are a few examples of such rarer
cases:
(14) Tenant may not use said deposit for rent owed during the term of the
lease (Lease Agreement).
(15) This contract contains the entire agreement of the parties and cannot be
changed except by the written agreement (Land Agreement).
(16) No mechanical or power equipment must be exposed or showing above
the surface of the subsidiary properties or future buildings (Lease Agreement).

4.1.3. Permission
In contracts, a symmetrical relationship holds between the two parties, either of
which is able to grant permission to the other party. Deontic may is the preferred
modal for granting permission in the corpus (68.35%).
(17) Tenant may only park a vehicle that is registered in the Tenant’s name
(Lease Agreement).
The deontic shall also expresses permission in the corpus (30.77%). When permission is granted, the shall-form is usually accompanied by the expressions have
the right, be entitled, as can be seen in the following quotation:
(18) Tenant shall be entitled to keep no more than _____ domestic dogs, cats or
birds (Lease Agreement).

Can, in the deontic mode, is rarely used in the corpus (0.88%). Here is an example:
(19) The Lessee can make use of the Park’s common areas according to the regulations and specifications included in the Park’s Internal Condominium By-laws and
its subsequent amendments […] (Lease Agreement).

The data in hand indicate that deontic modality is crucial to the purpose of contracts. Some 87.50% of the deontic meanings indicate obligation and prohibition and
the remaining part permission (12.50%). It is not surprising, of course, that a regulative genre relies heavily on deontic values, in its effort to impose rights and obligations.
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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The very widespread presence of shall in the corpus (53.28%) makes the occurrence of this modal verb a characterizing feature of these legal texts. However, the
range of uses of this modal is not very wide and merely comprises the three semantic meanings of obligation, prohibition and permission. As the findings show,
only in the expression of permission is a valid alternative available, represented
by the modal may; as regards obligation, instead, must and should are employed
only infrequently in contracts, and thus shall represents the most widely used
auxiliary.
Negative forms of may have been found in the corpus to express prohibition, but
the limited number of its occurrences (15.88% of all the prohibition statements contained in the corpus) proves that for the conveyance of this semantic meaning contracts clearly show a preference for shall not (82.46%). Instances of cannot and negative must are rare in the corpus (cannot 1.42%, negative must 0.24%).

4.2. Deontic modals in Italian contracts
4.2.1. Obligation – the case of ‘dovere’
The analysis of the Italian contracts has shown a very widespread presence of
dovere-forms to express obligation, constituting 46.43% of all the deontic modals
used in the corpus. Of the verbal constructions employing the modal, 51.54% of all
cases are constituted by the indicative form of the present simple (deve, devono), and
the remaining part by the future simple (dovrà), amounting to 47.69%. There was
only one case of the present subjunctive (debba). Here are some examples.
(20) Il pagamento di quanto sopra deve avvenire – in sede di consuntivo – entro
due mesi dalla richiesta (Contratto di Compravendita). [Payment for the above described property shall be made within two months from its due date]
(21) L’immobile dovrà essere destinato esclusivamente ad uso di civile abitazione
del conduttore e delle persone attualmente con lui conviventi (Contratto di Locazione). [The leased premises shall be used and occupied exclusively by the tenant
and the tenant’s family]
(22) […] ivi espressamente ricompreso il tragitto, con qualunque mezzo percorso,
da e per il luogo in cui la collaborazione debba essere prestata (Contratto di Lavoro). […thereby including the route to and from the agreed place of work, regardless of the means of transport used]

Given that contracts are prescriptive texts, it is not surprising to find that the
present indicative form of dovere predominates. However, the findings reveal that
obligation statements frequently resort to the future simple form of dovere, as is
shown in (21) above, which may have modal connotations of authoritativeness
(47.69% out of the total of 51.54% employing the simple present).

4.2.2. Permission – the case of ‘potere’
In the Italian contracts, potere is the only modal verb used in the deontic sense,
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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in order to grant permission to the parties, representing 23.57% of the total of all
deontic modals in the corpus.
(23) Il conduttore può recedere in qualsiasi momento dal contratto dandone avviso
al locatore con lettera raccomandata almeno 6 mesi prima dell’effettivo rilascio
(Contratto di Locazione). [The tenant may terminate this tenancy at any time by
giving 6 months written notice to the landlord]
(24) Il presente contratto potrà essere rinnovato tacitamente per quante volte le
parti lo desiderino (Contratto di Lavoro). [This agreement may be automatically
renewed for as many times as the parties desire]

Like dovere, the lemma potere alternates the present simple (può/possono) and
the future simple (potrà/potranno), plus additional cases employing the present subjunctive (possa). The use of the subjunctive is confined exclusively to subordinate
clauses, as in the following example, when introducing a hypothetical case:
(25) Qualora dovesse intervenire una causa che possa dar diritto al conduttore di
ottenere la risoluzione del contratto per inidoneità sopravvenuta della cosa locata
[…] (Contratto di Locazione). [In the event that the tenant is entitled to terminate
the contract because the condition of the property no longer complies with the
terms of the agreement...]

4.2.3. Prohibition – the case of the negative form of ‘potere’
The negative form of the modal potere is used almost exclusively in the corpus to
prohibit a certain type of behaviour (29.64% out of 30% of the total number of
modals in this category), as can be seen in the following example:
(26) Il pagamento del canone o di quant’altro dovuto non potrà essere sospeso o ritardato da pretese o eccezioni del conduttore, qualunque ne sia il titolo (Contratto
di Locazione). [Payment of rent may not be withheld or delayed unilaterally by the
tenant for any reason]

In other cases prohibition is conveyed by sentences in which the subject is an indefinite negative pronoun nulla, as in the following case:
(27) […] restando sin d’ora il locatore, in caso di inosservanza, autorizzato a far rimuovere e demolire ogni antenna individuale a spese del conduttore, il quale nulla
può pretendere a qualsiasi titolo, fatte salve le accezioni di legge (Contratto di Locazione). [...in the event that the tenant has installed any aerial without the landlord’s consent, the landlord shall be entitled to have it removed at the expense of
the tenant, the latter having no rights except as required by law]

In the event of two prohibitions, the second is often preceded by né:
(28) Il conduttore non può sublocare l’immobile né può cedere ad altri il contratto
senza il consenso scritto del locatore (Contratto di Locazione). [The tenant may
not sublease the property or assign it to others without the landlord’s written consent]
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If we compare these constructions with those found in the English contracts, we
can see that there is a close semantic overlap between these modal auxiliaries in the
two languages, both of which are used in the English and Italian contracts in the deontic sense, in order to authorize permission, or, when accompanied by a negative
particle, prohibition.
In contrast with the English data, the negative form of dovere used to issue prohibitions is almost non-existent in the Italian contracts: the only instance of this
construction is as follows:
(29) […] il reddito fondiario dell’immobile oggetto del presente atto non doveva essere denunciato nella dichiarazione dei redditi di essa parte venditrice […] (Contratto di Compravendita). […the income from the property referenced herein need
not be declared for tax purposes by the buyer...]

4.3. Other deontic devices in English and Italian contracts
A detailed analysis of all deontically-charged lexicalizations in both English and
Italian contracts lies beyond the scope of the present paper. It is nevertheless important to acknowledge the number and range of these devices, which may effectively
replace and paraphrase certain modal auxiliaries.
In the English contracts, we find that a given behaviour, for instance, may be obligated, imposed, prohibited, forbidden, allowed, permissible. The modal meaning is
expressed by a wide range of word forms: verbs, adjectives, nouns. A list of examples
divided by type of deontic orientation (first obligation and prohibition, then permission) is given below, with the relevant expressions in italics:
(30) All of the joint owners, lessees, occupants or holders, under any title, of the
Condominium’s subsidiary properties, business people, workers, administrative
staff and visitors, are obliged to abide by the environmental commitments that
govern the Condominium […] (Lease Agreement).
(31) This Agreement shall be construed by the court in such a manner as to impose only those restrictions on the Executive’s conduct that are reasonable in the
light of the circumstances […] (Employment Agreement).
(32) […] Purchaser’s Expenses which Purchaser is prohibited from paying by FHA,
VA, state-coordinated veteran’s housing assistance programs, or other governmental loan programs […] (Land Agreement).
(33) It is forbidden for any individual or company to dispose of or accumulate solid
waste in places that are not expressly authorized for that purpose […] (Employment Agreement).
(34) Tenant is offered the discount as an incentive to make his own decisions on
repairs to the property and to allow Landlord to rent the property without the
need to employ professional management (Lease Agreement).
(35) […] such covenant or its contemplated operation, as the case may be, shall be
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interpreted in a manner as broadly in favor of the beneficiary of such covenant as
is legally permissible (Employment Agreement).
(36) Tenants agree to the following terms and conditions in exchange for this permission […] (Lease Agreement).

The list would be even longer if we considered the general illocution markers
that signal (and recall) the commissive function of the document: the company
hereby agrees to, Employee agrees to / agrees that / covenants / covenants and
agrees that / recognizes and agrees that / specifically and expressly represents and
warrants that, it is agreed and understood that, the parties agree that / recognize
and agree that, etc. Formulae of this kind, with the parties to the contract as explicit
or implicit agents of the commissive act, are almost always restricted to variations
on the lemma agree and represent a significant set of data (452 occurrences, 27.30
pttw), but they are much less frequent than modal verbs shall or will.
In the Italian data, instances of verbs such as obbligare/arsi, impegnarsi, vietare,
autorizzare are also frequently used (cf. 37, 38, 39 below), but the range of lexical elements and phraseological patterns involved is much greater: è facoltà delle parti
[both parties shall have the power to], si riserva la facoltà di [X reserves the right
to], ha facoltà di [X shall have the power to], è autorizzato [X shall be entitled to], è
irrevocabile [it is irrevocable], avrà diritto [X shall have the right], ha l’onere [X has
the duty], spetterà [X shall be responsible for], è a carico di [X shall provide],
provvede/provvederà [X shall provide], è in ogni caso vietato [it is prohibited at all
events], si intende [it is understood] etc.
(37) Il conduttore si obbliga ad osservare e far osservare dai suoi famigliari e dipendenti le regole di buon vicinato e del corretto vivere civile; specificatamente si
impegna ad evitare emissioni di fumo, esalazioni, rumori od altre simili propagazioni […] (Contratto di Locazione). [The tenant agrees to conduct himself and his
family in a manner which will not disturb others; more specifically, he agrees to
avoid fumes, smoke, noise or other causes of nuisance…]
(38) È vietato al conduttore apportare qualsiasi innovazione o modifica nei locali
ed altri impianti di cui gli stessi sono dotati senza il consenso scritto della locatrice […] (Contratto di Locazione). [The tenant shall not make any improvements
on the premises without the landlord’s written consent]
(39) L’acquirente resta autorizzato a eseguire a proprio favore l’intavolazione dell’immobile compravenduto, su istanza del Notaio che autenticherà nelle firme la
presente scrittura privata […] (Contratto di Compravendita). [The buyer is still
entitled to register the property in the land registry through a request by a civil
law notary, who will certify the signatures of the present deed...]

The list could be extended to indirect forms, such as (non) dà luogo [does (not)
entitle], or si applica [X is entitled to], referring to rights in the specific register:
(40) La mancata fruizione del periodo di ferie non dà luogo alla corresponsione di
compensi sostitutivi (Contratto di Lavoro). [No extra salary payments will be
given for unused holidays]
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(41) Al collaboratore di ricerca si applica il trattamento previdenziale ed assistenziale previsto dalle vigenti disposizioni normative (Contratto di Lavoro). [The research assistant is entitled to health insurance and retirement benefits as laid
down in current legislation]

The range of lexical elements includes numerous nominalizations, such as patterns with diritto [right], obbligo [duty], impegno [commitment], onere [duty], carico
[responsibility] etc. The elements mentioned in the articles are often referred to as
pattuizioni [terms of agreement] or obbligazioni [duties, obligations] in introductory
or summative formulae such as la locazione è regolata dalle pattuizioni seguenti [the
lease shall be governed by the following terms], or a garanzia delle obbligazioni assunte con il presente contratto [as a guarantee for obligations agreed to in the present contract]. Nominal elements are often used in adverbial phrases specifying
rights and duties introduced in the main clause (see examples 42 and 43):
(42) L’immobile verrà consegnato alla data del …, libero da cose e persone (salvo il
caso in cui sia occupato da inquilino come indicato al punto 1), con obbligo del venditore di conservarlo fino ad allora con la diligenza del buon padre di famiglia
(Contratto di Compravendita). [The property will be handed over on …, free from
things and people (unless it is occupied by a tenant as indicated in point 1) and
the vendor shall keep it in good condition until that date]
(43) Il terreno descritto nell’art. 2 (due) viene venduto dalla Provincia e rispettivamente acquistato dalla Società, a corpo e non a misura, quindi senza garanzia di
esattezza della sua superficie come indicato all’art. 2 (due), nello stato giuridico
che appare dal Libro Fondiario e nello stato di fatto in cui si trova alla data di sottoscrizione del presente contratto, con le seguenti garanzie: […] (Contratto di Compravendita). [The property described in Article 2 is sold by the Provincial Council
and bought by the Company on the following terms: as a purchase per aversionem,
therefore with no guarantee as to the exact measure of the area as indicated in
Article 2; with the same legal status as that indicated in the Land Registry; and
in the condition as it is at the time of signing the present contract, with the following guarantees:..]

Nominalizations are thus more frequent in Italian; they are realized by a wider
lexical range and are more varied in their patterns. Even when the patterns look
similar, they reveal a greater tendency for lexical variation and phraseological constructions. A study of the co-text of right and diritto, for example, seems to highlight
similar trends in the two languages. The Italian corpus shows that the phrasal
lemma aver diritto [have the right] is definitely the most frequent collocation (76 occurrences), followed by riservarsi il diritto [reserve the right] (12), dar diritto [confer
a right] (7), (fatto) salvo il diritto [reserve the right] (7) and other single occurrences
(determina il diritto [creates the right], comporta il diritto [entails the right], nessun
diritto le deriva [no right is conferred], con rinuncia ad ogni diritto [waive any
right], concede o non concede il diritto [grant the right or deny a right]. In English,
the nominal element has almost the same number of occurrences: the lemma have
the right occurs 86 times, followed by exercise a right (9), reserve the right (8), waive
a/any right (7), be granted the right (3), allow the right (2) and other single occurESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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rences (acknowledge, extend, acquire, deny the right, assign, create, confer, preclude,
resign a right). The total number of occurrences in English is slightly higher (124 as
against 107), but the normalized frequencies show great disparity: 7.49 vs 20.54
pttw. Phraseological patterns are much more frequent than they are in Italian,
whereas in English the most frequent expression of modality is represented by
modal verbs.
Lexical variability is also noticeable in Italian in general illocution markers: è
convenuto tra le parti [it is herein agreed by the parties hereto], si conviene e si stipula quanto segue [the parties hereby covenant and agree as follows], vengono qui
specificamente approvate [are hereby specifically agreed to], or le parti concordano
[parties agree]/ promettono [will]/ convengono [covenant]/ approvano [accept]/ si
impegnano [mutually undertake]/ si obbligano [mutually oblige].
Lexical and syntactic variability contribute to more flexible patterns of word
order in Italian. Passive structures, in particular, allow for postposition of the subject, as well as for the agentless structures that typically occur in both corpora (Mortara Garavelli 2001: 93). Italian passive forms are also characterized by variation in
the use of auxiliaries (venire and essere), showing a preference for the pattern with
the verb venire rather than essere (Il prezzo viene pagato a corpo e non a misura [the
price shall be paid per aversionem]. […] Le nuove quote vengono applicate a decorrere… [...The new rates shall be applied from…]).
The most distinguishing feature of Italian contracts is probably the use of deontic future tense and simple present indicative as shown by the two examples below:
(44) Il trattamento retributivo del collaboratore di ricerca è fissato in … […]. Il
rapporto di lavoro regolato dal presente contratto si estingue alla scadenza dei termini (Contratto di Lavoro). [The research assistant’s salary shall be ... [...]. The
employment relationship established by the present contract terminates at the
end of the agreed period]
(45) La prestazione avrà inizio con il giorno … per terminare inderogabilmente il
giorno …. Il presente contratto potrà essere rinnovato e la reiterazione per più di
una volta nel medesimo anno lo trasformerà senza bisogno di ulteriori formalità in
[...] (Contratto di lavoro). [This employment will commence on … and end ... The
present contract may be renewed. If the contract is renewed more than once
within the same year, there is an implied agreement to change the contract into...]

The most general function of the contract is often expressed in a simple present
indicative: si conviene e si stipula quanto segue [it is agreed as follows], L’Università
degli Studi di … assume con rapporto di lavoro subordinato a tempo determinato
il/la Dott… in qualità di… [the University of … recruits Mr/Mrs… for a fixed-term
job], La sig. … di seguito denominata Locatrice […] concede in locazione al sig. … di
seguito denominato Conduttore [Mrs…., hereinafter referred to as Landlord leases
the premise to Mr…, hereinafter referred to as Tenant]. In Italian contracts, the
simple present is also used in specifying the articles of the contract. As Šarčević
2000: 139) has observed, “in prescriptive legal discourse the present indicative form
in Romance languages such as Italian or French is referred to as the normative indicative, particularly in main clauses where it generally has a clearly prescriptive
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function”. The future is also significantly employed with deontic meaning, all
through the articles.
On the whole, then, markers of deontic values are characterized by much greater
formal variety in Italian than they are in English, where modal auxiliaries constitute the most obvious indicator of the single rights and duties listed in a contract.

5. Discussion and conclusions
The quantitative overview of data on modal verbs has revealed a heavy concentration of one particular deontic modal in each language – shall in English and dovere in Italian. In English, however, modals of obligation are followed at a great distance by modals of permission and prohibition, whereas in the Italian corpus there
is a more balanced proportion of the three deontic categories. The frequency of all
deontic modals is also much higher in English than in the Italian contracts and the
range is much wider. The quantitative difference reflects a general tendency of the
languages, but is also distinctive of the legal domain and in particular of the contract as a genre.
In our analysis we bore in mind the basic semantic and pragmatic distinctions
that appear relevant to the case of the contract. From a semantic point of view, the
most important distinction is the one between mandatory and discretionary rules,
expressing respectively obligation, prohibition and permission. From a pragmatic
point of view, the major distinction is one between directive and commissive speech
acts. Directives are traditionally regarded as more “face-threatening” (Brown &
Levinson 1987). The degree of ‘imposition’ may often suggest recourse to politeness
strategies in order to lessen the impact of directives.
Expectedly, no significant difference was observed between the proportion of
mandatory and discretionary rules as a whole. The difference was rather in the role
played by modals in signalling them. The English contract is highly formulaic and
the presence of a modal shall is a clear indicator of the presence of a mandatory
rule. The insistence on shall, however, is often mitigated by choosing a non-personal
subject. In Italian, on the other hand, modals of obligation and prohibition are balanced with periphrastic expressions and unmodalized statements.
In commissives – committing the speaker to a certain course of action – the sincerity condition (intention) may be relevant, while the propositional content refers to
future action. This is the area where a focus on modal verbs reveals the most significant differences. The speaker’s commitment is usually expressed through an explicit performative verb in Italian (Il locatore si impegna [Tenant shall undertake]),
whereas in English it is expressed by means of a modal (will). The different formal
choice, however, does not seem to affect the degree of explicit marking of the function.
From the point of view of the non-expert reader, the systematic choice of different
word classes (as with commissives) may not affect ease of understanding at all. Lexical variability, on the other hand, combined with the frequency of unmodalized
statements (as is the case with directives), may affect the clarity of the text.
The Italian text, on the whole, is characterized by a wider range of forms and by
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greater variation in signals of deontic meanings. Lexical variation is also accompanied by greater syntactic variation, especially as far as word order is concerned.
Markers of deontic values are thus less formulaic than in English and not always
easily recognizable for the lay reader. The differences between our English and Italian corpus are not simply due to systematic differences between the two languages.
It is also the strategies typically selected in the two legal cultures that vary and the
socio-pragmatic requirements of the situation. The greater degree of variation found
in Italian texts does comply with tradition and convention in Italian legal writing,
but may in fact result in reduced clarity for the lay reader.
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APPENDIX (contract websites)
American websites
http://www.allaboutforms.com
http://www.totalrealestatesolutions.com
http://www.lawsmart.com
http://www.contracts.onecle.com
http://freelegalforms.net
http://www.legaldocs.com
Italian websites
http://www.moduli.it
http://www.sicet.it/contratti
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ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION WEBSITES:
BRINGING LEGAL TEXTS
CLOSER TO ORDINARY CITIZENS?
Olga Denti & Michela Giordano1

Abstract
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), or out-of-court settlement, refers to dispute resolution processes and techniques, such as negotiation, mediation and arbitration, that fall
outside traditional judicial processes. ADR is being increasingly conducted online. Online
Dispute Resolution (ODR) applies traditional alternative dispute resolution methods to
disputes solved online by either relying upon technologies or through procedures taking
place entirely online. The analysis of two websites providing ODR will try to highlight,
from an intracultural perspective, to what extent the features of obscure and ambiguous
legalese shade into plain English expressions and structures, pursuing clarity and understanding, thus producing texts closer to and more intelligible for the layperson. The linguistic study is conducted within the investigation of the websites’ general ‘architecture’
which uncovers how texts, images and symbols synergically convey both verbal and nonverbal communication, along with the several traditional and non-traditional information
technology devices employed which relate the several codes to one another in the cyberspace, exploiting those conventions which are peculiar to both the genre of mediation and
that of online/electronic texts.

1. Introduction
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) involves dispute resolution processes and
techniques other than traditional judicial processes, “methods by which legal conflicts and disputes are resolved privately, without resort to litigation in the public
courts” (Di Renzo Villata 2007: 247). These methods include negotiation, mediation
and arbitration. Despite a certain distrust towards it, ADR is nowadays widely accepted and employed, mostly due to the increasing overload of courts on the one
hand, and its confidential nature, quicker achievement of a solution and lower costs
on the other.
When ADR is conducted online, it is referred to as Online Dispute Resolution
(ODR), or iDR (Internet Dispute Resolution), eDR (Electronic Dispute Resolution),
eADR (Electronic ADR), or oADR (Online ADR), defined as a procedure in which the
parties

1
Although this paper has been jointly planned, Olga Denti is responsible for Sections 1,
3, 6 and 8 and Michela Giordano for Sections 2, 4, 5 and 7.
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no longer travel to meet in courtrooms or in front of arbitrators or mediators. The
parties stay behind the computers, communicate by electronic means, and try to
resolve their dispute by an agreement reached online, or by submitting their dispute to an online arbitral tribunal or a cybercourt (Schultz, Kaufmann-Kohler,
Langer & Bonnet 2001: 13).

The first experiences of ODR originated in the United States and date back to
1996 with the Online Ombuds Office as for online mediation and the Virtual Magistrate with reference to online arbitration. Today, developing types of ADR have
emerged, such as co-mediation, co-med-arb, med-arb etc., and ADR-ODR hybrids as,
for example, in the case of ADR supported by the use of emails, increasingly useful
as an adjunct to face-to-face communication (Marangon 2006: 137; Nelson 2008b).
Some of the most significant advantages of ADR are also present in ODR: efficiency, cost-effectiveness, time-saving, contrast soothing, parties’ involvement and
participation in reaching a solution and controlling the outcome, along with less formality and more flexibility of the rules and procedures, privacy, and fewer jurisdictional problems. Simplification of both communication between the parties and between them and a neutral, and of the gathering, transmission and storing of
information, are peculiar to ODR. The overcoming of distance and logistic barriers
(Nelson 2008a) is another characteristic. Speed acquires a very special meaning
here, and the issue of quick procedures and of a legally acceptable duration of online
proceedings remains controversial (Katsh & Rifkin 2001: 25; Marangon 2006: 134;
Bonnet et al. 2002: 4). But a traditional court settlement may be too long and costly
(Camardi 2006: 44), so ODR providers aim to supply fast telematic contact between
the parties involved in the dispute, accessible either within the trading organization
site (e.g. eBay), or in specialized ones (Camardi 2006: 3). Online procedures are influenced by ADR methods: arbitration and mediation procedures, in particular, are
an adaptation of the offline ones.
Both offline and online negotiation and mediation procedures are non-adjudicative, i.e. the resolution of the dispute is not imperative but it is generally an agreement between the parties involved. In arbitration, instead, the final award is binding. Online negotiation can be automated or assisted. In the first case, the
agreement is reached through a blind bidding procedure, as the parties are mediated by a computer which matches the offers within a certain range until an
agreement is reached. In the case of assisted negotiation instead, the parties actively communicate with one another through email, tele- and video-conferences
(Bonnet et al. 2002: 2-3). Technology plays several roles (Camardi 2006: 1). It is
deemed as the fourth party which does not replace the third party, but influences
it as technological skills and strategies become necessary. The main role of technology is to assist the third party neutral, i.e. arbitrators or mediators (Katsh &
Rifkin 2001: 94).
In online mediation, a mediator “helps the parties discuss and try to resolve the
dispute” and finds a solution which is mutually acceptable. Their role is very important, above all languagewise, as they must build confidence and trust with and between the parties, be aware of what they are looking for and make sure they understand, most of the time, without the help of voice and tone inflections. Mediation
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implies a wide variety of procedures, subsequent sessions and activities (American
Bar Association, Section of Dispute Resolution 2006), whose structure and implementation “influence the architecture of online mediation websites” (Schultz et al.
2001: 21). In arbitration, instead, the arbitrator decides for the parties after having
communicated with both of them, and the award binds the parties just like a court
decision.
According to this framework, the Electronic Consumer Dispute Resolution
(ECODIR) site offers assisted negotiation and mediation, as well as The Mediation
Room, which is one of the services provided by the Claim Room. The ECODIR
process starts as a negotiation process and, if the parties fail to find an agreement, a
mediation phase follows and, in the case of another failure, the mediator issues a
recommendation which is not binding, unless differently stated by the parties. As
the website itself recites in the home page “(t)he 3-step process is designed to maximize the chances of parties reaching a quick and mutually beneficial settlement”. In
The Mediation Room, the mediator communicates with the parties, who can be assisted by lawyers, either separately or jointly. He/she can also ask an expert for advice and anonymous comments may also be taken into account.
According to Bonnet et al. (2002: 4), in the choice of communication tools, emails
seem to prevail over real-time exchanges in assisted negotiation, allowing consecutive, divided and relatively slow steps, and enabling the parties to slow down and
properly focus on the content of messages without being stressed by time pressure.
In mediation, instead, more tools are exploited, such as emails, telephone calls and
teleconferencing, web-based real time conferencing and message posting, video-conferencing, fax, voice mail and, sometimes, even postal mail and hand delivery (Bonnet et al. 2002: 4). In arbitration, the choice of the appropriate tool for the quality of
justice and the formalities required by such a process are so complex that arbitration is rarely carried out online.
One of the most important issues when talking about ODR is communication:
how it is delivered and what devices are used to facilitate communication between
the disputants and a third party. As the Plain English movement is not limited to
reforming legalese but to making all formal documents more comprehensible in
order to modify the communicative function of official texts (Williams 2005: 171), the
present analysis will try to bring to light to what extent plain English is implemented in two websites providing ODR. The ultimate goal of clarity and comprehensibility can be achieved not only through simplifying written texts in general, avoiding archaic words and passives, nominalization, unnecessary redundant expressions,
and reducing sentence length, but also by adopting multimodal tools offered by modern digital communication. In this respect, and in line with Hymes (1986), the present paper will consider communication more as a genre of events than as a genre of
texts. The web page is an example of modern multimodal text (Baldry 2000: 41) in
the sense that it combines traditional semiotic resources such as language and layout with more modern resources such as pictures, colours, photographs and videos.
Therefore, visual and linguistic meaning-making resources, such as colour, use of
spatial disposition of objects and texts, blocks arranged horizontally or vertically, all
contribute to the text meaning.
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In his analysis of plain language in legislative drafting, Hunt (2002: 6) states
that the public readership dimension is absent from legislation: in other words, ordinary citizens do not seem directly concerned with the intricacies of legislation of
which the main readers appear to be those who implement, administer and enforce
the law itself, such as lawyers, judges, regulators, etc. Therefore, according to this
scholar, “the arguments in favour of using plain language seem unconvincing”
(ibid.). This could be true if applied only to certain legal genres, such as statutes or
prescriptive legal texts, law reports, international treaties or even municipal regulations, documents which the layperson could not feel as directly and explicitly affecting his/her private daily life. However, when it comes to private transactions, employment contracts, premarital agreements, wills, and covenants, in which the
parties may feel directly and personally involved in searching for a mutually satisfactory solution, when the ‘judge’ or third party is only a facilitator and not a decider, then the discourse used becomes of the utmost significance, since the parties
want everything to be clear, understandable and unambiguous.
2. Data and methodology
The data for this investigation are provided by two websites, both in English, offering Online Dispute Resolution processes: a) www.ecodir.org and b) www.themediationroom.com.
The ECODIR project originates from a university initiative supported by the European Commission and the Irish Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment. Its aim is “to set up a system devoted to the electronic resolution of Internet
disputes arising between consumers and merchants”. The Mediation Room, instead,
is a service provided by The Claim Room.com Ltd, Liverpool, United Kingdom,
which enables “disputes to be resolved at less cost, in less time and with less damage to underlying relationships than by litigation” through a “pioneering software”
utilized by “courts, government bodies, leading companies, business associations, law
and business schools and mediation companies worldwide”, as the website itself recites in the home page welcoming introduction.
According to Bhatia (1993: 101), legal discourse includes a number of
distinguishable genres depending upon the communicative purposes they tend to
fulfil, the settings or contexts in which they are used, the communicative events or
activities they are associated with, the social and professional relationship between the participants taking part in such activities or events, the background
knowledge that such participants bring to the situation in which that particular
event is embedded and a number of other factors.

The present study starts from the assumption that “(a)nalysing genre means investigating instances of conventionalised or institutionalised textual artefacts in the
context of specific institutional and disciplinary practices, procedures and cultures”
in order to understand “how members of specific discourse communities construct,
interpret and use these genres to achieve their community goals and why they write
them the way they do” (Bhatia 2002: 6). The same author underlines that, although
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in genre analysis many textual artefacts can be explained in terms of pure genres,
mixed or embedded forms exist, designed to achieve a blend of communicative purposes, since
[w]ith the invasion of new media and electronic modes of communication in public
life, on the one hand, and the more recent increase in the interdisciplinary nature
of academic and professional discourse, appropriation of lexico-grammatical resources and discoursal strategies across discourse communities and genres is becoming increasingly common (Bhatia 2002: 10-12).

According to the theoretical applied genre analytical model proposed by Bhatia
(2002: 16-18), discourse can be analysed from three different perspectives:
1) discourse as text which refers to the analysis of language use confined to the surface level properties of discourse, which includes formal and functional aspects of
discourse, but excludes any significant analysis of context, placing the emphasis
on the construction of the textual product, rather than on the interpretation or
use of such a product;
2) discourse as genre which extends the analysis beyond the textual output to incorporate context, to account not only for the production of texts, but also for their
interpretation, use, and exploitation in specific social, institutional and professional contexts to achieve specific goals;
3) discourse as social practice which sees texts tightly linked to and embedded in
specific social contexts and which focuses more on the features of context rather
than on the textual output. The focus is on the participants’ identities, and, most
importantly and especially for our study, on the social or professional structures
and relationships the genre is likely to maintain or change, and on the benefits or
disadvantages such a genre is likely to bring to a particular set of readers.
Since these three perspectives are “not mutually exclusive, but essentially complementary to each other” (Bhatia 2002: 18) this study will try to apply them to the
analysis of the particular genre of ODR website language. The analysis of the two
websites, the ECODIR Project and The Mediation Room, will therefore focus on their
general ‘architecture’, considering the many different aspects which contribute to
building an online legal procedure supported by technological tools that the target
consumer may initially approach with a degree of scepticism and unease. This is due
to the fact that the layperson normally lacks both the legal and the technological
knowledge. Our investigation will deal with the general website framework and its
different textual and discursive features in: home page layout, site map, explanation
of the ODR process, rules and procedures, instructions on how to file a case, training
for would-be mediators or educational materials for law schools, fees and even Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). The multimodal analysis will highlight the intertwining of the different texts, images, symbols and other technological devices (e.g.
videos, chats, video-conferencing and e-mails), which synergically and complementarily convey communication throughout the ODR websites. We will also attempt to
evaluate the language user-friendliness and plainness which enable ordinary citizens to understand and use ODR procedures.
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3. ODR communicative purpose(s)
Each website – the ECODIR Project and The Mediation Room – aims to introduce and guide the visitor through the website itself, before and during the dispute
resolution process. Planning a site also means organizing information according to
the time/money a consumer is willing to spend, hesitating among certain links and
pages, or trying to quickly reach the precise information sought. This type of organization of the Web and the free access users have to most sites do not affect economic
and personal freedom, but reduce the range and reach of application of the law (Camardi 2006: 20-21).
Normally, when a text is designed, the genre reflects those structures and communicative purposes shared by the specialist members of a discourse community. In
analysing the two websites, one of the aims is to highlight the relationship between
the online legal texts and an external audience, which has the opportunity to react
“to the product of the expert originators” and to “influence them to modify their
texts so that these become more user-friendly” (Trosborg 2001: 27-28).
Therefore, some of the main communicative functions exploited by the websites
are to present the ODR procedures, introduce and guide visitors, provide background knowledge on the content matter, and allow visitors to understand how the
process works step by step, making them aware of everything they must know before filing a case. The addressees of ECODIR processes are consumers and businesses, while The Mediation Room initially directs a more specialist audience, i.e.
legal actors, businesses and business associations, law and business schools, but also
includes “the public at large” in the Welcome message in the home page. Children
and minors are not eligible to use the services offered by the ODR provider
(ECODIR, Privacy Policy section). Both websites are meant for ordinary private citizens, but also for law school students and would-be mediators who wish to learn the
practice of mediating online. In this respect, both sites mention how to become a mediator, and The Mediation Room even offers training courses in the specific section
For Law Schools.
Thus, ODR websites use particular linguistic strategies, but also other digital
means which aim at facilitating the comprehension of the texts and the procedures
for the ordinary readership. Textual and non-textual features must be not only clear
and unambiguous, but also all-inclusive, taking into account the various possible circumstances and diverse target readers/visitors. In addition, when dealing with all
modes (texts, movies, images, sounds) of Internet discourse, legal professionals find
themselves interpreting signals and languages that often differ from those existing
in modern legal language. Of course, this influences the way problems arise and how
they are interpreted and solved (Camardi 2006: 9-11). For example, the action of
clicking to accept a contract is increasingly being considered the same as the real acceptance of a contract followed by a signature. This means that online linguistic conventions are becoming easily recognizable and are acquiring legal validity (Camardi
2006: 11-12). However, according to some scholars, the reconsideration and reinterpretation of the language of the Web into a non-technological one and the compresESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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sion of legal documents and processes are leading to the pauperization of legal language and trial procedures (Camardi 2006: 45-49).
4. ODR websites: a mixed genre
ODR practice can be considered a mixed or embedded genre of legal language,
since it includes characteristics of both ADR and online negotiations by using information technology devices, practices and procedures, along with advertising and
marketing practices. The typical features of both practices are co-constructed, intermingling textual aspects with visual or text-external factors, leading to an integration of different discursive and professional practices, complementing each other
(Bhatia 2008: 161-162) and aiming at a common final goal.
ODR allows us to look closely at interdiscursivity, which can be “viewed as appropriation of semiotic resources across genres, professional practices and disciplinary
cultures” (Bhatia 2008: 162). The analysis of the two websites gives the opportunity
to conduct a multi-dimensional genre investigation, going from text to context and
vice versa, to unravel the specific discursive practices ODR employs to achieve its
objectives. According to Bhatia (2008: 163), “different professional discourses have
their own specific characteristics that constrain their use and interpretation”. Legal
language, for example, is notorious for its obscurity making it hard for ordinary citizens to understand. Notwithstanding the difficulty to understand such legal texts,
interdiscursivity – thus the importation and appropriation of some features from
other types of discourse – helps to enhance comprehensibility: some typical resources of a particular professional practice or specific discourse (such as the language of technology or the language of advertising and marketing) can fill some of
the shortcomings of another specific discourse, such as legal discourse. Interdiscursivity thus becomes important and functional as it acquires a pragmatic role, providing those missing features needed to fulfil, shape and improve the communicative
purposes of a particular practice.
Plain language alone is surely not going to ensure that legal texts and dispute
resolution texts in general and ODR practices, in particular, will really be closer to
ordinary citizens. Nevertheless, we are convinced that all the non-textual elements,
or text-external factors, in ODR websites can help make texts and procedures more
understandable to non-experts through the use of alternative channels and modes of
communication, each exploiting different resources, though all aiming at reaching a
solution to the legal issue under examination.
We will now try to identify both textual and non-textual elements in the websites
which, in our view, allow ordinary citizens to have some detailed background knowledge of ODR processes and a thorough understanding of the various practices and
procedures. Moreover, since “users must be able to follow the process […] the underlying support architecture must correspond to established configurations and standards” (Bonnet et al. 2002: 10), meeting a certain quality of the system, of the user
interface, and of conventions for user interactions.
Successful websites exploit some of the following features: usefulness of informaESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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tion, ease of surfing, readability, originality and friendly layout, all of them showing
expertise in web design and in the creative use of technology, digital art, photography, and also knowledge of the content matter (in this case ODR processes), along
with security and copyright policies. Convenience, trust and expertise are the qualities needed for a successful ODR process (Katsh & Rifkin 2001: 93).
5. Multimodal analysis of The Mediation Room website
The first section to be analysed in both websites is the home page in order to find
out how informative it is, and to what extent it sets the proper context for visitors
willing to engage in the ODR process. The two home pages display rather different
layouts.
The Mediation Room home page (Fig. 1) displays a tool bar at the top of the page,
with the above website heading and three functional tools such as the Search button, Click for file access, and the Submit button, giving the possibility to insert one’s
own e-mail address to sign up for mediation news and events. Looking at the home
page horizontally, three very distinct parts can be identified: the blue background
displaying blurred white clouds in the top bar ends abruptly to leave room for a
white cloudy background which, again with a sudden cut-off, becomes a green expanse in the bottom end of the page, showing fields or more simply regular tufts of
grass. The three-part background very much resembles the essential setting of children’s drawings, with sky at the top and green earth at the bottom of the page with
the key elements in the centre: this disposition of elements confers a sense of simplicity, ease and tranquillity. The whiteness of the clouds transmits lightness, cleanness, and even plainness from a metaphorical point of view, juxtaposed to the dense
fog of difficult concepts to be understood and assimilated by ordinary citizens when
dealing with most legal matters. The image thus conveyed plays with the slogan See
you out of court written in blue, with the emphasis on the words out of in white, supporting the idea of being outside and, thus, of an extrajudicial solution.
The central body in the page, which develops vertically downward, beyond the
framework of a computer screen, again displays sparse white clouds, not heavy or
thick, but delicate and almost transparent, showing the blue sky behind them. In
this central body, the various content elements are distributed in a very orderly way.
Two horizontal bars, the first with labels or section headers, and the second carrying
the utterance See you out of court, are followed by six square boxes stretching vertically in the page. Three of them contain white written text against a blue background, such as the Welcome message, Latest news and information on Some of our
clients. The box beside the Welcome message displays some fading pictures showing
shaking hands, a pen signing a legal document, hands typing on a keyboard, people
talking and shaking hands in front of a laptop, a pen gently resting on a keyboard.
All these images convey the ideas of professionalism, seriousness and reliability
making visitors feel at ease, guided by experts and protected in terms of their own
interests and rights.
The linguistic analysis of the Welcome message emphasizes the use of an inforESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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Figure 1. The Mediation Room home page

mal but highly persuasive register: the addresser refers to the reader/visitor directly,
both personally and all-inclusively, using the second person pronoun you and then
listing the various counterparts in possible disputes, as a way to single out the right
target audience, though, at the same time, not excluding anyone but taking account
of ‘the public at large’.
Here you will learn about mediation, and other alternative ways to resolve disputes, whether such are with suppliers, customers, employees, business partners,
co-directors, regulatory and public bodies or the public at large.

The Mediation Room offers its expertise in applying technology to the resolution
of disputes, “at less cost, in less time and with less damage to underlying relationships than by litigation”: the employment of a three-part list, a rhetorical device
often used in spoken communication, has a strong persuasive character, stating
things in a categorical manner, once and for all, in a complete structure, one as perfect as the number three. The persuasive character is even stronger since The Mediation Room takes into account and attaches great value to “underlying relationships” between parties that are protected from damage much more than in
traditional litigation. The so-called “pioneering software”, whose services can be applied partly or wholly online but also in-person, utilizes “tailored systems”, a term
which emphasizes the customized and ‘bespoke’ character of the process, making the
visitor/client feel at the centre of the procedure and individually assisted. Typical
structures of advertising discourse single out the right category of consumer, accordESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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ing to the If X, then Y formula (Leech 1966: 107), or the problem/solution formula
widely used in ads.
If you are a mediator or arbitrator, or an organisation offering such services, we
can help you offer your skills to cases otherwise not capable of being dealt with inperson […].

The remaining boxes in the home page take on a very important role in this context. One of them is a “short movie explaining a little about mediation”, as the instruction button recites. A man, G. Ross, the founder of The Mediation Room, in the
five-minute video, sitting on a sofa in what seems to be a comfortable and relaxed
sitting room with family pictures and table lamp in the background, after introducing himself, warmly invites visitors to try mediation before getting involved in litigation or in a court action. According to Kress & van Leeuwen (1996: 21) “pictures, like
language, can realise not only representations, but also interactions”. The choice of a
warm familiar environment and atmosphere rather than a cold and unfriendly professional office is determined by the fact that the “image wants something from the
viewer, appeals to the viewer to form a pseudosocial bond of a particular kind with
the represented participant(s)” (Kress & van Leeuwen 1996: 27). The image on the
video has a frontal point of view conveying involvement. As Kress & van Leeuwen
explain (1996: 36), the horizontal angle, or frontal angle, indicates equality, and “encodes whether or not the image maker (and hence, willy-nilly, the viewer) is ‘involved’ with the represented participants or not”. The viewer is induced into producing a social response (Kress & van Leeuwen 1996: 124). The man in the video is thus
located within the social world of the viewer and vice versa: “camera angle is a
highly significant meaning-making resource when reflecting social attitudes”
(Baldry 2000: 70). A close shot (showing speaker’s head and shoulders) expresses intimacy and personality: it allows the viewer “to relate to the person in the text as an
individual whereas distance depersonalises and objectifies” (Baldry 2000: 55).
The speaker’s explanation in The Mediation Room video is both didactic and informal, almost colloquial: he establishes eye contact with the viewer and addresses
him/her directly and almost personally, using the second person pronoun you. Hinting at “confidential discussions” and frank talks, he shows the differences between
very narrow and limited decisions by judges, aiming at applying what are “the
rights and wrongs about the matter”, juxtaposed to mediation which is much more
careful in keeping the underlying personal relationships between people or parties.
The “mediation pragmatic approach to disputes” is reached through the maintenance and preservation of relationships between the parties beyond the dispute.
Specific legal terminology is used sparingly: terms such as negotiation and conciliation are named merely to explain the functions and procedures of the third type of
ADR on which the website focuses, i.e. mediation. Neutrality of the mediator and
confidentiality are explained through examples from the business world, in
seller/customer transactions. This is important as neutrality, i.e. the relationship between mediator and disputants, and impartiality, i.e. the absence of bias between negotiators, are potentially uncomfortable issues.
Next to the box containing the video, the light blue box on the right displays a
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Figure 2. The Mediation Room Movie Demo

short slide movie to demonstrate the basic operations of the collaborative online mediation software. The Mediation Room Movie Demo (Fig. 2) lasts 2.40 minutes and
shows how a person can make use of the application.
The layperson is firstly introduced to the software through a brief explanation of
how the different elements are distributed in the screen to make the visitor familiar
with the platform. Then, a role play of a dispute between a person renovating an old
house, Ms Barbara Green, and the builder, Mr George Lowry, is presented. The setting of a would-be case places the visitor inside the situation, providing actual people and elements of discussion in the scenery. Ms Mary Madden is the mediator who
logs in through username and password to enter the mediation discussion area, or
Open discussions area, clicking on the Mediator-All parties button through which
she can talk to both parties together. Additionally, the mediator can enter an area of
Private discussions where she can exchange messages privately with Party 1 or
Party 2 alternatively. An Anonymous Postings area also exists where any person,
which can include any representatives, provided they are registered on the case, or
mediators themselves, can post their personal suggestions on the case solution,
without being identified. Mediators can also resort to a Joint Expert Advisor for advice. After logging in, the parties can talk to their lawyers and each of them can
have a platform configured to their own choice. The last slide in the demo provides
the e-mail address to contact to obtain further information about the software and
how it can be used by trainers for role playing.
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6. Multimodal analysis of the ECODIR project website
As for the ECODIR project home page (Fig. 3) the whole layout is manifestly simpler and less endowed with technological devices than that of The Mediation Room.
The background is white and the only touch of colour is given by the use of red to
highlight all the main subsections identified under the sections in the side bar on
the left and on the bottom of the screen. Emphasis is also carried out through the
light and fuzzy grey line at the top of the page, where on the right darker grey
HOME, SITE MAP, CONTACT US, and VERSION FRANÇAISE are clickable. The
same aim is achieved by the grey button LOGIN and the only picture present: that
of a chip, represented through different shades of blue and green, fading in the back
and crossed over by a white stripe with the words ELECTRONIC CONSUMER
DISPUTE RESOLUTION, which already restricts and identifies the domain, and
repeats the site name. The picture of the chip produces an imaginary relation between technology and the reader being addressed (Kress & van Leeuwen 1996: 122).
The logo of the Thawte security system, displaying a lock (with the updated date underneath), and the flag of the European Union add extra colour but, most importantly, confer a feeling of protection and security with respect to the site content and
procedures.
The following pages also use red for their main headings and for clickable words
within the text, and the image of the chip is replaced by colour patterns which

Figure 3. The ECODIR project home page
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change according to the section. The other visual devices employed are mainly the
size of letters and their font: capital, bold or italics, used to emphasize the importance of certain concepts or qualities. In addition, when the cursor stops on a grey
link, this becomes darker. The reader’s attention is firstly captured by the biggest
capital letters used to write ECODIR in the top left page in black. A thin red line
underlines it and a small red tick on a box substitutes the i top dot. The tick symbolizes the right choice for this site and its procedures. The simplicity of the layout
and the bare presence of colours are designed to convey clarity and reality to the
content. Headings inform and instruct the reader on how to proceed. The Welcome
message explains who can benefit from the site and how, and the online procedure’s
main advantages, highlighting that “The service is free to both consumers and businesses”. As well as in The Mediation Room, the quickness, efficiency and affordability of the process is unmistakably declared.
Both websites are audience-oriented, as the information is designed and specifically organized for their multiple categories of audiences. The main difference lies in
the choice of tools: video in the Mediation Room and text supported by graphs in the
ECODIR site. Graphs are an impersonal visual device and offer objective knowledge,
lacking emotional involvement and subjectivity, unlike the images and videos of the
other site (Kress & van Leeuwen 1996: 124). The ECODIR diagram of the Process
Overview has a frontal or perpendicular top-down angle meaning action, maximum
involvement, a relationship of power and knowledge. Bearing in mind Kress & van
Leeuwen’s (1996) narrative processes and conceptual patterns, the graph shows
stages arranged on horizontal and vertical lines, both on topographical (showing
spatial relations) and topological (representing logical relations) lines, also connected by vectors (oblique lines), which represent transportation and transformation, transitory spatial arrangements. Vectors have the same role in images as action verbs in language: they represent processes, movement, transport or
transformation. The accompanying text in the Process Overview page supports this
visual representation explaining the procedures through an overview first and a
more thorough detailed description afterwards. The texts are characterized by the
use of clear and brief paragraphs, with mostly short sentences, including two-part
lists as in “The process is confidential and voluntary” but mainly more effective
three-part lists, e.g. “The system is designed to resolve disputes in an easy, swift and
inexpensive manner”. Paragraphs
not only reflect a conceptual unit within the text but also perform a special pragmatic function. The physical layout itself on the page replicates the conceptualpragmatic dimension, favouring the identification of separate text parts and highlighting their functions and interactions: this improves comprehension of textual
organisation and makes the meaning easier to decode (Gotti 2005: 114).

In the process, the three steps between the dispute and the resolution are: negotiation, mediation, if the former fails, and recommendation, if an agreement has not
been found yet. The choice of the word recommendation, “based on the principles of
honesty and justice”, perfectly marries the ultimate goal and spirit of the ECODIR
process: finding a consensual solution between the parties.
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As for the relationship between the addresser and the receiver, in the home page
the third personal pronoun, singular or plural, is always used together with the
nouns businesses, consumers and customers, sometimes in capital letters to emphasize the importance they hold for the site. However, this implies a certain distance
between the provider and the user. The only example of the second person pronoun
you which bears a closer involvement is found in the last sentence, where also an
imperative form is used, as a closer connection is sought to persuade the reader to
try to find out more about ECODIR: “Take a look in these pages at ECODIR’s Online Dispute Resolution Process and Policies to learn more about how ECODIR can
be of benefit to you”.
In the following pages, the Parties, the mediator, the respondent, etc., are often
referred to and the third singular or plural pronoun is employed. Only in the section
How to File a Case and Policies are the imperative tense and you found again. The
distance between participants is also enhanced by the use of passive forms, typical
of legal English.
The whole procedure is very clearly explained: the Process Overview section gives
a first general description of the steps; the Process in Detail further divides the
three phases into other stages, also giving time reference; ECODIR Resolution
Rules, divided into articles, set forth the application of the rules, the definition of the
most frequent and significant words and expressions, and additional clarifications
about the three-phase sequence. Preparation, Registration and Technical Note illustrate how to create an account, to log in and log out, and the technical requirements
of the platform. A French version is also available, expanding the targeted audience,
even if in the FAQs we read that “the language of the proceedings in each case will
be the common language of the parties”. The overall clarity of the site layout, textual organization and register make it highly intelligible and user-friendly for the
layperson.
7. Plain language vs legalese: easification or just simplification?
A large part of our study has been devoted to analysing text content and the language used to convey it. We have tried to find out which linguistic features in the
texts allow us to speak of the presence of plain language rather than of legalese. We
have considered websites not only as descriptive and informative texts but also as
types of discourse bearing some legal-discourse qualities since, without doubt, they
do offer a legal service. Additionally, the procedures on these websites represent a
sort of simplification of ordinary ADR procedures and, before that, of court trials.
Therefore, bearing in mind the specific character of the participants taking part in
the communicative event in an ODR website (clients, disputants, parties, mediators,
lawyers, counsels), the technological devices utilized to apply the procedure, the
means used to convey precise information on that procedure, and, last but perhaps
more importantly, the specific purposes of the said procedure, we expected some use
of legalese together with a slightly more formal register, reflecting or, at least, resembling the typical jargon of law professionals dealing with ordinary citizens but
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still operating within their specific professional setting. Moreover, we wanted to investigate which linguistic strategies are used to come closer to non-experts.
The issue of simplification of legal documents for wider reader accessibility and
usability has been investigated by many scholars. Bhatia (1993: 209) distinguishes
between the process of easification to make legislation more easily accessible to a
larger specialist audience “without neutralizing the generic integrity of legislative
statements” and the process of creating “popular versions of these documents in
plain language for a lay audience” that can be used for information and education.
Examples of the different techniques used in searching for the plainest possible
approach include textual and lexical features. As regards textual features, the site
map, present in both websites, can be helpful to better understand the site organization, and find out to what extent the site is organized in an intuitive and intelligible
way. However, both site maps list section headings without elucidating the content
groupings and their logical distribution in the websites. Therefore, we decided to
graphically represent them to have a better picture of their structure (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5).
Additionally, content groupings were looked at to find out if the materials and
content are grouped and collected in a logical and understandable way. As for textual organization, titles and headings are important as section titles can aid understanding. Titles should include words which are informative or ease indexing, therefore headings should be accurate in order for the crucial words to mean exactly what
is intended. Both sites respect this clarity requirement: the labels are direct and
straightforward, leading the visitors to what they are looking for. Section titles can
be also presented as questions. This feature is used in The Mediation Room website:
the three subsection titles, What is mediation?, Why mediate?, and Why Online?

Figure 4. The Mediation Room site map
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Figure 5. The ECODIR project site map

present the various topics through questions, resembling face-to-face interaction, in
an almost colloquial way, again didactically leading the readers in their understanding and interpretation of the message. The same function is held by ECODIR’s FAQs
section which seems to complete the comprehensibility of the procedures. What else
may the reader need to know?
As for the lexical features, the analysis focused on aspects such as technical
terms and legal jargon, archaic and Latin words, formal words and expressions juxtaposed to common words, colloquialisms. Some of the technical terms, specific to
computer studies, in both websites include user access/read/write privileges, audiovisual teleconferencing, desktop sharing, blind bidding facilities, psychometric profiling, e-commerce, to log in/out, webfile, software, and casefiles. One of the terms
found in The Mediation Room site is webinars, a blending coming from WEB-based
semINAR, meaning a workshop or lecture delivered over the Web. Webinars imply
interaction between the audience and the presenters. The term webinars is specific
to the computer science field and especially to the e-learning field, but it is easily
understood since it is used in the video, pronounced and explained by the founder
Mr G. Ross, and it appears again in the section dedicated to explaining how this
kind of “live online and fully interactive seminars and workshops” is conducted.
Some of the legal terms present include dispute, settlement, non-judgmental, legally
binding agreement, express consent, litigants, denial of costs, pledge, case pleading,
casefiles, case scenario, Claimant, Defendant, Mediator, Parties, in-person clinic, to
commence, commencement, to abide by, deemed. Some of these are explained, generESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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ally after their first occurrence. As already mentioned, ECODIR even has a section
where some definitions of specialized words are given.
In accordance with plain language principles, archaic words are avoided: therefore, words such as herein, thereinafter, thereto, etc., never appear in the two websites, apart from an instance of therefor in the Recommendation Phase, Article 3 of
the ECODIR Resolution Rules, or an instance of thereof in the Legal Disclaimer,
under Trademarks. These sections are also characterized by an overall less plain
legal language, using, for example, a higher number of legal terms, the modal verb
shall, and longer sentences. Some Latin words or expressions are also found on different occasions in The Mediation Room website: some of them are Latin expressions which have become naturalized, such as ad hoc, thus not creating any difficulty in understanding. In The Mediation Room site the expression pro bono clinic
deserves particular attention: the first Latin part refers to legal services provided at
no cost, while clinic is a specific term belonging to legal discourse meaning a session
or meeting in a particular activity but also a group of students. The expression is
made clear by the sentence “[…] Pro Bono clinics that give 2nd and 3rd year students
early experience of advising real clients […]” along with the further explanations
provided in the section devoted to Law Schools. Some of the specific legal words are
frequently used and repeated in the For Law Schools section, since that page on the
site is likely to be visited more often by specialized and expert readers, such as
would-be lawyers and mediators. Nevertheless, to counterbalance the formality of
expressions such as “The supervising solicitor can privately advise the students online” and “The students can be mentored on the cases by their tutors as cases
progress”, some colloquialisms are used such as in “Roleplay files can be opened to
help students ‘cut their teeth’ without risk of real damage”.
Colloquialisms are one of the features which make texts more intelligible to non–
experts, especially because they lighten some paragraphs which otherwise would be
loaded with too much information. In the following sentences taken from The Mediation Room
when the ‘face to face’ part of the mediation commences, the mediator will be able
to ‘hit the ground running’ to improve the prospects of a successful solution

and
[…] efforts to try to resolve the dispute can commence almost immediately the mediator has been appointed. This may help ‘take the heat’ out of a dispute pending
the mediation meetings

formality, or even the apparent complexity or obscurity, including the verb commence, considered as very formal and almost ceremonial (instead of start or begin,
used in common language), is counterbalanced by the use of two colloquialisms such
as hit the ground running and take the heat out which make the text more informal.
When we consider websites, hyperlinks cannot be disregarded. Links to other
website pages, to lower page levels, and to other levels of information in the same
web page could be seen as a characteristic of this genre, accounting for the development of the page from a static, printed medium to a dynamic ‘multiple dimension’,
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but also as a way to simplify the language for the purpose of reader accessibility.
Hyperlinks can surely be considered as textual-mapping devices (Bhatia 1993: 141)
in this kind of genre. They are discursive strategies which have a text-cohering function in that they relate one aspect of the text to another text, sometimes in another
page of the website, sometimes in the same page, but at a lower level in the ideal
tree-diagram structure of the website. Links, as textual-mapping devices, help the
drafter to reduce the information load at a particular point in the website. Thus, instead of unfolding in a single syntactically complex, long and obscure text, the content is fragmented and spatially and visually distributed into various levels in the
same page or in different pages, through a cross-referencing system, in order to provide textual links among the various pieces of information and to avoid the high
density of information in particular points of the site. For example, in the ECODIR
site, under Process in Detail, Step 1.1, in the sentence “Having checked that the dispute comes within ECODIR dispute resolution rules, the First Party logs in and creates a new user account” rules and logs in are links to ECODIR Resolution Rules
the former and How to File a Case the latter. In this way, they keep the paragraph
concise and straightforward.
8. Conclusions and perspectives for further research
The two websites considered in our investigation show an effort on the part of
the companies towards greater clarity, and on improving and simplifying legal language to make texts as intelligible as possible for non-experts (Wagner & Cacciaguidi-Fahy 2006: 19). As Bhatia underlines (1993: 218-231), much of the Plain
English movement has been directed to reforming the language for the benefit of ordinary citizens, even redrafting some documents for wider accessibility. He explains
how many researchers have worked on alternatives to prose to express complex concepts and processes, underlining how “written information does not always have to
be flowing prose”. Non-linear alternatives could be logical trees and flow charts, lists
and captions; to these we would add slides, videos, pictures and step-by-step explanations, very common in websites, which cognitively engage readers and consumers,
since “perceptual, attentional, memory, response and decision processes” (Bhatia
1993: 229-230) are involved to render those texts and procedures easy to access and
to use.
The present investigation has not focused on other types of possible user such as
attorneys and other legal professionals, governments, and municipalities. As Bhatia
himself explains, these ‘non-linear alternative forms’ have been and still are “rejected by the professional legal community as ineffective, inefficient, imprecise and
devoid of legal content” (1993: 231). More work needs to be done in order to fully
clarify to what extent the language in websites providing ODR can really address
wider audiences, meeting experts’ and professionals’ expectations as well.
The density, richness and non-textual features shown in each website deserve
further investigation. Our effort, therefore, should only be considered as the starting
point for research in this field.
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DIDACTIC ASPECTS OF LEGAL ENGLISH:
DYNAMICS OF COURSE PREPARATION
Christopher Goddard 1

Abstract
The advent of English as the global legal language highlights the need for translation of
legal texts into English and production of legal texts in English. In practice, these
processes involve non-native users (NNS) of English, who require both legal and linguistic knowledge and skills for task performance. These factors imply a corresponding need
for education and training for NNS users of English in legal contexts. In turn, this situation presents significant challenges in terms of legal ESP across cultures, of which teachers need to be aware. The first of these, as a brief analytical review of the current status
of English for legal purposes highlights, consists of pitfalls involved when English is used
in legal contexts far from its common law roots. The second is a need for awareness of
vital ESP-related theoretical aspects. These include teacher knowledge of the target discourse community, a materials-centred and appropriately sequenced syllabus relevant to
real-life tasks, identification of key language-using tasks, concurrence between learners
and teachers through language-teaching responses, and cross-cultural awareness on the
part of both learners and teachers. Additionally, teachers should be aware of the need for
different approaches appropriate to specific education or training needs, here illustrated
by broad examples of different types of group and relevant approaches: an example is
given of course outlines and post-course evaluations of two public courses, one in contract
drafting, the other for legal translators. Among the most challenging ESP courses in legal
contexts are those for practising in-house lawyers: an example is given of a recent course
intended as a template introductory short course, including course outline, approaches to
analysing and developing authentic materials for legal ESP purposes, and post-course
evaluation. The conclusion deals with lessons learned and suggestions for research.

1. Introduction
This paper examines language-teaching responses to the education and training needs of non-native users (NNS) of English operating as lawyers and legal
translators in a professional context increasingly dominated by English. The professional reality is that many of these individuals draft legal texts in English or
translate legal texts into English. Each of these tasks requires, in addition to legal
1
This paper forms part of the author’s doctoral thesis in legal linguistics at the University of Lapland for delivery at the international conference “Law as a unifying factor of Europe – Jurisprudence and Practice” 21-23 October 2010 at the Faculty of Law, Comenius
University, Bratislava.
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knowledge, both legal skills and language skills. Acquiring those skills forms a
vital part of education and training. Imparting those skills falls to instructors appropriately qualified and competent to do so. Teachers of ESP for legal purposes
face a particular challenge in that to a large extent law is language and language
is law, while legal systems tend to be peculiar to specific nation states, unlike in
other areas of ESP involving more universal concepts such as engineering, medicine or the natural sciences. To further complicate the picture, the close association of English with common law legal systems means that use of English outside
its natural context can be problematic. As if this were not enough, a further complicating factor is the existence of several genres of legal English and the rise of
the Plain Language movement to challenge those who remain loyal to more conservative forms of legal English. Finally, cross-cultural aspects may need to be considered. Teachers of legal ESP need to take these factors into account in addition
to others generally applicable in ESP course preparation. To illustrate approaches
to legal ESP course preparation, this paper briefly examines some scenarios in
which legal English courses might feature and presents specimen course outlines
and post-course evaluations of two public courses, one in contract drafting, the
other for legal translators, before focusing on one of the most challenging areas:
courses for practising in-house lawyers. The example given is of a recent (July
2010) course intended as a template introductory short course, including course
outline, approaches to analysing and developing authentic materials for legal ESP,
and post-course evaluation. The paper concludes with lessons learned and recommendations for further research.

2. Legal English as the global legal language
In the international legal arena, English appears to have acquired dominance as
the lawyer’s lingua franca (Drolshammer & Vogt 2003: 51; Mattila 2006: 240-252,
259) in the wider context of internationalization of legal life (Zweigert & Kötz 1998:
21; Sellers 2008: 1-5; Ferrari 1994: 95). The implications for law professionals operating internationally can be broadly summarized as a need for transnational legal
and linguistic awareness. In the frame of this paper and on a more concrete level in
the sphere of legal education and training, this translates as a need for awareness of
how to use English in contexts involving interaction between two or more legal systems each with its corresponding legal language (see Goddard 2009a: 172-4; 194;
197-8 for review and analysis of the literature 2).
The associated pitfalls have been well researched (for review and analysis of the
literature see Goddard 2009a: 175-184) but can be briefly summarized as:
– widespread use of common law language and contract models in non-common
law contexts;
– use of common law functional clause models in non-common law contexts;
2
Too many references to list but available at http://www.staff.amu.edu.pl/~inveling/pdf/
Goddard_17.pdf.
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– translation issues, including conceptual mismatches and the enigma of equivalence, aggravated by the generally poor quality of legal dictionaries;
– asymmetry between legal terms and legal systems arising from social and
other influences on legal systems themselves.
The last two items on the list appear to require legal and linguistic skills that
may not easily form part of every ESP teacher’s professional armoury. However, the
same cannot be said for the first two items, which are easily accessible and comprehensible (Cordero Moss 2007: 221-239; Triebel 2009). Awareness of these can add
considerably to the ‘street credibility’ of ESP teachers operating among law professionals. We will develop this theme in section 4 below on standards and in section
5.2 on approaches to course and programme preparation.

3. Varieties of legal English
Teachers of legal ESP need to be aware that legal English comes in several varieties. For example, in the field of legal writing one proposed set of variants (Bhatia
1993) is:
– academic, such as legal journals and text books,
– juridical, such as court judgments and law reports and
– legislative, such as laws, regulations, contracts and treaties, with their dispositive mechanisms and formulas to control the future actions of individuals, populations or countries that fall within their sphere of operation.
Another variety that could be added is the language used by lawyers to communicate with clients. For example, a report on an important court case in a law firm’s
website newsletter for clients would look very different from a report on the same
case prepared by a court reporter for a readership of lawyers 3. However, the two
types of report have one thing in common: they require considerable analytical and
organizational legal reading and writing skills. What sets each apart, other than
their different structure, is the dense, formal, traditional legal English style of the
judgment compared with the modern, less formal, plain legal English style of the
newsletter 4.
Additionally, lines are blurred between legal English on the one hand and administrative or bureaucratic English on the other. Moreover, each area of law has its
own specific terminology. Thus, a lawyer whose work focuses only on, for example,
shipping law, might also be familiar with terminology in related fields such as insur-

3
An excellent example is the different treatment given to the landmark House of Lords
case of Lubbe v Cape PLC by the Weekly Law Reports (Lubbe v. Cape PLC, [2000] 1 W.L.R.
1545, 1554 (H.L.)) and by international law firm Baker & McKenzie in its newsletter item
‘New litigation Risk for Multinationals’. The author has copies of these.
4
Another example is the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/rights/) and its explanatory brochure (http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/cons_int/
safe_shop/fair_bus_pract/ucp_en. pdf).
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ance or litigation but less so or even not at all with language associated with family
law and inheritance or real estate.
Happily for the aspiring teacher of legal ESP, legal language has been the focus
of considerable academic and practical attention since Mellinkoff’s famous work The
Language of the Law (Mellinkoff 1963). Among many other notable contributors in
addition to Bhatia’s work Analyzing Genre: Language in Professional Settings referred to above (Bhatia 1993), Wydick’s Plain English for Lawyers (Wydick 1998),
Tiersma’s Legal Language (Tiersma 1999) 5, Garner’s Legal Writing in Plain English
(Garner 2001) and Gertrude Block’s Legal Writing for Law Students and Lawyers
(Block 1999) immediately spring to mind as useful initial background reading. However, while varieties of legal English are relevant to teachers of legal ESP, of at least
equal importance is a question discussed, though not answered, in the next section.

4. What standard to apply?
If legal English has its roots in common law legal systems such as England, then
to the extent that those systems differ from civil law systems such as other EU
countries it could be said that to a greater or lesser extent legal English is systembound. If so, then as soon as legal English moves outside its ‘comfort zone’ of common law legal systems, it may run the risk of being a poor fit, for example with legal
concepts and terminology as well as underlying substantive and procedural aspects
of the foreign legal system in which it is being expected to operate. However, this is
not to suggest that the structure of English inherently requires it to describe common law rather than civil law legal systems. Of course, for NNS law students planning to study in England, common law legal English and academic legal English
might well be what they need. Much the same would apply to NNS law professionals (lawyers and translators) whose aim is to use the target language, English,
within the sphere of the English legal system, such as contracts and other legal documents governed by English law, except that language of contracts or other specialisms would be substituted for academic legal English. Here, though, legal English is being used in its comfort zone. However, further research would be required
to prove the ‘comfort zone’ theory.
But what of the Slovak lawyer working for a foreign buyer of a Slovak company
where the due diligence and contract documents are in English but the governing
law is Slovak law and – to complicate matters further – the legal department of the
foreign buyer’s ‘mother company’ insists on using standard common law clauses
framed in conservative legal English? Here English is clearly being used outside its
comfort zone. What kind of legal English does the Slovak lawyer need, for example,
to reword clauses such as representations and warranties and boilerplate (general
clauses) to fit with the Slovak legal system and with the entirety of the documentation? Here, we may note that boilerplate contract clauses are not even in the ‘com5
For legal ESP practitioners, a useful source of inspiration is Tiersma’s website
http://www.languageandlaw.org/.
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fort zone’ of native speakers of English. And does the legal ESP expert called in by
the Slovak lawyer and the mother company lawyer as consultant have recourse to a
standard to apply?
The answer seems to be that, at least for the moment, no uniform standard appears to exist so that an ad hoc solution would have to suffice. However, certain
areas of the law within the EU do appear to be generating their own legal English
terminology quite independently of the English legal system. Many examples are to
be found in EU directives and regulations. One of these is Article 2 of the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive cited above 6, which contains definitions such as “to
materially distort the economic behaviour of consumers”, “professional diligence”
and “transactional decision”. These appear to have been developed independently of
the English common law system but will inevitably be absorbed by it in transposing
legislation and regulation and thence into common legal and even general parlance.
Another source of new terms in English is the European Court of Justice (ECJ),
which defines terms independently of Member State legal systems. Thus, the term
‘worker’ may be assigned a meaning by the ECJ that initially differs from that in
some or all EU Member States. However, the ECJ meaning will inevitably filter
through in time to become the meaning everywhere in the EU.
More generally, the European Commission has issued a booklet ‘How to Write
Clearly’, for all EU languages, not merely English 7. This implicitly distances itself
from conservative legal writing style. Although not specifically about legal language,
some legal examples appear and the implications are clearly applicable to legal as
well as administrative texts.
Again within the EU, a shift in terminology (and therefore in conceptual approach) is discernible. For example, a move away from the common law ‘tort’ and the
civil law ‘delict’ is evident, especially in the field of public liability towards ‘non-contractual liability’ or, simply, ‘liability’. The problems of choosing between ‘tort’ and
‘non-contractual liability’ can be highlighted by the choices of Professor Christian
von Bar. His major study on damages liability was about ‘torts’ (von Bar 1998, 2000).
Some ten years later he produced another study on the same area, now about ‘noncontractual liability’. In the latter he explained the change of term as follows (von
Bar 2009: xiii):
The title of this volume “Non-contractual liability arising out of damage caused to
another” was suggested by Professor Eric Clive, Edinburgh. We have gratefully
taken it up. The expression “tort law” is too tied to the Common Law tradition,
while “law of delict” is too closely allied to the latin tradition and, moreover, no
longer entirely correct, semantically considered, in view of the widespread forms
of liability without intention or negligence.

Influences on legal English are thus apparent from within the EU – the Commission, the ECJ and academia. However, other than the Commission guidelines on

6
7

See footnote 4.
ec.europa.eu/translation/writing/clear_writing/how_to_write_clearly_en.pdf.
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clear writing, so far these efforts appear to lack coordination in the direction of a
standard.
Without a standard, the aim should be at least to use language that is readerfriendly. In general, this means, e.g.:
– promoting plain modern legal language, concise sentences, stated positively, focusing on one idea with subject + (active) verb + object where the main idea
comes first;
– avoiding obsolete words and phrases, redundancies, long sentences, subordinate and embedded clauses, nominalizations, passive verb constructions, double
negatives, exceptions to exceptions, legal pairs, and/or, shall, etc.
This position guides the approach to legal English training, as becomes clearer
later in this paper from linguistic analysis of texts8.

5. Some theoretical didactic 9 aspects of ESP in legal contexts
5.1. Defining legal ESP
The need for law and other professionals to use a language other than their native tongue for professional purposes is not new. In the legal context, persuasive evidence of this assertion exists in the shape of widespread use of legal Latin, German
and French in earlier eras, in particular throughout Europe (Mattila 2006: 128-136,
180-186, 191-199). Today’s need, as we have seen, is for legal English in transnational contexts.
Examples of situations requiring English in legal contexts might include, in addition to examples already given:
– professional education or training in English. A good illustration is the Riga
Graduate School of Law, where English is the language of instruction on all
study programmes at bachelor and master level. Students are international: for
example, the September 2010 intake on masters’ programmes consists of individuals from seventeen countries;
– international moot court competitions;
– legal academia, where English clearly predominates: for example, even the Internet-based German Law Journal is in English!;
– international dispute resolution, in particular arbitration;
– cross-border commercial and other transactions.
These scenarios involve what might be termed ‘system requirements’. That is, if
the linguistic requirement fails, the system breaks down.
For the ESP teacher operating in legal contexts, the importance of defining legal
8

See language analyses in Tables 1-6 (all tables and figures are shown in Appendix).
In this paper the term ‘didactics’ denotes the ‘science or art of teaching’. It covers the
whole range of activities (instructional design, teaching models, assessment practices,
human development and curriculum development).
9
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ESP and its varieties is linked firstly to finding out what learners need to learn, and
secondly to drawing up an inventory for teaching purposes so as to determine how
to use it to create a learning process. This in turn involves ESP course design
processes such as needs analysis and language audit, on the basis of the need for
relevance to learners of what is taught and a cost-effectiveness element and course
‘surrender value’ – that is, what can learners do (or do better) as a result of a course
than they could before (Wilkins 1976: 69)?
Here it might be useful to recall the defining characteristics of ESP according to
Dudley-Evans & St. John (1998: 4-5):
Absolute Characteristics
1. ESP is designed to meet specific needs of the learners
2. ESP makes use of underlying methodology and activities of the discipline it
serves
3. ESP is centred on the language appropriate to these activities in terms of
grammar, lexis, register, study skills, discourse and genre.
Variable Characteristics
1. ESP may be related to or designed for specific disciplines
2. ESP may use, in specific teaching situations, a different methodology from that
of General English
3. ESP is likely to be designed for adult learners, either at a tertiary level institution or in a professional work situation. It could, however, be for learners at secondary school level
4. ESP is generally designed for intermediate or advanced students
5. Most ESP courses assume some basic knowledge of the language systems.

Bearing in mind all the above, legal ESP may yield a range of language-teaching
responses, e.g.:
– a communication skills basis (e.g. dealing with written correspondence, telephone, videoconferencing or advocacy communication skills);
– a legal contexts basis, focusing on hard-core specifics such as negotiating and
drafting specific documents;
– a study methods basis, e.g. where the aim is successful participation in a
course or programme of study;
– a legal topics basis, where what is being taught is essentially general English
but with a garnish of topical and professional relevance to enhance motivation.
All but the last require research and a materials-centred syllabus with a different approach for different varieties.
On this basis, legal ESP can perhaps be broadly and briefly defined as a range of
language-teaching responses to (legal) system needs 10.

10
This appears to reflect the view of Hutchinson et al. (1987:19) who state: “ESP is an
approach to language teaching in which all decisions as to content and method are based
on the learner’s reason for learning”.
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5.2. Approaches to course and programme preparation
Ideally, teaching touches on the already existing world of meanings which learners bring to them, within the umbrella of meaningful, relevant curricula sensitive to
perceived learner needs, interests and experiences. As to the relation between teaching and learning, however, the traditional notion that teaching automatically leads
to or in some way actually causes learning may be invalid. Ample evidence exists in
the field of language learning (e.g. Kennedy 1973: 66) that learning occurs without
teaching.
When designing activities for effective instruction, both content and sequencing
are important (Calderhead 1984: 53, 59). That is, activities should be designed so as
to be well-matched to learners’ existing knowledge and skills. Additionally, activities
should provide opportunities for further development and be well managed to ensure productive performance.
Practical methodological approaches to ESP course preparation should take into
account (Knight 1996: 2):
a. system needs: identify key language-using tasks that learners have to perform;
b. course ‘surrender value’: what learners should be able to do, or do better, after
the course;
c. the requirement for quality of instruction, in particular design of materials and
activities conforming in content and sequencing so as to be both comprehensible
and meaningful to learners, also reflective of points (a) and (b);
d. learner variables and obstacles to effective learning 11.

Another point worth mentioning at this stage is that although language trainers
need to be aware of certain language formulas for professional ‘street credibility’,
ESP teachers may still remain outsiders in relation to the discourse community.
According to Richards (1990: 11) methodology can be characterized as the activities, tasks and learning experiences selected by the teacher in order to achieve
learning, and how these are used within the learning process. In legal ESP in a
classroom 12 setting, the aim will be to bring some element of reality or authenticity
into the learning process, either through materials used or tasks involved. This
would form an important aspect of syllabus design.
A useful aim for ESP teachers to follow is that learners should concur with
teachers: ESP programmes may come to grief in cases of mismatch between expectations. This can generally be avoided by a needs analysis for individual needs. Needs
analysis may occur within a wider language audit which examines and prioritizes
institutional language training needs, in particular identifying key players from
both the professional and linguistic standpoint whose need for ESP is highest.
From the previous two paragraphs the following can thus be added to the list of
items that the ESP teacher needs to consider in course preparation:

11
12

Regrettably, space does not allow us to develop these important themes here.
The same would apply to courses delivered in house for clients such as law firms.
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a. relevance to real-life tasks;
b. concurrence between learners and teachers through language-teaching responses.

In legal ESP, we should add a further item to the list: transnational legal and
linguistic awareness on the part of learners and teachers 13. These would include
cross-cultural awareness. Although this paper has insufficient space to deal in detail
with cross-cultural aspects of communication, nevertheless these cannot be ignored.
Without digressing in an attempt to define culture, it should be noted that communication is an interactive event where people give meanings to messages, thereby
jointly creating a social reality (see generally Nixon & Dawson 2002). Implicitly, effective cross-cultural communication requires pragmatic competence (see generally
Thomas 1984, and for discussion Goddard 2004: 11-12, 13-23). Put differently, a high
level of linguistic proficiency is no guarantee of pragmatic proficiency, so that language that is grammatically ‘perfect’ may still be perceived as inappropriate. Here,
the critical reader might note that students will learn law in law classes but that
users of legal English should be proficient users of English generally, a characteristic of ESP noted (see above) by Dudley-Evans & St. John.

5.3. Course content and materials design
It is important to draw the distinction between classroom and naturalistic settings for second language acquisition. From a psycholinguistic point of view, the
classroom provides a more formal context, whereas in a naturalistic or informal context the learner tends to be involved as participant-observer in unsystematic, lifeoriented language activity. Sociolinguistically, the two settings can be seen as two
different domains (see generally Fishman 1964). The educational distinction between classroom language learning and naturalistic learning may be found in the
distinction commonly drawn between training and ‘learning on the job’. Training
generally involves some deliberate organization of the learning process, mediated by
competent individuals other than the learner, while naturalistic language acquisition is largely experiential and directed by learners themselves (Ellis 1989: 259;
Kramsch 1993; Nunan 2000).
It should be borne in mind that both time and imagination are required to design
and implement activities to ensure both valuable intervention in the form of instruction and productive performance and – the link between the two – stimulating
learning tasks relevant to desired learning outcomes. Both content and sequencing
are important in order to ensure that learners have the necessary knowledge and
skills presented to them (Calderhead 1984: 53, 59). Put differently, the teacher has
to consider the fitness of materials and tasks for intended learning outcomes. These
in turn should be understandable to learners and operate as a vehicle for meaningful and effective learning. Suitability of materials may be prognosticated with fore13
Implicit from the need for transnational legal and linguistic awareness (Section 2).
However, as with learner variables and obstacles to effective learning (footnote 11), space
does not allow us to develop this important theme here.
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sight but better judged with hindsight. Thus, evaluation can influence selection, or
deselection, of materials.
Variety of content and presentation appears to be a vital factor, especially as
learners will not share the same preference for one way of learning. In selection of
content, when addressing the question of appropriacy (British Council/BBC) 14, one
factor to be taken into account is the need for balance in the skills that need to be
practised. According to Dubin & Olshtain (1986: 50): “When course designers choose
to focus on skills rather than on knowledge or content, the definition of product is
much more closely related to the use the learners are expected to make of the new
language”. The problem with many coursebooks is that each unit tends to follow the
same pattern. Language may be monotonously presented in the same way. Monotony, too, can stem from a teacher’s own methods – an unvaried lesson structure.
As to course surrender value, it is useful at the start of each course to ask learners to state what they expect to get from the course. This will enable them at the
evaluation stage to voice awareness of their progress in terms of course ‘surrender
value’. Initial clear explanation of course parameters and content, along with courselong consensus checks between teacher and participants as to course content, may
help to avoid mismatch between learner and teacher expectations (Nunan 1987: 177).

6. Types of legal English course: approaches
Before addressing the introductory legal English course for in-house lawyers,
which forms the main focus of this part of the paper, it will be useful to briefly compare different approaches and evaluations from sample legal ESP courses for other
situations. For the sake of convenience and space, the author has chosen only
courses and programmes from his home institution.

6.1. Bachelor programmes
Students on programmes leading to a bachelor degree can generally be expected
to be a ‘clean slate’ in terms of legal English. Input of legal English may vary depending on the main language of instruction. For example, students on the Law and
Business programme or Diplomacy and International Relations programme, both interdisciplinary three-year bachelor programmes at the RGSL launched in September 2010, are taught entirely in English. With that in mind, they receive a short
(two-hour) study skills component on Day 1. This is followed by concentrated legal
ESP at the start of the first year, in the shape of three 30-hour courses designed to
stimulate acquisition of lexis that they are likely to need in their studies, along with
academic writing skills and presentation skills. Results will be evaluated and any
changes required can be implemented with intake 2011-2012.
14
“Appropriacy refers to whether a word is suitable for the context it is being used in. It
is an important aspect of language but an extremely complex one, as decisions about how
to say things depend on understanding exactly what is right for the context and the culture”. Available at: http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/think/knowledge-wiki/appropriacy.
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6.2. Master programmes
By contrast, students on programmes leading to a master’s degree at RGSL 15 receive a longer (eighteen hour) study skills course as part of a wider introductory
course, but apart from the programme in legal linguistics (see generally Goddard
2009b) legal English takes the form of optional tutorials, partly for reasons of lack of
time (these are one-year intensive programmes) and partly because, in contrast with
bachelor students, they are generally not regarded as being quite a ‘clean slate’ 16.
However, students who wish to do so may attend legal English courses on the legal
linguistics programme, which offers: legal writing (12 hours), contract drafting (12
hours) 17, legislative drafting (24 hours), English grammar & stylistics (24 hours)
and preparation for the international Legal English Certificate (ILEC) 18.

6.3. Continuing legal education (Continuing professional development)
Whether offered for lawyers or translators, these fall into two categories:
– public courses on RGSL premises designed to attract individuals or groups from e.g.
law and accountancy firms, public and other institutions;
– in-house courses made to order, mainly for international law firms.

We shall briefly look at two examples of the first type before focusing in more detail on a course of the second type.

6.3.1. Principles of contract drafting
This course, outlined in Figure 1, has been tried and tested over several years
and provides an adaptable platform for courses for individuals from a wide variety
of professional backgrounds, as well as BSc, LLM and MBA students. For example,
although BSc and MBA students may not be – or become – lawyers, they may be or
become managers responsible for negotiating and implementing contracts, including
instructing and supervising lawyers who actually prepare contracts. From that
standpoint, the course is relevant to them, though not in the same way as it is for
law students or practising lawyers but rather as an insight into the language and
structure of contracts, especially in international contexts, as well as some common
pitfalls. As already mentioned, the course is also offered as an option on the legal
linguistics master programme. Additionally, students from other master pro15
Currently six programmes are offered: LLM in International & European Law; LLM
in Law & Finance; LLM in Public International Law & Human Rights; LLM in Transborder Commercial law; LLM in European Law & Policy; MA in Legal Linguistics.
16
To distinguish between legal English and legal linguistics, broadly speaking legal English is English used in legal contexts, while legal linguistics is the purposive study of language used in legal contexts. According to Salmi-Tolonen (2004: 1169) “[t]he purpose of legal
linguistics is to study the language of the law, in all its forms, and its development and
usage in order to create new knowledge of the interplay between language, law and society”.
17
Also offered as a continuing legal education/continuing professional development
course: see Figure 1.
18
University of Cambridge ESOL.
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grammes can enrol: those studying law & finance and those on the LLM transborder
commercial law track are most likely to register.
Although original course preparation followed ESP guidelines outlined above,
end-of-course evaluations are taken every time the course is delivered, and from
time to time the course content and presentation is reviewed. Figure 2 shows the
evaluation from March 2009, when the course was attended by practising law and
other professionals. While the evaluation is largely positive, some changes are suggested. These changes have now been implemented, with fewer power point slides
and greater focus on practical aspects. While the flexibility and durability of the
course have been proven, at some stage the course will be due for a major overhaul.

6.3.2. Legal English for translators and interpreters
This course (see Figure 3 for course outline) was run as a four-unit pilot course
in late 2008 and early 2009 and required very considerable preparation indeed. Although disappointingly few participants attended, those who did attend were experienced professional translators and interpreters, so that the positive evaluation, e.g.
of component IV (Figure 4), was a considerable accolade. As a result of evaluations,
if the course is run again, comparative law will feature earlier in the series and the
reading materials will be distributed beforehand.

6.3.3. Courses tailored to client requirements (law firms in house)
A feature of these courses is that the interest level of participants in theory is
low but in ‘learning by doing’ high. This seems generally to be so, even when the relevance and importance of theory is made clear. Course participants are busy law
professionals, often attending the course in their own office or some other nearby
venue, sometimes under the watchful eye of a partner. All want to come away at the
end of the course with a sense of having learned something they can apply in their
work.
For these reasons, even where pre-course needs analysis has been used it is useful at the beginning to have a short warm-up session. Here, everyone introduces
themselves, states their interest in the course – and what they hope to get from the
course. This then becomes the course surrender value that participants will hopefully bear in mind when completing the end-of-course evaluation, irrespective of
what they may have said in their responses to needs analysis.

7. Example of a tailor-made in-house course
7.1. The client
In this case, the client was a German legal and tax consultancy based in Nürnburg with 100-plus lawyers, tax counsel and accountants and offices in ten countries
(including Germany) 19 throughout Central and Eastern Europe and correspondents

19
Belarus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine.
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in several others 20. The firm, which describes itself as “decentralized, in that all offices form a network of direct links” 21, generally has at least one German lawyer
(typically, a partner and a trainee) in each office, which is otherwise largely staffed
by nationals of the country concerned. The ‘company language’ is both English and
German and all personnel including partners are required to have some command of
both languages.

7.2. Course arrangements
The course was set up at short notice at the client’s request. Moreover, it was
unclear who the participants would be, other than that at least one partner would
be present, along with personnel from the firm’s Vilnius and Minsk offices. In precourse email exchanges, the organizing partner had agreed the course outline (Fig.
5), having indicated only that the focus of the course was to be “drafting documents”. The overall aim was that the course should be exploratory, with a view to
establishing a template introductory legal English course for others of the firm’s
offices.
‘Givens’ were that course participants were native speakers of German (with English as second language), Lithuanian or Russian (both with German as second language and English as a third language) and that they use English for transactions
with an international element, such as cross-border mergers and acquisitions (e.g.
due diligence, share purchase agreement), emails and news items in English for the
firm’s multilingual website. Additionally, participants had different levels of English
and experience. Moreover, the partner emphasized that this was an exploratory
course, with a view to other future courses. For this reason and due to time constraints, no pre-course needs analysis was undertaken – perhaps unwisely. Crucially,
the client supplied on request at least one sample text from each participant, some
alongside versions in Russian and Lithuanian. This enabled pre-course analysis of
texts (Figures 6-12). Typically, analysis entailed identifying words, phrases or sentences for improvement and noting the problem involved. The aim was to use this information when working with participants to improve the texts in class.
Course venue was the firm’s Vilnius office in a light, air-conditioned room (this
was a very hot summer) with laptop, media projector, screen, flip chart and marker
pens all arranged by the client, who also printed out course materials, sent beforehand by email. In practice, these arrangements are usually best coordinated by one
individual in the office reporting to a partner. This same individual would also
arrange travel and accommodation. The course was to run on two half-days on Friday and Saturday, a total of 12 academic hours, a balance between firm’s time and
participants’ time. An added advantage for overall economy and efficiency was that
this allowed for travel on days 1 and 2, with only one night in a hotel. An end-ofcourse certificate was to be issued to participants, enabling them to claim one credit
for continuing professional development from their local bar association.
20
21

Bulgaria, Romania, Russia.
http://www.bnt.eu/index.php?page=en_standorte.
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7.3. Course materials
Course material consisted of the following:
– a set of 100 PPP slides on theoretical aspects of legal English as a lecture-cum-seminar-type warm-up and focus activity on Day 1. The aim of the slides was to prepare
for Day 2, that is, to practise (with authentic texts) and implement (with participants’ own texts) theoretical aspects from Day 1. With that in mind, PPP slides covered language aspects as disclosed by pre-course analysis of participants’ own texts,
of which more below, but in particular approaches to plain language drafting;
– a 22-page handout entitled ‘Aspects of Legal English: Introductory seminar and
workshop’, with a course outline (Fig. 5) and timetable, exercises using authentic
materials. These consisted of a newsletter item followed by a court report and a second newsletter item showing different treatment of the same topic, and finally an
EU directive for analysis and ‘translation’ into a newsletter item. These practice exercises operated as a second (practice) stage with authentic materials in a particular skill area (analytical legal writing for different audiences) and thus as a transition between the theory from Day 1 and the implementation (workshop) stage using
participants’ own materials;
– participants’ own materials (Figures 6-12) 22 for improvement on-screen, in-class.
These had previously been airbrushed for confidentiality and analysed (see Tables
1-7 corresponding to Figures 6-12 reproducing in list form the language samples
highlighted in the figures and to which each table respectively corresponds) to identify areas for improvement, especially linked to the theoretical stage on Day 1. Basically, the focus was on correct use of plain English in legal contexts. For reasons of
space, this paper contains only extracts from participants’ texts with sample analysis of each.

8. Discussion
Analysis of texts showed that in general meaning was clear, in spite of much
room for lexical and other improvements. Some texts showed English on one side of
the page and the foreign language version (Lithuanian, Russian) on the other.
Where typical common law expressions were used in cases of dual language texts 23,
this may suggest that the text was prepared in English. Conversely, the form and
content of other texts in English may have been influenced by content of Russian,
German and Lithuanian versions. In methodological terms, analysis was eclectic:
pragmatic rather than purely linguistic.
The main focus was to collate the information to help set a standard. This en22
Extracts only for this paper due to constraints of space, though in the course participants received hard copies of the whole text, which was also shown on screen so that participants and the instructor could collaborate in identifying and rectifying or improving the
text.
23
Shareholder agreement Figure 6, articles of association Figure 7, power of attorney
Figure 11, site operation & maintenance agreement Figure 12.
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abled preparation of slides. These began with what to avoid, such as characteristics
of old-styled legal English, common words with specialist meaning (e.g. execute), antiquated English words (e.g. hereinafter), words of French origin (e.g. damage), terms
of art, jargon (e.g. in the event that), use of two or more words where one will do (e.g.
legal pairs), passive voice, nominalizations, use of and/or and etc.. Slides then focused on what to promote, such as preferring active to passive voice, plain English,
and so on.
In general, the course evaluation (Fig. 13) was positive. Interestingly, and somewhat disappointingly, some negative comments appeared on the balance between
theory and practice, even though the theoretical part involving use of slides drew on
analysis of texts. However, this should come as no big surprise given the author’s
awareness that in-house course participants show a strong preference for learning
by doing and some disdain for theory. Nevertheless, some theory is vital. Clearly,
though, the course slides need some revision firstly by shortening and secondly by
simplifying it into a set of “do’s and don’ts”, as at least one participant suggested.
Further emphasis on the link between analysis of texts at both the introductory
stage and in the course outline would also be helpful.
Finally, use of participants’ own materials – or at the very least authentic texts –
appears to be instrumental to the success of in-house courses. Pleas of ‘confidentiality’ to justify non-production by clients of (participants’) authentic texts are open to
challenge by the response that confidential material is not required and can be removed by the client before production. Only rarely will a document remain confidential after it has been ‘airbrushed’ in this way. Anonymous use of one’s own text
makes a course relevant and useful to participants: a significant part of course value
is added. Moreover, on-screen display appears to be a useful exercise in that it enables the trainer and participants to collaborate in transforming these texts by applying, for example, plain language and stylistic improvements such as appropriate
placing of discourse markers.

9. Conclusion
In examining language-teaching responses to the education and training needs of
non-native users of English for legal purposes, this paper has looked at different
types of need and different types of response, in greater or lesser detail. Presentation of different legal ESP contexts illustrates to some extent the different approaches required. As a constant, though, the guidelines for ESP course preparation 24 appear to provide a sound basis on which to proceed. To these might be added
the importance of administrative arrangements, especially where course delivery is
at a venue unfamiliar to the ESP teacher.
Of the courses examined here, that in contract drafting remains a solid warhorse.
The translators’ course will hopefully see further service, the nearest possibility
being on an upcoming European Union legal linguistics project in Kosovo in which

24

See Section 5.2 items marked a-f.
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the author and his institution are involved. And with changes, the introductory
course ‘Aspects of legal English’ could provide a useful template for future introductory in-house courses 25.
Areas for further activity suggested by this paper might include research exploring the ‘comfort zone’ theory outlined above, as well as possible links between textual errors and (legal) experience, language level, native language. It would also be
interesting to see to what extent – in cases where English and foreign language
texts appear side by side – the English text influences the foreign language text,
and vice versa. Perhaps most importantly, the question arises of standards to be applied in English as a global – or even as a European – language in legal contexts.
Can a universal or European standard be achieved, and if so, how?
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APPENDIX
Principles of contract drafting in English
Course Aim, Goals and Outcomes
Aim
To review the principles of contract drafting, and in particular the practical world of international contracts in
English.
Goals
Provide a theoretical overview of legal and linguistic approaches to contract drafting.
Enable participants to implement theory in the context of practical exercises involving realistic situations,
including examples of real contracts airbrushed for confidentiality.
Outcomes
Understanding of the diverse legal and linguistic background of international commercial transactions and ability
to draft and supervise drafting of sound international commercial contracts accordingly.
Contents
Part 1: Glossary of Contract Terms

Page 4

Part 2: Course Textbook
Chapter 1:

Process of Contract Drafting; Elements of Effective Contracts

Section A:

Fundamental Policies and Values of Contract Law

Section B:

Sources of Contract Law

Section C:

General Writing Principles Applicable to Contract Drafting

Section D:

Using Defined Terms

Chapter 2:

Contract Principles

Section A:

Basic Attributes of the Contractual Relationship

Section B:

Overview of Contract Standard Provisions

Section C:

Promises and Conditions

Section D:

Warranties

Chapter 3:

Establishing Agreement, Rights and Obligations, Remedies

Section A:

Establishing an Agreement: Offer, Acceptance and Consideration

Section B:

Remedies

Chapter 4:

Planning Ahead for Problems; Contract Interpretation

Section A:

Termination Provisions

Section B:

Impracticality of Performance and Frustration of Purpose

Section C:

Risk Allocation in Contracts

Section D:

Clauses that Address the Possibility of Future Litigation

Chapter 5:

Other Important Clauses; Assembling Contracts

Section A:

Understanding General Clauses

Section B:

Assignments

Section C:

Contract Interpretation Issues

Page 10

Page 21

Page 27

Page 30

Page 35

Part 3: Basic Language Guide to Drafting Legal Documents in English

Page 40

Part 4: Assignments

Page 52

Section A:

Introduction and Self-Assessment
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Section B:

Contracts Terminology and Language Development Exercise

Section C:

Redrafting Skills Exercise

Section D:

Exercises:

Does a Contract Exist?

Section E:

Exercise:

Drafting Termination Provisions

Section F:

Exercise:

Agreement to Use On-Line Banking Services

Section G:

Exercise:

Extract From Loan Agreement

Section H:

Exercises:

Reading and Understanding Contracts

Section I:

Further exercises

Part 5: Appendix

Document File

Loan Agreement

Page 83

Agreement for Independent Contractor Services

Page 94

Select CISG Provisions

Page 102

Online Banking Agreements (2)

Page 109/115

ABC Car Hire Terms and Conditions

Page 121

Property Lease – commercial

Page 124

Procurement contract

Page 135

Share purchase agreement

Page 147

Source: author

Figure
PrinciplesofofContract
Contract
Drafting
Figure1.1.Course
Course Outline:
Outline: Principles
Drafting.
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[Name and logo of institution deleted]
COURSE: Principles of Contract Drafting in English
Course no.: [deleted]
Date: 3-5, 9, 11, 12 March 2009
Participants: 6
1.

Generally, the course was
Poor

Fair

Average

Good
2

Excellent
4

Comments
-

this is a great course not only for lawyers, but also for administrative staff

-

a lot of useful information, group work

2.

The course met my expectations:

0 (not at all) 0
3.

0

0 (not at all) 0
4.

1

5 (very much)

I would recommend this course to other professionals working with contracts
0

0

6 (very much)

What did you like about the course?

Comments
-

Exercises

-

I like course reference to real contracts

-

Practical examples, changes in the contracts

-

Course totally changed opinion about contract language and gives great overview about contract
development

-

Very practical

-

The teacher, his knowledge, his style of teaching

5.

What did you dislike about the course?

Comments
-

too short course

-

could be less PP presentation in the beginning and more practical training;

-

now after this course I must correct all contracts.

6.

How do you rate the course facilitator [name deleted]?

0 (poor)

0

0

0

5 (excellent)

Comments
-

excellent language + great personality;

-

perfect language and communication skills, excellent in teaching!

-

He loves his job you can feel it. Every example, exercise and comment has a sense.

7.

How do you evaluate administrative aspects – premises, timing etc.?

Comments
-

Excellent

-

Administrative aspects are good and flexible;

-

Excellent (about the time – could start at 18:00 and last for 3 weeks with 2 classes per week)

-

Very well organised but [words in Latvian deleted] (choir singing was disturbing*)

*

The choir of the Stockholm School of Economics regularly practises in the evening on the premises!
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-

Very good

-

Could be better to start at 18:00

8.

What other courses / seminars would you be interested in taking at RGSL?

Comments
-

financial law

-

international trade, EU Law

-

all English language courses

-

legal English

-

more English courses

9.

Where did you hear about the course?

-

found at webpage of [deleted] which I visit regularly

-

from a friend

-

e-mails; [deleted] home page

-

booklet

-

web

-

from [deleted] email

-

We are gathering testimonials for this course. If you liked the course, please write a testimonial one to
three sentences long that we may use in our informative materials in the future

-

Comments
“For everybody who considers that he knows everything in contract drafting, please find his lack of
knowledge on this course” [name of individual and company deleted]

Source: author
Figure 2. Course Evaluation: Principles of Contract Drafting
Figure
2. Course Evaluation: Principles of Contract Drafting.

*

The choir of the Stockholm School of Economics regularly practises in the evening on the premises!
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LEGAL ENGLISH FOR INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATORS
Course objective: to assist interpreters and translators to work with legal language and lawyers’ thinking.
Course content: a mixture of theory and practical exercises. A variety of legal texts, e.g. legal opinions, reports,
letters, and participants’ own texts are used for exercises. The course involves mainly reading and writing skills.
Course format: series of four weekend workshops, which can be attended separately.
Course participants: interpreters and translators working with legal texts and at law firms and others who
consider the subject relevant for their job.
Course outline
Workshop 1: How lawyers think
Introduction to Legal Reasoning and structure of a Legal Discussion
Understanding Legal text, Legalese
How to read and understand Court Opinions
Legal Latin
Illustrating different methods of case analysis
Understanding law reports and specific legal texts: contracts, statutes
Proofreading course participants’ own texts translated into English
Workshop 2: Legal Language and legal linguistics
The concept of legal language: functions, features, varieties
Legal linguistics as a discipline, the importance of legal-linguistic knowledge
Legal language as a Language for Special Purposes
Importance of communication theory and transmission of legal messages
Strengthening the authority of the law and lawyers’ team spirit
Linguistic policy and the cultural task of legal language
Writing in cross-cultural contexts
Proofreading course participants’ own texts translated into English.
Workshop 3: Legal Language, terminology, and writing
Law, language, and culture
Characteristics of legal language
Legal concepts and legal terminology
Categories and styles of legal writing
Grammar as a vital tool in legal writing
Detecting problems in source text
Making text more reader-friendly
Summarizing, revising, and editing text
Proofreading course participants’ own texts translated into English.
Workshop 4: How the law works
Legal theory
Law and legal systems
Areas of law
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Hierarchies of law, relationships between laws and legal systems
Globalization and harmonization
Lawyers and legal institutions
Law in the context of politics and economics
Problem areas for translators
Proofreading course participants’ own texts translated into English.
Source: author
Figure 3. Course outline: Legal English for Translators & Interpreters
Figure 3. Course outline: Legal English for Translators & Interpreters.
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COURSE EVALUATION: Legal English for Interpreters and Translators
Workshop IV “Comparative Law”
COURSE No. [deleted]
DATE: 27-29 March 2009
Participants: 4
1. Generally, the course was
Poor

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

1

3

Comments
2. The course met my expectations:
1-5
0 (not at all)

0

0

1

3 (very much)

3. I would recommend this course to other law professionals wishing to improve their skills in English.
1-5
0 (not at all)

0

0

0

4 (very much)

- it concerned not only translators, but drafting as well
4. What did you like about the course?
Comments
- The combination of law and language, theory and Comparative law is particularly important.
- It was smooth, active, well prepared, very relevant and highly usable. I liked the well chosen theory material
and the part of editing the participants’ texts.
- The framework for understanding legal language and practical tools for improving translator’s skills.
- The practical part was very valuable.
5. What did you dislike about the course?
Comments
- It would have been good to receive the theory material a little bit in advance, the course gave a good overview
which might have been an excellent first workshop.
- Nothing.
- The theory part seemed a bit ‘dry’ – not put into perspective of translations practice (some bits were better than
other).
6. How do you rate the instructor [name deleted]?
1-5
0 (poor)

0

0

0

4 (excellent)

Comments
- Extremely well prepared.
- A great expertise combined with teaching skills.
- A great professional both in law and translation.
7. How do you evaluate administrative aspects – premises, timing etc.?
Comments
- Excellent.
- Excellent, cozy and welcoming.
- Very welcoming, comfortable and pleasant.
- Training – great, coffee should be at the same floor.
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8. What other courses / seminars would you be interested in taking at [name deleted]?
Comments
- Anything designed for translators
- Legal linguistics
9. Where did you hear about the course?
2 www.[name deleted] 2
_ Other web search (please state where………………………………………………….)
1 Received [name deleted] CLE Email update on courses at [deleted]
_ Newspaper advertisement
i. Which newspaper________________
_ Personal letter
1 From a friend/colleague
_ Other (please comment)…………………………………………………………........
10. We are gathering testimonials for this course. If you liked the course, please write a testimonial one to three
sentences long that we may use in our informative materials in the future.
Comments
“Every translator of legal texts should attend this course. If translators wish to contribute to better translation
environment, more successful results, client-friendly service, business-minded attitude, the translators MUST
attend this course.”
“There is a lot to be done in [deleted] to improve legal documents and their translations. Attending these courses
is one excellent way to achieve the goal.” [name of individual and company deleted]
“A great course for those who have mastered the basics and are looking to take another step further in their
professions.” [name of individual and company deleted]
Your Name, Institution (for the testimonials, optional)
You can also choose to forward your testimonial to courses@[deleted] to keep the evaluation anonymous.
THANK YOU!
Suggestions:
- future series of courses could be started with comparative law
- it would be useful to have the course material in advance for reading and analyzing
Source: author
Figure
CourseEvaluation:
Evaluation:
Legal
English
for Translators
& Interpreters
(IV of IV)
Figure 4.4.Course
Legal
English
for Translators
& Interpreters
(IV of IV).
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Aspects of Legal English
Who is this introductory training seminar and workshop for?
It is for practising lawyers who are not native speakers of English but who need English in practical legal
contexts in an international environment.
What is the aim of the seminar and workshop?
The aim is to raise awareness of the main challenges in the field and to develop principles and approaches in
recognizing and dealing with those challenges.
How will the aim be achieved?
On Day 1: Starting with a seminar presentation (information exchange) leading to discussion, questions and
answers, with a view to establishing some general principles and approaches to apply to legal texts in English in
international contexts.
On Day 2: Starting by examining and working with legal texts (contained in this booklet) to practise principles
and approaches on authentic legal texts, to acquire further principles and approaches from practice, followed by
applying principles to course participants’ own texts.
Note: this seminar and workshop runs for 12 academic hours* and may qualify for credits with your bar
association.
One academic hour = 45 minutes
Source: author
Figure 5.5.Course
outline:
aspects
of legal
English.
Figure
Course
outline:
aspects
of legal
English
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SHAREHOLDERS’ AGREEMENT
This Shareholders’ Agreement (hereinafter the AGREEMENT) was made and entered on the [x] day of
[x] month of the year 2009 by and between:
The Parties hereby agree as follows:
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.1. Whenever used in this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms
when capitalized shall have the following meanings:
1.1.4. COMPANY means a closed stock company
1.1.5. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION means the information as defined in Clause 17.1 hereof.
SUBJECT MATTER
2.1. The Parties hereby acknowledge and agree
2.2. The Parties declare their best endeavours during the whole term of this Agreement… to procure
that at all times during the term of this Agreement the provisions of this Agreement are duly observed
and given full force and effect according to its spirit and intention.
ALLOCATION OF SHARES
3.1.1. a portion of all the Shares… shall be held by
The Parties hereby agree that during the term of this Agreement the subscription terms of any and all
share issues of the Company shall be such that . . .
MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY
4.3. Also the Parties agree that the General Meeting of Shareholders must be convened once per
quarter.
4.5.1. The following decisions of the General Director require approval of the General Meeting of
Shareholders adopted at the majority of 2/3 of the total vote cast:
entry into transactions by the Company regarding providing securities (pledges, mortgages, etc.),
sureties and/or guarantees for the performance of the obligations of the third parties as well as for
granting loans.
The General Director
4.8 … In no event, the General Director has authority to take decisions and/or perform actions on
behalf of the Company specified in Clause 4.5.1, unless such actions or decisions have been duly
approved or decided by the General Meeting of the Company.
4.10. The General Director is obliged to convene General Meeting of Shareholders once per quarter.
BUSINESS OF THE COMPANY
5.1. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Shareholders or otherwise herein provided,…
NON -COMPETITION AND EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
11.1.4. Must not become a member of a management body or employee of the legal person, which
engages in business competing with Business of the Company, or provide respective services to such
legal person, based on the service or other agreements.
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13.1. In case any of the Shareholders fails to perform or improperly performs its obligations
hereunder, it is liable to pay a fine, the amount of which is established as set forth below, for each such
failure to each other Shareholder and to compensate the damages incurred by such Shareholder in
excess of the aforementioned fine, including cases when no fine is established.
CONFIDENTIALITY
18.2. Each Shareholder must ensure that any third person, to whom the Confidential Information have
to be disclosed due to the cause of business or due to other requirements established by the laws or the
internal documents of the Company, properly keeps the Confidential Information as well as does not
disclose it to any other party.

Source: client of author

Figure
Shareholders’
Agreement
(extracts)
Figure 6.6.Shareholders’
Agreement
(extracts).
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Table
Sample
language
analysis
from from
FigureFigure
6.
Table1. 1.
Sample
language
analysis
6

Language sample

Comment

hereinafter

Obsolete + redundant: delete

made and entered

Legal pair: one only needed

day of [x] month of the year

Obsolete form: can be shortened

by and between

Legal pair: one only needed

hereby

Obsolete + redundant: delete

unless the context otherwise requires

Word order: requires otherwise

shall

Obsolete : use present simple tense here

a

Article: not needed

hereof

Obsolete + redundant: delete

hereby

Obsolete + redundant: delete

acknowledge and agree

Legal pair: one only needed

at all times during the term of this Agreement

Redundancy: delete: at all times… the term of,
leaving during this Agreement

the provisions of this Agreement are duly

Redundancy + obsolete: replace the provisions of

observed

with this + delete duly. Should read this
Agreement is observed

full force and effect

Legal pair: one only needed

shall

Obsolete: use will to express intent

The Parties hereby agree that

Redundancy: delete.

any and all

Legal pair: one only needed

Also the Parties agree that

Redundancy: delete

per quarter

Latinate English: every quarter better

adopted at the majority

Preposition wrong: by better

entry

Lexis: use entering

Regarding

Lexis + obsolete: for better.

etc.

Imprecise: replace with e.g. at start of list.
Error: vague, misleading: use one or the other or

and/or

either X or Y or both
the

Article: redundant

In no event, the General Director has authority

Verb – inversion needed: In no event has…

and/or

Error: vague, misleading: use one or the other or
either X or Y or both

is obliged to convene General Meeting of

Various: should read must convene a General

Shareholders once per quarter.

Meeting of Shareholders once every quarter
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herein

Obsolete + redundant: delete

the legal person, which engages in business

Various: punctuation + articles (2) + word order +

competing with Business of the Company

punctuation (no comma needed): should read: a
legal person in competition with the Business of
the Company

In case any of the Shareholders fails to perform or

Various:

in

case should

read

if;

any of

improperly performs its obligations hereunder, it

unnecessary: hereunder + pay redundant: delete;
lexis fine incorrect. Should read A shareholder

is liable to pay a fine

who fails or fails properly to perform its
obligations is liable to a penalty
and to compensate the damages incurred

Various: article + lexis: should read and to
compensate damage incurred

in excess of the aforementioned fine

Obsolete: should read in excess of a fine

any third person, to whom the Confidential
Information have to be disclosed due to the cause

Various: e.g. punctuation, verb form, lexis,

of business or due to other requirements

redundancy. Should read a third person to whom

established by the laws or the internal documents

the Confidential Information has to be disclosed

of the Company, properly keeps the Confidential

for

Information as well as does not disclose it to any

Company rules will maintain confidentiality.

business

or

other party.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF…
ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PART
4. The property of the Company shall be separated from the property of the shareholders. The
Company shall be liable for its obligations only to the extent of its assets. The shareholders shall be
liable for the obligations of the Company only to the extent of the amount of the issue value of the
shares to be paid by them. The Company is not liable for the obligations of the shareholders and the
shareholders are not liable for the obligations of the Company, except for the cases such civil liability
of the shareholders (participants) of the Company is established in the Civil Code.
ARTICLE 5. BODIES OF THE COMPANY
4. The bodies of the Company shall act only for the interests of the Company and for the benefit of its
shareholders. The bodies of the Company shall have no right to adopt decisions or perform any acts
which are in breach and/or contradict to the Articles of Association of the Company or objectives
indicated herein as well as which are obviously loss-making (buying goods or services in a higher or
selling them in a lower than market prices, also squandering the Company’s property, etc.) or which
are obviously economically inexpedient.

8. The Board shall:
8.4. take the decisions to establish or wind up the branches and representative offices of the Company;
approve the regulations of the branches and representative offices of the Company; appoints and recall
the managers of the branches and representative offices;
ARTICLE 8. THE HEAD OF THE COMPANY
4. The below indicated transactions may be concluded by the Managing Director only if the decision
of the Board is adopted:
Source: client of author
Figure 7. Articles of Association (extracts).
Figure 7. Articles of Association (extracts)
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Table
2. Sample
language
analysis
from Figure
7
Table
2. Sample
language
analysis
from Figure
7

Language sample

Comment

shall be

Obsolete: use is to be

shall be

Obsolete: use is

shall be

Obsolete: use are

shall act

Obsolete: use act

for

Grammar: preposition: wrong – use in

shall have no right to

Obsolete: use may not

any

Redundancy: delete

which are in breach and/or contradict to

Redundancy: delete are in + to
Error: and/or: Vague, misleading: use one or
the other or either X or Y or both
Should read which breach or contradict

objectives indicated

Usage: should read their objectives

herein

Redundancy + obsolete: herein - delete

in a higher …in a lower than market prices

Grammar: preposition: error: should read at +
noun in singular. Should read at a higher….at
a lower than market price

etc.

Imprecise: replace with e.g. at start of list

shall

Obsolete: use will for future intent or present
simple to state rule

the

Article: redundant

the

Article: redundant

the regulations of the branches

Articles x 2: redundant

appoints and recall

Number: if using present simple for rule, add s
to recall

the

Article: redundant

the branches and representative offices

Article: redundant

The below indicated transactions may be

Various (e.g. sentence word order, replace

concluded by the Managing Director only if

passive with active voice, lexis, article error):

the decision of the Board is adopted:

should read The Managing Director may
conclude the transactions listed below only
with Board authorisation
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LEGAL MEMORANDUM I
Facts:
[Name of client] has sold and delivered goods for [name of defaulting customer], the Invoice
was issued, but wasn’t paid. The debt was confirmed by the debtor, partial payments were proposed,
but were never done, negotiations on the reduction of the claim by acceptance of products were taking
place.
[Name of client] submitted the claim to the court for the debt recovery, the preliminary court
ruling was entered. The defendant, using his right to present objections, has presented false statements
in his objections to the court. The rejoinder was submitted, and as a consequence the hearing of the
court was scheduled.

Three questions are raised:
The first one relates to the conduct of parties in court, i.e. is the defendant liable for
submission of false statements to the court? The second one is more general one, related to initial sales
of goods and partly to the stage where payment plan is proposed. The third one is related to
negotiations without intent for entering into agreement, e.g. negotiating the payment plan or schedule
without intent to enter into one or adhere to it.
Source: client of author
Figure 8. Legal Memorandum I (extracts).
Figure 8. Legal Memorandum I (extracts)

Table
3. Sample
languageanalysis
analysis from
Table
3. Sample
language
from Figure
Figure8.8

Language sample

Comment

has sold

Tense: should read sold

for [name of defaulting customer]

Preposition: error: should be to

,

Punctuation: full stop needed here

the

Article: error: should be An

wasn’t paid

Register: full form of verb was not needed

Confirmed

Lexis: better acknowledged or admitted

were never done,

Verb: error: should read made
Punctuation: full stop needed here

on the reduction

Article: redundant – cut

products were taking place.

Lexis: should read goods

submitted the claim to the court

Obsolete + article + preposition: should read
filed a claim with the court or filed court
proceedings
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Article + sentence word order: should read for

the debt recovery

recovery of debt
Punctuation (redundant comma) + article

, the preliminary court ruling

(error) + redundant lexis – should read: a
preliminary ruling
His

Error: should read its or the

has presented

Tense: delete has

The rejoinder was submitted

Article + lexis x 2: should read A reply was
filed
Sentence word order + articles x 2: should

the hearing of the court

read a court hearing
The first one relates to

Redundancy: delete one

submission of

Lexis: should read making

one is more general one

Redundancy: delete second one

the stage where payment plan is proposed

Various: should read the proposed payment

The third one is related to

Redundancy + verb form: should read The

plan

third relates to
without intent for entering into agreement

Various: should read: without intending to
enter into an Agreement
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LEGAL MEMORANDUM II

With respect to the interest and dividends from investments into Lithuanian securities, according to the
Law on CIT they would constitute the income from Lithuanian source. However, the Law on CIT
states (Item 2 of Part 1 of Art.5) that the interest of foreign entity organised in other EU state, with
which double taxation agreement applies, and received not through a permanent establishment, is not
subject to CIT. Situation is different with respect to dividends. The general rule is that dividends are
taxed with CIT. However, the DTA rules apply.
Please note that although under the Savings Directive income from the sale, refund or redemption of
shares or units of UCITS is treated as interest payment, the Law on PIT does not provide for such
treatment. Therefore, according to the current practise, which was again verbally confirmed to us, the
Tax Authority would most likely treat the income received from sale or redemption of the shares of
UCITS not as payment of interests but rather as capital gains and tax it accordingly.
Source: client of author
Figure 9. Legal Memorandum II (extracts).
Figure 9. Legal Memorandum II (extracts)
Table 4. Sample language analysis from Figure 9.

Table 4. Sample language analysis from Figure 9

Language sample

Comment

investments into Lithuanian securities

Preposition: error – should be in

they

would

constitute

the

income

Lithuanian source

from

Pronoun error: should be these
Article: redundant: delete
Number: either sources or a source

the interest of foreign entity

Article: redundant: delete
Preposition/article absent: error: should read
from a

Organised in other EU state

Lexis: error: should read another

,

Punctuation: error: unnecessary comma

with which double taxation

Article missing: add a before double

Situation is different

Article: missing: should be The situation

Dividends are taxed with CIT

Semantics: error; should read CIT is payable
on dividends

units of UCITS

Word order: UCITS units

is treated as interest payment

Article missing: add an before interest

According to the current practise

Article redundant + spelling: should read
according to current practice

treat the income received

Article: optional: delete for clarity

the shares of UCITS

Word order: UCITS shares

payment of interests

Grammar: delete final s from interests
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LEGAL MEMORANDUM III
In case intermediaries (wholesalers) will be involved in trade of fuel products they establish their price
by adding a mark-up which may not exceed 20% to the price established by the importer (producer).
According to Decision No. 1215, a retailer must obtain approval from State concern Belneftehim if the
price established by the retailer exceeds the retail prices of State concern Belneftehim's. However, it is
not required to obtain such approval in case retail prices are lower than those established by State
concern Belneftehim. It must be added that procedure and conditions of granting the approval are not
provided by legislation… As a result of abovementioned restrictions, currently all retail prices for fuel
are similar to those established by State concern Belneftehim.
Source: client of author
Figure 10.
III III
(extracts).
Figure
10.Legal
LegalMemorandum
Memorandum
(extracts)

Table
languageanalysis
analysis
from
Figure
Table5.
5. Sample
Sample language
from
Figure
10. 10

Language sample

Comment

In case

Grammar: replace in case with if

will be

Grammar: replace will be with are

trade of fuel products

Grammar: replace of with in

may not exceed 20% to the price

Grammar: replace to with of

According to

Lexis: Under shorter

State concern Belneftehim

Style: Add definition for long name often
repeated: (‘Belneftehim’)

it is not required to obtain such approval

Semantics: approval is not required

in case

Grammar: replace with if

It must be added that procedure and conditions

Various: should read Note: the procedure and

of granting the approval are not provided by

conditions for obtaining approval are not laid

legislation…

down by legislation

abovementioned

Obsolete: delete + replace with these

Currently all retail prices

Grammar: move adverb next after are
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POWER OF ATTORNEY
Under this Power of Attorney the Agent is granted a right to act on behalf of the Company regarding
all and any matters related to economic-commercial activity of the Company and the performance
thereof, including but not limited: work relations between Company and its employees, including, but
not limited to signing of the employment agreements, preparing and signing of other documents,
execution and termination thereof, notices to respective institutions; performing administrative matters
of the Company, including, but not limited to managing of Company‘s property (including acquisition
and/or disposal thereof), acquisition of goods and services on behalf and for the interest of the
Company, receipt and signing of the Invoices and other tax documents addressed to the Company,
signing of the agreements and other documents; managing official documents of the Company
(including but not limited to submission, signing and receipt of statements, applications, clarifications
and other documents issued in the name of the Company), as well as managing of financial
accountability documents (including, but not limited to submission of financial reports and tax
declarations to all competent institutions, as well as signing thereof)
Source: client of author
Figure 11. Power of Attorney (extracts).
Figure 11. Power of Attorney (extracts)
Table6.
6. Sample
Sample language
from
Figure
11 11
Table
languageanalysis
analysis
from
Figure

Comment

Language sample
Under this Power of Attorney the Agent is

Word order + verb: should read This Power of

granted

Attorney entitles the Agent to

a right to act on behalf of

Redundancy: delete a right
Obsolete: replace act on behalf of with
represent

regarding all and any

Legal pair + obsolete: one only needed

economic-commercial

Lexis: replace with business

thereof

Redundancy: thereof – delete

including but not limited

Grammar: add to after limited

including, but not limited to

Punctuation: delete comma

signing of the employment agreements

Redundancy: delete of the

preparing and signing of other documents

Redundancy: delete of

execution and termination thereof

Semantics + obsolete: unclear what thereof
refers to
Redundancy: delete respective

notices to respective institutions
performing administrative matters
Company

of the

Redundancy + semantics: simply company
administration enough
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managing of Company‘s property

Redundancy: delete of

and/or

Error: vague, misleading: use one or the other
or either X or Y or both

disposal thereof

Redundancy: thereof – delete

signing of the Invoices

Redundancy: delete of the

signing of the agreements

Redundancy: delete of the

managing

of

financial

accountability Redundancy: delete of

documents
submission of financial reports to

Nominalization + obsolete: filing financial
reports better

signing thereof

Redundancy: thereof – delete
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SITE OPERATION & MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
by and between
17. RISK OF ACCIDENTAL LOSS OR DAMAGE
17.1. The Operator assumes all and any risks of accidental loss or damage of the Site from the moment
of the [Launch], including accidental loss or damage of the Equipment, Materials as well as the
Production. In case of failure to meet…
21. LIABILITY
21.3. In case of failure to meet payment term as indicated in Clause [x], the Owner will pay to the
Operator against written request the overdue interest of 0.02% from the outstanding balance for each
delayed day.
LEGAL MEMORANDUM IV
New shareholders of the company should be exempted from any liability which is caused by the
reasons emerged prior to the acquisition of the shares...
4.2. Liability of shareholders
Under Belarusian law the liability for wrongful activities of a company may be imposed on:
(i) the company itself; (ii) the management of the company, in case of their faulty actions
and (iii) shareholders in case of their faulty actions...
Moreover, part 3 article 56 Civil code and part 3 article 39 Tax code establish a joint liability in case
the spin-off balance sheet does not clearly define, which company is a legal successor of the original
company with respect to particular rights and obligations.
4.5. Tax authority inspection
... During the tax authority's inspection the company’s accounting and financial documents are
checked, and penalties imposed, in case breaches of law will be disclosed.
4.6. Reorganisation procedure
It is to mention, that in case the reorganisation and purchase scheme will be used, the
registration of the company will take place at least two times:
4.7. Terms
Reorganisation procedure includes steps which may not be waived, such as, inventory of assets and
obligations (this may take a lot of time in case of a big company) notification of creditors, etc.
According to the Act on companies the company’s creditors have the right to file claims to the
company in case of reorganisation within 30 days after notification receipt. Therefore, and taking into
account eventual checks through the tax authority, the minimum term of reorganisation procedure will
be about 2-3 months...
In case there are creditors who demand execution of contracts, procedure may be
dragged out until respective demands/claims will be satisfied.
Source: client of author
Figure 12.
andand
Maintenance
Agreement
(extracts).
Figure
12.Site
SiteOperation
Operation
Maintenance
Agreement
(extracts)
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Table 7. Sample language analysis from Figure 12

Language sample

Comment

by and between

Legal pair + obsolete: one only needed

all and any

Legal pair + obsolete: one only needed

damage of the Site

Grammar: preposition: replace of with to

damage of the Equipment

Grammar + redundant article: preposition:
replace of with to + delete the
Redundancy + inappropriacy: replace as well

Materials as well as the

as with or
In case of failure to meet payment term as

Lexis + absent article: should read … to meet
the payment deadline

the Owner will pay to the Operator

Grammar: preposition: redundancy: delete to

the overdue interest

Semantics: should read interest for late
payment

of 0.02% from the outstanding balance

Grammar: preposition: replace from with of

for each delayed day

Semantics: should read for every day of delay

any liability

Redundancy: delete any

which is caused by the reasons emerged prior Redundancy + various: should read caused by
to the acquisition

reasons emerging before acquisition

in case of their faulty actions...

Punctuation: redundant: delete comma
Semantics: should read in case of fault

establish a joint liability

Article; redundant: delete a

in case the spin-off balance sheet

Grammar: replace in case with if

does not clearly define,

Punctuation: redundant comma: delete

which company is a legal successor

Article: error: replace a with the

penalties imposed, in case breaches of law will

Punctuation: redundant comma: delete

be disclosed

Grammar: replace in case with if
Article: absent: add the before law
Grammar: replace will be with are

It is to mention, that in case the reorganisation

Redundancy: delete It is to mention
Punctuation: redundant comma: delete
Grammar: replace in case with if
Article; redundant: delete the
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and purchase scheme will be used,

Grammar: replace will be with is

the registration of the company

Article; redundant: delete second the

at least two times

Lexis: replace two times with twice

Reorganisation procedure includes

Article: absent: add the before registration

such as,

Punctuation: redundant comma: delete

this may take a lot of time

Register: use considerable for a lot of

in case of a big company

Article: absent: add the before case
Register/style: use bigger for big
Imprecise etc.: replace with or. Before

notification of creditors, etc.

notification.
Nominalization: replace notification of with
notifying
According to the Act on companies

Lexis: Under shorter than According to

the company’s creditors have the right to file

Lexis: replace have the right to with can

claims to the company

Grammar: preposition: use with not to

within 30 days after notification receipt.

Grammar: preposition of missing before
receipt

taking into account eventual checks through

Lexis: false friend eventual: replace with

the tax authority

possible (future) or potential

the minimum term of reorganisation procedure

Lexis/word order: should read the minimum

will be

time for reorganisation is

In case there are creditors who demand

Grammar: replace in case with if
Redundancy; expletive there are: should
read If creditors demand

procedure may be dragged out

Article: absent: add the before procedure

until respective demands/claims

Redundancy: delete respective

will be satisfied

Grammar: verb: change will be to are
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Aspects of legal English: Introductory twelve-hour seminar and workshop
16 - 17 July 2010: Vilnius
Evaluation Summary
(six evaluations)
1.

Generally, the course was
Excellent

Good

Fair/Average

Poor

1

5

-

-

Comments
The course was good, interesting and useful
Too general, however, useful
The introductory part could be shortened and the practical part emphasised
2. The course met my expectations: 1 (not at all)

2

3

4

5 (very much)

1

5

3. I would recommend this course to other law professionals wishing to improve their skills in English
1 (not at all)

2

3

4

5 (very much)

1

4

1

4. What did you like about the course (which elements, sections should remain in the curriculum)?
I liked the general introductory part as well as practice and workshop; I think practice and especially the
workshop was the most useful part
Getting to know something about the background of the language like language and culture; exercises (filling in
the words)
Workshop
Practice and workshop sessions; analysis of specific situations
Atmosphere, presentation, lecture
Practical work from Saturday should remain; introductory part with culture, history may be interesting for some
but not for all – this I would clarify in advance
5. What did you dislike about the course (which elements, sections were not effective and/or should not have
been covered at all)?
I think the general introductory part, which was very interesting, should be shorter, especially taking into
consideration the limited time
In general I like the course but I would like to have small introductory part and more practical issues
Introductory part not sufficiently specific; lacking summaries of “do’s” and “don’ts”; slow progress
Participation of all members of workshop
I personally liked the part on Friday on cultural history of English legal language – yet the focus might be shifted
even more to practical work (unreadable)
6. How do you rate the instructor [name deleted]?
1 (poor)

2

3

4

5 (excellent)
5

Comments
- I really liked the style, the way the course was presented and that it was done in a very professional manner
- Interesting to listen
- Excellent explanation skills; easy to understand for non-native speaker
- Interpretation of legal documents (act of law)
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- Experienced, (unreadable), skilled; sometimes losing focus but always coming back on track
7. What topic areas/activities should be covered in more detail or developed further? Please explain:
- I think more attention could be paid to practical part, especially common mistakes, do’s and don’ts if they can
be called like that
- Rephrasing; practical work
- This was a general course. It would be good to have a seminar on a particular issue (i.e. drafting legal opinion)
next time
- More attention to specific structures/words, (unreadable), (unreadable), argumentation- The group might be split up into working groups allowing team work8. How do you evaluate course materials/handouts?
1 (poor) 2

3

4

5 (excellent)

2

4

Comments
- More examples would be nice; (unreadable) summary would be useful
- Panels have to work more with material
- Might be worth (unreadable) some (unreadable); when the group contains less experienced participants it
might be good to give more time to study material/texts
Source: author
Figure 13. Course Evaluation: Aspect of Legal English
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SEMIOTIC DIALECTICS
OF LEGAL COURTROOM ATTIRE
AND THE CROSS-CULTURAL EROSION
OF PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY
Shaeda Isani
Abstract
This paper studies legal courtroom attire for advocates in two major common law cultures (England and Wales and the United States), in the light of the shifting visual semiotics of professional and cultural belonging. Originally encoded to vector the primacy of a
monocultural professional identity, legal court wear, whether dedicated or not, is increasingly enmeshed in the dialectics of professional identity and affirmations of individual alterity. The paper analyses the parallel semiotic subtext of individual cultural otherness
responsible for the erosion of legal court dress as a representamen of professional identity
in the light of the three major cultural tropes of ethnicity, gender and generation.

1. Introduction
Given the sui generis nature of legal language and the fundamental importance
of text in law, English for Legal Purposes (ELP) has traditionally privileged a language- and text-based approach focusing on form (the specialized language of law)
and content (the law itself) as evidenced by the objectives Riley (1991: xix) outlines
in the introduction to her classic coursebook:
The purpose of this book is to teach native speakers of other languages to understand the language of the law in English. In particular it aims to teach foreign law students and lawyers how to choose, read and use original legal materials of any kind in English in the course of their studies, research or work.
Through a wide variety of exercises based on authentic legal texts, readers will
gradually learn the reading, vocabulary and study skills (abilities) necessary to
work independently on legal materials of their own choice. (my italics)

Over the years, growing interest in the specialized culture that generates and
shapes the specificity of legal discourse, thinking and functioning has added a new
ethnological dimension which studies the institutions, professionals and functioning of the legal community as a form of professional culture. In this respect, the
forging of a collective identity through the different visual, aural, kinetic and discursive rituals of professional self-representation has generated particular interest
(McQueen 1991; Reeves 1998; Yablon [1995] 1999; Isani 2006).
This paper focuses on the visual semiotics of professional dress code, arguably
one of the most powerful vectors of professional identity, and analyses visual self-
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and hetero-representation of legal professionals and the erosion of traditional courtroom vestimentary norms through growing ethnic, gendered and generational crosscultural hybridization.

2. Purpose of dress code
All forms of clothing are governed by the ancestral triangulation of protection,
modesty and adornment of which the latter two are fundamentally related to communication as acts of self- and hetero-representation. In this perspective, the basic
function of dress code is to identify and classify and, in so doing, establish a form
of visual taxonomy designed to categorize members of a society into differentiated
socio-professional communities according to anthropological (age, sex, marital status, etc.) or social (nobility, bourgeoisie, peasantry, etc.) or professional criteria.
With regard to such codification of apparel, the semiotic triangulation of representation – addresser/encoder + representamen + addressee/decoder (Chandler
2002) – makes for a relatively unexplored line of enquiry with regard to the dialectics of adoption and imposition, or self- and hetero-representation. Colour coding of
apparel provides an historical instance of such classification: by restricting the wearing of Tyrian purple (also known as royal or imperial purple) to the elite, the noble
encoders of ancient sumptuary laws in Rome adopted it as a form of entitlement and
positive self-representation for themselves and imposed its denial on the lower and
middle classes as an implicit expression of unfavourable hetero-representation. A
more explicit example of negative vestimentary hetero-representation concerns the
imposition of stripes – l’étoffe du diable1 according to French historian Michel Pastoureau – as a representamen of stigmatization in the dress code designed for convicts, buffoons, prostitutes, servants, etc. (Pastoureau 1991).
The primary purpose underlying the encoding of apparel as a representamen
may thus be considered as founded on the antonymic premise of belonging and otherization, inclusionary for ‘the happy few’ and exclusionary for the rest, a visual reminder of the distinction between ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’, between ‘us’ and ‘them’.
Professional dress code is not, however, monolithically standardized. Coded into
the apparently uniform façade of collective apparel are subtle signs of variation. In
this context, French semiologist Roland Barthes’ theory of clothing as a form of “vestimentary linguistics” (2006 [1960]: 30) provides a highly relevant construct presented in terms of Saussure’s theory of langue and parole:
I would suggest developing [the Saussurian distinction between langue and parole] in the following way: dressing (parole) would include the individual dimensions of the clothing item, the degree of wear, of disorder or dirtiness, partial absences of items (buttons not done up, sleeves not rolled down, etc.), improvised
clothes (ad hoc protection), the choice of colours (except those colours ritualized in
mourning, marriage, tartans, uniforms), the incidental derivations of how an item
is used, the wearer’s particular way of wearing clothes. Dress (langue), which is
1

Loosely translated as the cloth of the devil.
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always abstract and only requiring a description that is either verbal or
schematic, would include the ritualized forms, substances and colours, fixed uses,
stereotyped modes, the tightly controlled distribution of accessories (buttons,
pockets, etc.), obvious systems (‘ceremonial’ dress), the incongruences and incompatibilities of items, the controlled game of undergarments and overgarments
(ibid.: 27).

Such “vestimentary texts” (ibid.: 29) are encoded at levels of multiple import
according to the situation of communication and the intra-, inter- and extra-professional status of the addressee. Professional dress code represents a standardized
and homogeneous collective identity (langue) for the extra-professional lay interlocutor on whom the nuances and variations (parole) subtly encoded to translate
rank and status, for example, are largely lost while these same lexicons of parole
are decoded by ‘insiders’ without difficulty. As Lurie (1981: 17) says, “These costumes only look like costumes to outsiders; peers will be aware of significant differences”.
Professional dress as such generates a dialectical discourse of collective belonging and individualized otherization expressed through what Barthes called
“vestemes” (2006 [1960]: 56). Comparable to ever-narrowing concentric circles of
identity or Feldman’s concept of “nested identities” (cited in Leeds-Hurwitz 1993:
125), army generals may all wear the uniform of the same corps but can be one, two,
three or five star; pupils in traditional English schools wear the same uniform but
carry the distinctive marks of the House they belong to; national football team uniforms are discreetly but nevertheless visibly coded to highlight their status as winners, or not, of the World Cup, not to mention the academic gowns of English faculty
members with their highly colourful variations according to disciplines.
Of the myriad of dress codes that exist to represent different walks of professionrelated activity, this paper focuses on legal courtroom attire. Although this particular professional dress code varies greatly according to the historical, cultural and
ideological parameters that shape a nation’s ethos, there is cross-cultural consensus
that dress code for part or all of the professionals of law should be consistent with
the universal representations of the dignity and authority of Justice. In a framework
that encompasses court attire of the two major common law cultures, England and
Wales and the United States, and with reference to civil law cultures (France), this
paper analyses the semiotic processes which undermine primacy of legal dress code
as a representamen of professional identity by assertion of individual cultural belonging and otherness.

3. Courtroom attire for advocates: comparative overview
Although England and Wales, the United States and France are generally considered in many respects as close-culture countries, they differ considerably in legal
court dress tradition. These variations may first be described as dedicated (British
and Continental) or ‘business’ (the United States), and, second, on a continuum of
elaborate, simple and non-existent: the wigs and gowns of advocates from the EngESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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lish and Welsh Bar are clearly situated on the elaborate end of the continuum, followed by the comparatively plain robes of Continental lawyers situated in the middle, while the absence of dedicated court dress which characterizes the American
Bar defines the other end of the continuum.

3.1. Dedicated bar court wear
English courtroom attire has long been the locus of controversy both inside and
outside of the profession. The focus of the debate today resides less with the notion
of dress code itself as with the highly elaborate and anachronistic nature of a dress
code first codified by the Judges’ Rules of 1635.
As discussed elsewhere (Isani 2006), if the encoders of the representamen are
clearly identified – the judiciary and barristers – identifying the addressee is a more
complex issue. If the primary and overt target addressee is clearly the lay public,
there exists a secondary and covert target addressee which is none other than the
inter- and intra-professional interlocutors of the community 2.
The Lord Chancellor’s 2002 survey of public opinion regarding barristers’ courtroom attire highlighted the rejection of the representamen by the target addressee
(61% of respondents) who considered these obsolete symbols of professional identity
as ‘fancy dress’ and ‘antiquated’. Inversely, a report compiled in 2006 and released in
2007 revealed that 70% of court workers – i.e. the legal professionals themselves –
wished to retain wigs and gowns, an unsurprising reaction from the encoders and
principal stakeholders of dedicated court dress. This hiatus between the desired and
received code of interpretation underlines the failure of English and Welsh court
wear as a vector of professional identity with regard to its primary and overt target
addressee.
If bar court wear is a dead representamen with regard to its primary target addressee, it retains its identity dynamics within the legal community itself, the secondary and covert target addressee. Within this closed community, court wear is a
visual benchmark of professional rank and status and as such the object of active interpretation and decoding. One manifestation of the active dynamics of the representamen in this context is reflected in the multi-level internecine tensions inter
pares regarding advocates’ courtroom attire which serves to visually distinguish
QCs from junior barristers, all barristers from solicitor-advocates, solicitor-advocates
from solicitors, and the Solicitor General from solicitor-advocates and solicitors (not
to mention all advocates from the judiciary).
Of particular interest in this context and in view of the fact that imposed dress
2
On the basis of the Lord Chancellor’s foreword to the 2002 public opinion survey on
English court wear, it is possible to establish a law-related illustration of such situations of
communication: inter-professional communication refers to interaction between members of
the different branches of the broad community of professionals exercising in the field of
law, such as judges, barristers, solicitors, ushers, etc.; intra-professional communication
refers to interaction between members of a same body of professionals, such as barristers
amongst barristers, solicitors amongst solicitors, etc.; and finally, an extra-professional situation of communication relates to interaction between the professionals of law and the lay
public.
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code and hetero-representation is often designed to underline inferiority, the court
wear attributed to the relatively newer ranks of solicitor-advocates is highly significant. When created by the 1990 Courts and Legal Services Act, solicitor-advocates
were granted rights to plead in higher courts but were denied the sartorial distinction of barristers: their gowns were to be shorter than those of a barrister and, more
visibly, they were not entitled to the highly symbolic wig. In so doing, the encoders of
solicitor-advocate dedicated court wear – all most certainly one-time senior members
of the Bar – sought to visualize their own superiority and dominance by highlighting the inferior status of the solicitor-advocate through the vestimentary representamen. It is little wonder then that solicitor-advocates protested against such discrimination as early as 1982 as evidenced by the New South Wales Law Reform
Commission Report:
In our [the Commission’s] view, the present distinction between solicitors and barristers in relation to court dress is inappropriate and unfair. It is an undue deterrent to solicitors who are competent and willing to act as advocates in appropriate
cases, and it increases the possibility of some judges, jurors and others being less
favourably disposed towards solicitor-advocates than towards barristers. These
consequences can have adverse effects for clients as well as for their solicitors.
And whether or not unfairness actually results, many people whose advocates are
solicitors, not clad in special dress, cannot but feel that they are disadvantaged if
their opponents are represented by barristers who are clad in special dress, particularly when the judge is in similar attire 3.

On the other hand, bar courtroom attire in the civil code tradition of Continental
Europe – la robe noire – is a more standardized and less eccentric representamen
and may be considered a successful one in that it is received by target addressees as
encoded by its addressers. However, in spite of its overall homogeneity, there are
minor variations – Barthes’ “vestemes” – which speak to the initiated as, for example, with regard to French lawyers’ attire, the unadorned épitoge worn by Parisian
lawyers in contrast to the ermine-bordered épitoge which identifies lawyers practising in the provinces, or again, the three bands of ermine which decorate the épitoge
of the lawyer who is also a Docteur en droit, all signs which generate a subtle semiotic discourse of difference. In contrast to the rejection of English court attire by its
primary addressee, and in view of the relatively minor nature of the intra-professional sartorial indicators of status encoded into French court wear, la robe noire is
a strong representamen which is clearly understood and decoded by the single target addressee, the general public.
Another issue regarding dedicated court wear is its ‘covering’ nature and the contradictory purpose of apparel that seeks simultaneously to “display and mask”.
(Barthes 2006 [1960]: 26). The rationale behind such an oxymoronic construct is the
primacy of institutional over individual identity, a depersonalization of the wearer
in keeping with the proverbial ‘professional detachment’ of the barrister, as Lurie
(1981: 18) confirms with regard to all forms of dedicated professional dress: “The
3

http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lrc.nsf.
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uniform acts as sign that we should not or need not treat someone as a human
being, and that they should not or need not treat us as one”. To this is often added
the sometimes contested (Yablon [1995] 1999) justification that such covering apparel allegedly provides a certain anonymity which preserves the principle of parity
amongst peers while at the same time affording protection from potentially hostile
members of the public.

3.2. Non-dedicated bar court wear
If some form of dedicated court wear is largely the norm in Europe, it is contrastingly conspicuous by its absence with regard to American advocates 4. Accordingly,
members of the American bar possess no unified sartorial representamen of professional identity. This does not, however, imply that courtroom wear is a matter of personal taste. To pre-empt any uninhibited transgressions of court wear decorum, Bar
Councils issue dress code guidelines, as illustrated by the following extract from the
State of Texas Midland County Rules of Practice which stipulate:
Male attorneys shall be dressed neatly in business suits or sportcoats, with appropriately contrasting slacks, dress shirt and tie. The shirt collar shall be buttoned.
Blue jeans, resort wear, sportswear and similar clothing are not considered appropriate courtroom attire 5.

Such broad guidelines give rise to diverging appreciations as to what is appropriate, as the law-related film parody My Cousin Vinny (1992) illustrates in this exchange between Vinny Gambino, a novice New-York lawyer, and Judge Chamberlain
Haller, the punctilious presiding judge of an Alabama court:
Vinny
Judge
Vinny
Judge
Vinny
Judge
Vinny
Judge

Vinny

My clients…
What are you wearing?
[wearing a black leather jacket] Um… I’m wearing clothes.
[stares angrily and ominously at Vinny]
I don’t get the question.
When you come into my court looking like you do, you not only insult
me, but you insult the integrity of this court.
I apologise sir, but, uh… this is how I dress.
Fine. I’ll let you slide this one time. The next time you appear in my
court, you will look lawyerly. And I mean you comb your hair and wear
a suit and tie. And that suit had better be made out of some sort of
cloth. You understand me?
[not comprehending] Uh… yes. Fine, Judge, fine.

The latitude that the terms ‘business’ or ‘lounge’ suit afford the American trial
4
Mindful of Barthes’ (2006 [1960]: 27) warning that “The absence of elements can play a
role which is meaningful […] and that the vestimentary sign can be expressed as the degree zero but is never null”, absence of dedicated courtroom attire for counsel in America
may be interpreted as a powerful semiotic representation of the will to assert American independence from the English judicial system. Curiously, the judiciary continues to display
the “robes of office” representamen inherited from the colonizer.
5
http://www.co.midland.tx.US/dcourts/Rules/rules.asp.
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lawyer is widely exploited to influence perceptions according to the specificity of the
situation of communication and the target audience. In a reflection of reality, fictional representations usually portray the American lawyer ‘dressed up’ in the trappings of branded luxury befitting his status as a successful attorney-at-law, as we
observe in Janice Law’s portrayal of a high-flying defence lawyer in her short story
The Snake Charmer (2001: 503-504): “Now Brent was sitting across from him with
all the appurtenances of the successful lawyer, his leather encased yellow legal pad,
Mont Blanc pen, Rolex watch, and subtly striped silk suit.” If the semiotic ‘branding’
of legal – and other – professionals in the United States is undoubtedly linked to the
absence of dedicated court dress, it must nevertheless be placed in the broader
framework of the American culture-specific ethos of “conspicuous consumption” and
“invidious consumption” as theorized by Veblen (1899).
Real life provides us with the opposite example of a Florida lawyer using ‘dressing down’ as a vestimentary strategy designed to promote an honest lawyer persona
for the jury, as reported by the online edition of the Palm Beach Post after opposing
counsel filed a motion to compel his adversary to wear proper shoes in court:
It is well known in the legal community that Michael Robb, Esquire, wears shoes
with holes in the soles when he is in trial. Part of this strategy is to present Mr.
Robb and his client as modest individuals who are so frugal that Mr Robb has to
wear shoes with holes in the soles. Mr Robb is known to stand at the sidebar with
one foot crossed casually beside the other so that the holes in his shoes are readily
apparent to the jury 6.

In view of such strategies, it becomes apparent that in the absence of dedicated
court wear as a marker of collective professional identity, American lawyers have
succeeded in transforming the visual semiotics of ‘everyday’ business wear into a
highly adaptable means of communication used to vary identity representations in
accordance with the nature of the addressee in question as, for example, projecting
the image of a successful lawyer through visible status symbols of “invidious consumption” or, inversely, wearing shoes with holes in the sole when seeking empathy
for the ‘victim’. As McQueen (1999: 54) remarks, “[…] in the United States, the form
and style of dress adopted by the advocate will become a whole new ‘science’. […]
Obsessiveness with tradition is clearly replaced here by obsessiveness with image
management”.
To sum up this brief overview of advocates’ courtroom attire, it is clear that
whatever the legal culture and whether dedicated or ‘civilian’, elaborate or plain, as
a statement of professional identity and status, court wear is a strategy of communication which targets stakeholders both inside and outside the courtroom.

4. Semiotic dialectics of professional/individual identity
This discussion now proposes to examine a paradigmatic shift in the visual semiotics of court dress as observed in England and Wales and the United States.
6

http://palmbeachpost.com/opinion/content/local_news/epaper/2009/06/27/alb_bino_0628.html.
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Encoding of visual markers of variance related to status and degree of professional belonging inter pares has always existed as a secondary semiotic discourse of
difference. This paper focuses on the paradigmatic shift operated by the emergence
of visual markers of non-professional and individual alterity which propose a parallel sub-text in appearance unrelated to professional considerations 7. In other words,
to go back to the Barthesian construct of vestimentary linguistics, dress (langue) is
modified by individualized dressing (parole) through the adjunct discourse of personalized vestimentary lexicons, thereby proposing a vestimentary text decoded at multiple levels. It is this subtext of individual belonging which is analysed here with regard to the three primary cultural tropes of ethnicity, gender and generation.

4.1. Ethnicity
If the clerical origins of the medieval law-givers made the basic tunica a crosscultural form of dedicated courtroom attire throughout Europe, its evolution in
Britain became markedly culture-specific when English bench and bar retained the
full-bottomed and tie wig as a distinctive feature of their professional identity.
Thereafter, these distinctive vestemes vectored a dual discourse of difference, first
with regard to the primary function of distinguishing legal professionals from other
professionals and, secondly, with regard to distinguishing English legal professionals
from those of other countries, as underlined by McQueen (1999: 32-33):
English regulations on legal attire were […] pre-eminently concerned with ensuring that what was worn distinguished English lawyers from those in the non-common law states of Europe. […] The Englishness of the Church and the legal system was to be unquestionable. It is thus not surprising that some considerable
effort went into establishing costumes for both institutions which were quite different from continental fashions […].

The demise of the cultural homogeneity and specificity of English court wear can
be dated to the 1976 Race Relations Act which made direct and indirect discrimination on grounds of colour, race, nationality or ethnicity illegal. With the increasing
number of bar and bench members from minority communities, certain aspects of
traditional court wear were perceived as incompatible with the religious precepts or
cultural identity of such members and led to the ethnicization of traditional English
court attire, a phenomenon documented by Lurie (1981: 7):
The appearance of foreign garments in an otherwise indigenous costume […] can
be a deliberate sign of national origin in someone who otherwise, sartorially or linguistically speaking, has no accent. Often this message is expressed through headgear. The Japanese-American lady in Western dress but with an elaborate Oriental hairdo, or the Oxford-educated Arab who tops his Savile Row suit with a
turban, are telling us graphically that they have not been psychologically assimilated; that their ideas and opinions remain those of an Asian.
7
In appearance only, since it is obvious that displaying the visual markers of individual
belonging is also an effective means of signalling non-professional cultural tropes and thus
targeting addressees representing a potential client base, as would be the case in immigration litigation, for example.
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Headwear, in the form of the prized barrister’s wig became the focus of this culture clash when legal professionals of Sikh origin practising in English courts asserted the primacy of religious and community identity over and above that of collective professional identity by substituting the wig for the turban. Subsequently, in
1978, Mota Singh became the first barrister to appear in court wearing the traditional barrister’s gown topped by a Sikh turban. This early example of the ethnicization of traditional court headgear was followed, a few years later, by female Muslim
barristers who also chose to privilege cultural and gender identity above collective
professional identity by assorting their barrister’s gown with a black headscarf in
lieu of the wig 8.
If turban/headscarf-gown court wear may be seen as a compromise that seeks to
preserve both professional and individual belonging, more recent developments in
the area of conflicting identities have called the entire construct of a visual professional collective identity as vectored by a more or less standardized dress code into
question: in November 2006, Shabnum Moghul, a female Muslim barrister arrived
at a Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, court to plead an immigration case dressed in a
full-faced black veil, thus endowing the advocate’s traditional claim to professional
anonymity with a new significance 9.
As the legal workplace and professionals in Western countries become more diversified in terms of national, ethnic and religious belonging, the trend towards ethnicization of traditional court dress through adoption and adaptation of visual
markers of cultural alterity may be seen as an inevitable part of the intercultural
processing of multiple identities. It also represents a reversal of the historical deethnicization processes which lay behind the imposition of English wig and gown on
the legal professionals of a number of Britain’s former colonies with total disregard
for traditional indigenous dress and tropical climates and today, contradicting Woodcock’s (2003: 37) claim that “Apart from coachmen of the royal household, the wig remains the prerogative solely of the British legal profession”, the erstwhile inherently
English wig continues to be donned as a signifier of professional identity in a number of former British colonies.

4.2. Gender
In England, women came late to the Bar. Dr Ivy Williams was the first woman to
be called to the Bar in 1921 while Helena Normanton and Rose Heilbron were the
first women to be appointed KC in 1949. In matters of dress code, female barristers
were required to comply with the existing court wear prescribed for their male
‘learned friends’ with the notable exception of the ‘trouser ban’: in spite of the obvi8
Such ethnicization of court wear is not limited to dedicated court dress, as illustrated
by the 1992 denial of District of Columbia Superior Court Judge Robert M. Scott to permit
lawyer John T. Harvey III to wear the African Kente cloth in court on grounds of seeking to
influence African American members of the jury.
9
In February 2007, the Judicial Studies Board subsequently issued guidelines which,
while not banning veils in court outright, expressed a preference for full veils not to be
worn in court.
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ous breach created in the visual façade of equality inter pares, given the prevalent
norms of decorum, the Bar imposed a visual discourse of gender difference by requiring female barristers to wear skirts.
Though the adoption of trousers as a symbol against sartorial gender marking
began to challenge the norms of sartorial propriety as early as the late 19th century 10,
female barristers were slow to reject the male-enforced professional dress code and
its imposed discourse of gender difference, no doubt in deference to the fact that appropriateness of court wear is subject to the presiding judge’s discretion and, given
the conservatism of the male-dominated Bench, few female advocates were prepared
to hazard the outcome of a trial by braving established vestimentary norms. It is
only in 1995 that the Lord Chief Justice finally lifted the ‘trouser ban’ and permitted ‘tailored trousers’ as an acceptable option for female barristers in England and
Wales.
If allowing women to cover their legs was the point at issue regarding female
courtroom attire in Britain, in North America the subliminal heart of the matter
hinges on no less than the Original Sin and the attendant question of female sexuality, as the following incident which took place in Windsor, Ontario, in 2002 illustrates:
Lawyer Laura Joy went to work on Monday in the pin-striped suit she’s worn repeatedly in court and found herself frozen out of one judge’s courtroom for not
dressing conservatively enough. “I cannot hear you unless you change your
clothes,” Ontario Court Justice Micheline Rawlins told Joy. When Rawlins refused
to tell her what was wrong with her attire, Joy decided to stick to her guns and
continue wearing her navy pin-striped pant suit over a white V-necked, longsleeved shirt. […] Joy, whose blond hair and stylish wardrobe are well-known in
Windsor courts, said she suspects the V-neck was the reason for Rawlins’ refusal
to hear her 11.

This incident is not an isolated affair. In 2008, a group of 16 attorneys and judges
gathered in the Tennessee Supreme Court chambers for a discussion that resulted
from “[…] judges being offended by too-short skirts, too much cleavage or too much
arm being shown in the courthouse”, as reported by Bill Dries in the online version
of the Memphis Daily News. A similar issue arose in 2009 when US federal judges,
both male and female, complained that female attorneys came into court wearing
“skirts so short that there’s no way they can sit down and blouses so short there’s no
way the judges wouldn’t look”, according to journalist Lynne Marek on Legal.Com.
The issue of professional dress code and female sexuality is not limited to female
advocates practising in courtroom cultures with no dedicated court wear. On the surface, the ‘trouser ban’ that marked female court attire in England till 1995 and the
current preoccupations with revealing attire may seem to be on the opposite ends of
the sexuality continuum, the former seeking to reveal and the latter to conceal.
However, when viewed in the light of the semiotics of female sexuality, both trends
10
Sarah Bernhardt is generally acknowledged to be the first woman to appear in public
dressed in trousers in 1876.
11
http://www.canoe.ca/CNEWSLaw0203/26_joy-cp.html.
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converge in that, contrary to skirts, trousers are ‘revealing’ of the outlines of the
crotch, that most sacred of sexual taboos.
Gender issues with regard to dress code are not restricted to women only and
today there is a blurring of gender dress roles with the feminization of male dress,
such as the wearing of earrings by men. While fairly widespread in Western urban
environments, professional court attire has yet to accept male lawyers wearing earrings, prompting the ABA Journal, in its online issue dated July 17, 2008, to publish
a caution:
Should male lawyers […] in courthouses refrain from wearing earrings? A career adviser from the University of Minnesota Law School is advising caution. “In the same
way that women still must be careful about very short skirts, and in some courts
they may still find that pants are frowned on by senior judges, guys and their earrings may still be fraught with peril,” writes Susan Gainen, director of the law
school’s career and professional development center […] in response to a judicial extern who said a male clerk had assured him that earrings were acceptable 12.

In view of the above elements, it becomes clear that, in spite of the progress
made in the area of the law itself towards establishing equality between men and
women in all fields of life, professional institutions continue to uphold a discourse of
conservative gendered difference regarding professional courtroom attire. In this
perspective, it may nonetheless be noted that it is now women who enjoy greater
vestimentary liberty than men with regard to courtroom attire in that they may
wear articles of men’s apparel in addition to conventional female dress code which
male advocates may not, a situation which Leeds-Hurwitz (1993: 116) transposes
into a linguistic framework and analyses in terms of Bernstein’s theory of restricted
code (courtroom attire for men) and elaborated code (courtroom attire for women
who dispose both of their own code and the restricted code reserved for men).

4.3. Generation
The historical three-generation gap is no longer representative of the contemporary workplace which is increasingly defined in terms of a multigenerational workforce composed of four generations: Traditionalists born between 1901-1945; Baby
Boomers born between 1946-1964; Generation X born between 1965-1980; and finally, Generation Y, also known as the Millennials, born between 1980-1999 13.
The rise of professionals who work beyond conventional retirement age has resulted in cross-generational co-habitation between employees separated by a 50-year
gap working in the same workplace, resulting in a profound modification of generational and power dynamics of the workforce, as illustrated by this extract entitled
“Elder underlings” from Letters to the Editor in The Economist (February 20, 2010:
14):
Sir – Schumpeter wrote about coping with an ageing workforce (February 6th). I
am 72 and work at a ski resort that employs seniors in positions from the execu12
13

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/earrings_for_male_lawyers/.
Time span brackets vary according to sources.
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tive office to the parking lot. […] But we have our share of whippersnappers as
well, many of them in leadership positions. When I was taken on […] our boss was
very young. In fact, the strangest thing about the new job was asking a 19-year
old kid if it was okay to go pee.
David Alston, Salt Lake City.

Lawyers being professionals who not infrequently work beyond the Biblical three
score and ten, such cross-generational interaction is fairly common in law firms and
generates resulting cross-generational vestimentary interaction. Like certain other
professionals, lawyers possess two professional dress codes, one for attending court
and another for meeting clients in office. Kathleen Brady, writing for the ABA Journal online, provides a brief overview of the evolution of office dress code and culture
in legal firms over three generations:
When [the Traditionalists] first joined the workforce, the practice of law was described as “a noble profession”, men wore suits and ties to work, while women
wore hats and white gloves. Attorneys were addressed by their surnames using
the titles of Mr. or Miss. The hierarchy was clear and everyone obeyed the rules.
[…] Boomers “dressed for success” with both men and women wearing navy or
gray pinstriped suits, and the title Ms. was introduced to the lexicon as people
talked about “law as a business.” […] Gen Xers entered the work force during the
dot com explosion. Technical competence rather than seniority defined the hierarchy and the rules appeared open to interpretation. The workplace became more
casual and relaxed. Suits became optional and everyone was addressed by their
first names 14.

If the Generation X’s introduction of Casual Friday contributed considerably to
the erosion of traditional dress code in office, certain bounds of decorum were nevertheless maintained. The arrival of the Millennials on the professional scene has
shattered all existing norms, replacing the ‘casual chic’ of Fridays with an all-week,
cross-gender, ‘ultra-casual’ dress code which includes flip-flops, Bermudas, emblazoned T-shirts, body art (tattoos and piercings), male jewellery, and the indispensable hi-tech accessories (iPod earbuds, Blackberries, mobile phones and laptops) of a
generation also known as the Net or Media Generation. For the intrinsically individualistic Millennials, the question of donning a dress code to convey collective professional identity simply does not arise since the primacy of their allegiance is wholly
and unquestioningly generational and individual. Absence of vestimentary markers
is, as Roland Barthes affirmed, never “null”, and in this context, the refusal of such
a highly visual professional identity representamen clearly marks the rejection of
values that ‘traditional’ professional dress code was seen to vector.
On the other hand, given a judge’s discretionary power to expel an advocate in
the event of inappropriate dress, and the repercussions of such an event on the outcome of the trial – as illustrated by the 2008 ruling by a New York federal judge in
the case of Bank v. Katz 08-CV-1033 – court attire invites conformity even from Millennials. As a result of this dichotomy, the blogosphere is rife with discussion regarding the dialectics of alienation and allegiance as expressed through court attire,
14

http://www. abanet.org/lpm/lpt/articles/y105081.shtml.
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and the limits of transgression. If there is a large degree of consensus regarding the
fact that dress (langue) must be complied with, it is also agreed that accessorizing
(parole) is a form of subversion which does not exceed bounds of appropriateness
egregiously enough to warrant a sanction, as Leeds-Hurwitz (1993: 113) confirms:
“The fact that extreme variation occurs only in a minor sign, [yellow socks] rather
than consistently [the entire suit is yellow], indicates that the wearer not only
knows the rules but also knows just how far they can be bent before the variation is
labeled inappropriate.” Hence, if Millennial advocates conform, grosso modo, to expected courtroom attire, they subvert the code through a metonymic choice of discreet but nevertheless visible vestemes of otherness strongly entrenched in their
generational culture such as sporting iPod cufflinks, wearing a bracelet with tiny
skull charms or again, defiantly placing their iPhones on counsel’s table as a substitute timepiece in lieu of a watch.

5. Conclusions
As clearly evidenced by the above discussion, there has been considerable evolution regarding the original function of courtroom attire, whether dedicated or not, as
a representamen of the unified professional collective identity of the so-called
learned professions, the visual primacy of professional identity being steadily eroded
by the shifting semiotics of cultural otherness. A new set of dialectics tergiversates
between professional and/or cultural identity and results in the fragmentation of the
traditional semiotic triangulation of encoder + representamen + addressee, each adjunct to the representamen generating a new encoder/addressee tandem. Such is the
diversity of variables that even within the confined limits of the elaborately defined
court wear of the English Bar, the overall scene sometimes results in a semiotic cacophony, as suggested by the array of intra-, inter- and multicultural headwear reported by The Daily Telegraph of 13 May 2004:
Of the three counsel at the High Court this week representing Iraqis whose families
allege they were unlawfully shot by British troops, only Michael Fordham was wearing a barrister’s wig. Rabinder Singh, QC, sported his usual white turban, while
Shaheed Fatima modestly covered her hair with a striking black silk scarf. Meanwhile, David Price, appearing in a nearby courtroom for a man accused of slander,
had to tell the jury that, as a solicitor-advocate, he didn’t wear anything on his head
– unlike many of the Orthodox Jews who were witnesses in the same case 15.

If the basic black gown remains a relatively stable cross-cultural representamen
of professional identity which is successfully interpreted as encoded by target addressees, the presence, absence and variations of courtroom headgear designed to
target narrower segments of addressees generate a shifting and discordant semiotic
discourse which is diversely interpreted by the larger, non-initiated population. In
this respect, the Lord Chancellor’s wish to ‘modernize’ traditional court attire in
England and Wales by abolishing the wig and simplifying the gown along the lines

15

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1461679/Brief-encounters.html.
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of the ‘Continental’ gown – a step already undertaken with regard to certain members of the judiciary in England and Wales – opens up fresh lines of enquiry in relation to the professional/cultural dialectics of courtroom attire.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CHINESE
AND AMERICAN
CRIMINAL SENTENCING DISCOURSE
Meizhen Liao 1

Abstract
This paper presents a detailed comparison between Chinese and American criminal
courtroom sentencing discourses, highlighting the differences. It is found that there are
three major differences. Firstly, in terms of structure, American sentencing is monolithic
while the Chinese structure is dualistic; secondly, in terms of content the American
judge concentrates on legal reasoning throughout while the Chinese judge makes a point
of following the legal sentencing with some passionate moralizing; thirdly, American sentencing is delivered as a dialogue or a conversation while Chinese sentencing is a formal
monologue. Explanations based on differences between the legal systems and the larger
cultures will be offered.

1. Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed a growing academic interest in the language of
law from both the field of linguistics and that of law. Literature devoted to the
study of the language of law is quite impressive with research topics increasingly
diversified (Danet 1980; Wodak 1980; Adelsward, Arosson & Joensson 1987; Adler
1987; Walker 1987; Harris 1989, 1994; Matoesian 1993, 1995, 1999; Shuy 1993,
1998; Eades 1993, 2000; Solan 1993, 2003, 2005; Conley & O’Barr 1998; Philips
1998; Tiersma 1999; Ehrlich 2001; Cotterill 2002; Liao 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2009;
Heydon 2005; Malcolm & Johnson 2007). However, it seems that nearly all the efforts are exclusively devoted to the language of a specific legal system and very
rarely do we see any work devoted to comparative study of languages of different
legal systems. Specifically, we have found no such work in comparison of the languages of the Chinese and American legal systems, which represent two very important and also very different legal systems in the world. This paper attempts to
fill the gap by presenting a detailed comparison – or more precisely a contrast – of
Chinese and American criminal sentencing discourses. The author hopes, by so

1
This paper is part of the author’s Fulbright-funded project “A Comparative Study of
Chinese and American Criminal Courtroom Discourses” (Brooklyn Law School, New York
2006-2007). It was subsequently presented in the Law School of University of San Diego,
Loyola Law School of Los Angles, Brooklyn Law School, New York (May 13, 16 and 21,
2007), and at the 8th International Conference on Forensic Linguistics, University of Washington, Seattle, July 2007.
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doing, to promote comparative forensic linguistics. This paper is an interdisciplinary study as it cuts across linguistics and law. On the one hand, it is part of comparative law study; in China there is comparative law study, part of which is devoted to comparison of Chinese law with American law or common law, but there
is no corresponding comparative study of Chinese and American courtroom discourses. On the other hand, it is part of comparative linguistics; literature in studies on comparison between Chinese and English is abundant but so far no systematic effort has been made in comparing Chinese and American courtroom
discourses, although discourse study is flourishing in both countries.

2. The aim and methodology
The general aim of the study is to promote mutual understanding among the
people in the related areas between China and the United States of America and
other countries where the common law system is practised, and to help them have
a better understanding of Chinese and American legal discourse, legal culture
and legal practice. In this paper I have chosen to focus on criminal courtroom sentencing discourse. Specific research questions include: 1) what are the differences
in Chinese and American criminal courtroom discourses? 2) what are the causes
for the differences? In the same way in which this work is both linguistic and
legal, it is both descriptive and explanatory. In other words, first I will try to describe the differences in terms of structure, i.e. what the sentencing discourse is
composed of, the content or what the judge is doing, and the style or the way in
which the sentencing is delivered, and then try to explain and discuss the differences in terms of legal system, legal culture and culture in general.

3. The data
This study is data-based. The data used in this paper were chosen from a subcorpus of a corpus of courtroom discourse consisting of transcripts of both Chinese and
American criminal courtroom trials, which took place in different parts or jurisdictions and at different court levels of the two countries. The Chinese data were taperecorded and transcribed by the author and his MA and PhD students for the last
ten years and the American data were transcribed by court reporters. For ease of
reference and analysis, we attach the full version of the Chinese data and the
judge’s sentencing discourse in the American case with sentences numbered (in
brackets) and sections marked with titles (in bold) added. For the sake of those who
do not speak Chinese, the Chinese data were translated into English and the translation was literal so as to keep as many of the linguistic features of the original Chinese version as possible. In the American data, before the imposition of a sentence
by the court there was a sentencing hearing, which included 1) recapitulation by the
court, in which the judge made a summary of the case and the trial, 2) objections or
corrections to the pre-sentence report, where possible objections or corrections to the
pre-sentence report were made by the opposing parties, 3) allocution by the defenESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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dant, in which the defendant was given an opportunity to say anything he/she
wished by way of extenuation or mitigation, 4) allocution on behalf of the defendant,
in which the defence lawyer was allowed to say anything by way of extenuation for
the defendant, and 5) allocution by the government, where the government lawyer
was supposed to say anything regarding the sentence. For reasons of space, we represent just the “imposition of sentence” part in the appendix with those brief interactions in the process omitted.

3.1. The Chinese data
In the Chinese case, the defendant, a young man called Li Zhaoqing, was charged
with robbing a woman of her property by using drugs on her to make her fall into a
state of lethargy. The trial took place in Shanghai in 2004. We chose this case because Shanghai is one of the most developed areas in China and the presiding judge
in this case is legally well-educated and professionally highly qualified.

3.2. The American data
In the American case, the defendant, Lawrence Anthony Franklin, was accused of
violating laws regarding secret diplomatic documents and contacts with a foreign
agent out of a desire to help the US. There were three counts against him: Count 1:
Conspiracy to communicate national defence information to persons not entitled to
receive it; Count 2: Communication of classified information to persons not entitled
to receive it; and Count 3: Unlawful retention of national defence information. The
trial took place in Virginia from May to August 2005. It was a very important and
also influential criminal case in America and the relevant data of the trial are available on line.

4. A brief comparison of the criminal procedures
Before we move on to the study proper, it is necessary to make a brief introduction to the criminal procedures as practised in the two countries as a background
because the legal systems of the two countries are quite different and also because
sentencing is made towards the end of the whole trial process and therefore a
knowledge of what happens before sentencing is not only helpful but also necessary.

4.1. American criminal procedure (Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Here are two of the most important features of American criminal procedure.
First and foremost, it is part of the common law system, notable for its inclusion of
extensive non-statutory law reflecting precedent derived from centuries of judgments by working jurists. Second, the system of trial by jury and the principle of
presumption of innocence are practised. Stages of the trial are successively 1) a pretrial hearing without the jury, 2) pretrial motions, 3) jury selection, 4) trial with the
jury, which includes opening statements, examination, closing statements, jury
charge and jury verdict, 5) sentencing and 6) appeal.
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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4.2. Chinese criminal procedure (The Criminal Procedure Law of China 2)
Contrary to the American legal system, a unique legal system is practised in
China which blends a variety of legal traditions which include a) Roman law, particularly the version transmitted through Germany to Japan, b) traditional law,
notably the legal system developed in China over millennia, c) the communist
legal tradition (including influence from the former Soviet Union), and d) common
law, more recently, notably in contract law. It is a non-jury trial. The principle of
assumption of innocence was not adopted until 1996. Stages of the trial are: 1) pretrial questioning by the judge, 2) opening statement, 3) examination, 4) identification of evidence, 5) argument or closing statement, 6) final statement by the defendant, 7) sentencing (either immediately after the self-defence by the defendant or
at an interval) and 8) appeal.

5. Analysis of the data
5.1. Analysis of the Chinese data
5.1.1. Analysis of the structure and the content
As we can see, what is striking and special about Chinese sentencing is that
there are two separate parts, which are quite different in nature. However, there is
a difference in the importance of the parts. The first part is primary, compulsory
and of legal effect, dealing with the legal aspect of the case. It has a rigid structure
of four sections. The first section, called 首部 (‘head’) in the traditional Chinese
study of legal documents, gives information about the name of the trial court, the
source of the case, the defendant and the trial. The second section, called 事实
(‘findings’), announces court findings. The third section, otherwise called 理由 (‘reasoning’), provides legal reasons for the verdict and the sentence based on the findings and the relevant law. Section 4, or 主文 (‘body’), declares the sentence and informs the defendant of the right to appeal. The last section, called 尾部 (‘end’), lists
the trial judge(s) and the court clerks. It consists altogether of 28 sentences and
728 words.
Part 2 is secondary, optional and of no legal effect, as can be seen from the title
‘The judge’s afterword’, dealing with the moral aspect of the case, a macro moralizing speech act consisting of three sub-acts: 1) pointing to the defendant’s admirable family background and the positive efforts he had made in his career thus
far and at the same time criticizing him for his moral lapses; 2) appealing to or
pointing out the sacrifices made by the parents and their expectations; and 3) expressing the court’s encouragement and hope. It is a typical Chinese way of doing
moralizing with its unique logical order and format. There are altogether 10 sentences or 209 words.

2
The Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China, revised on March 17,
1996 and in force since July 1, 1979.
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Table 1. Structure and content analysis
Nature of the
sentencing acts

Part 1

Legalistic

Part 2

Moralizing

Importance

No. of
sections

No. of
sentences

No. of
words

Average
word number
per sentence

5

26

731

29

1

11

209

20

6

37

940

26

Primary,
compulsory
and of legal
effect
Secondary,
optional, and
of no legal
effect

Total

Table 2. Structure and content analysis of Part 1
Sections

Content

No. of words

No. of sentences

(1) Information about the trial court
and the source of the case

20

1

(2) Information about the defendant

72

4

(3) Information about the trial

84

4

(2) Findings

Listing of findings

269

7

(3) Reasoning

Giving reasons

117

5

(1) Sentence and forfeiture

87

5

(2) Information of the appeal

61

2

Information of the trial judge, the clerk
and the date

20

1

(1) Head

(4) Body
(5) End

Table 3. Structure and content analysis of Part 2
Content

No. of words

(1) Pointing out the defendant’s family background and
his positive efforts and criticizing him for his moral lapses
(2) Appealing to or pointing out sacrifices made by the
parents and their expectations
(3) Expressing the court’s encouragement and hope

No. of sentences

78

3

72

3

53

4

5.1.2. Analysis of the style
It is obvious that there is a sharp contrast in the style of the two parts. Part 1 is
actually a well-prepared written legal document, as can be seen from the use of the
noun ‘judgment’ (判决词 ) instead of ‘sentencing’ (判决 ), with a rigid format and a
special structure. The whole sentencing discourse is a monologue with the presiding
judge reading out aloud what has been written down. It is very formal, with very
formal personal addresses like full names (‘Li Zhaoqing’) or full names with legal
ESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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addresses (‘Defendant Li Zhaoqing’), archaic words (the equivalent of ‘hereafter’,
‘conclude’, ‘commence’, etc.), and no personal pronouns like ‘you’. Sentences tend to
be long, averaging 28 words per sentence. The tone is matter-of-fact, appealing to
reason and law and addressing the general public rather than the particular defendant. Part 2, though written down and prepared as well, is very informal, with a
warmer tone, appealing to emotions, ethics, morality, and folk wisdom instead. Sentences tend to be shorter. It is highly personal and conversational, characterized by
frequent use of the personal pronoun ‘you’, and direct personal addresses such as ‘Li
Zhaoqing’. It is more like a family letter between a father and his child.
Table 4. Stylistic analysis
Part 1

Part 2

Sentences

Long

Diction

Legalistic, formal or archaic

Tone

Matter of fact

Short
Informal and
everyday
Warm

Way of sentencing

Monologue

Monologue

5.2. Analysis of American criminal sentencing
5.2.1. Analysis of the structure and content
The American sentencing is one single part consisting of the following sections in
terms of the content: Section 1, jury verdict or the court’s findings and plea (8 sentences); Section 2, reasoning (46 sentences); Section 3, the adjudication, the sentence
and forfeiture (26 sentences); Section 4, reasoning again, appealing to law and reason again (11 sentences).
Table 5. Structure and content analysis
Nature of the
act performed

No. of
sentences

No. of
words

Average
word number
per sentence

Monolithic

Legalistic

1. Findings and the plea

Legalistic

8

180

22

2. Reasoning

Legalistic

46

751

16

3. Adjudication, the sentence
and forfeiture

Legalistic

26

627

24

4. Reasoning

Legalistic

11

169

15

91

1727

Total

20

5.2.2. Analysis of the style
The style is oral and informal with personal addresses like ‘Mr. Franklin’ and personal pronouns like ‘you’. Sentences are short with abbreviated forms such as ‘doesn’t’,
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‘that’s’, etc. It is interactional, conversational and personal with a high degree of
speaker involvement. What is conspicuous is the use of the word ‘law’ with its variants: 1) law, 2) the law, and 3) the rule of law.
Table 6. Stylistic analysis
Style
Sentence

Features
Short (informal)

Diction
Tone

Conversational
Warm

Way of sentencing

Dialogue

6. Findings and explanations and discussions
6.1. Findings
The above analysis of our data reveals the following differences in Chinese and
American sentencing discourses. Firstly, in terms of structure, while the Chinese
sentencing is dualistic, that is, composed of two parts, the American counterpart is
monolithic. Secondly, in terms of content, the American court concentrated on legal
reasoning throughout and the Chinese judge made a point of following the matterof-fact legal sentencing with some passionate moralizing. Thirdly, there was much
more legal reasoning in the American discourse than in its Chinese counterpart, as
can be seen from the fact that a good 46% of the discourse space was devoted to
legal reasoning in the American case as compared with a meagre 12% in the Chinese case. Fourthly, in terms of the way in which sentencing was delivered, the Chinese discourse was simply a monologue, whereas the American sentencing was more
of a dialogue in spite of the fact that it was the court that did the talk most of the
time. And finally, in terms of the quantity of discourse, the American sentencing outweighed its Chinese counterpart significantly. We summarize the differences in the
following table.
Table 7. Differences

Discourses

(3) Moralizing

Dualistic
Part 1
Part 2
Meagre (117 words, None
12% of
discourse
space)
None
Abundant

(1) Way of sentencing
(2) Style

Formal

Informal

(3) Tone

Matter of fact

Warm

(1) Structure
1

2

Chinese Sentencing

(2) Legal reasoning

(4) Amount of discourse

Monologue

940 words
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U.S. Sentencing
Monolithic
Heavy (900 words,
46% of discourse
space)
None
A Near Dialogue
Informal
Conversational
1727 words
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6.2. Explanation and discussion
Now let us try to explain and discuss the differences. As can be seen from Table 7
above, the differences are not equally important. The most important ones are the
first three, those in Group 1 in Table 7, because they have to do with the content
and the macrostructure of the discourse. The other differences, those in Group 2,
have to do with the way in which the sentencing was delivered. As was said before,
the Chinese sentencing discourse was actually a well-prepared document and was
read out in court. That explains why it is a monologue and also very formal. So,
rather than address each and every difference in detail, we will focus on the most
important difference or question: why is Chinese sentencing discourse dualistic, i.e.,
there are two parts in the Chinese sentencing discourse with one devoted to the
legal aspect and the other devoted to moralizing, while the American counterpart is
monolithic, devoted exclusively to legal sentencing? We will try to explain the difference in terms of the differences in legal tradition, legal culture, legal system, ideology and culture in general.

6.2.1. Explanation of the features on the Chinese side
6.2.1.1. The Chinese legal tradition
(1) The dichotomy of fa and li
The dichotomy in the Chinese sentencing discourse actually reflects a conceptual
dichotomy of li (礼 ）and fa (法 ) which is traditional in China. A good understanding
of Chinese legal tradition entails a good command of li and fa and their relationship.
A mixture of li and fa, with the former dominating most of the time in Chinese history, or with the former in spirit and the latter in form, characterizes traditional
Chinese law.
Li is the key Confucian term or concept with a wide range of meanings. In its
narrow or original sense, it means the correct performance of religious ritual: sacrificing to the ancestors and gods at the right time and place and with the proper deportment and attitude is li, as can be seen from an analysis of the original pictogram of li ( ), the classical left component of which portrays a sacrificial vessel
with two pieces of jade above it (Luo 1913); so is the proper performance of divination. In its broad sense, li was a body of rules of behaviour to satisfy and to regulate
human needs and consists of social and political institutions, including law and government. It also referred to propriety, ethics, or moral rules of correct conduct and
good manners, and embodied the teaching of Confucius. The Book of Rites 3 describes
li as ‘regulator of human desires that has been devised for protection of the people’,
‘a form of social control over unrestrained expression of human desires’ and it ‘forbids trespasses before they are committed, whereas fa punishes criminal acts after
their commission’. The Confucian view of li constituted the concrete institution and
accepted modes of behaviour in a civilized state and li was grounded in the broad
moral principles which gave li validity because they were rooted in innate human
feelings, what people would in general instinctively feel to be right.
3
The Book of Rites (礼记 ), a Confucian classic recording rules of propriety before the
Qin and Han Dynasties.
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Fa is the most important word in the Chinese legal vocabulary as the generic
term for positive or written law as an abstraction. The original meaning of fa is a
model, pattern, or standard (Cihai 1989). Derived from this meaning is the notion,
basic in Chinese legal thinking, that fa is a model or standard imposed by superior
authority, to which people must conform. According to Liang Zhiping (1989), what
we today refer to as ancient law was, during the Three Dynasties (Xia, trad. 22051766 BC, Shang, trad. 1765-1123 BC, and Zhou, 1122-256 BC) referred to as xing,
during the Sring and Autumn period (722-207 BC) and Warring States period (403222 BC) referred to as fa. As xing means punishment, more specifically corporal
punishment, and punishment was used to effectuate law (fa), fa and xing were interchangeable.
In terms of the relationship between li and fa, li acquired the force of law, characterized by moral teachings, the use of persuasion, the appeal to reason and good
sense, and the exemplification of good conduct and behaviour (Lee & Lai 1978). In
any conflict between li and fa, traditional Chinese society preferred li. Furthermore,
the metamorphosis of li into fa depended on its widespread and unvaried acceptance
by society, but its specific content may change with the times. Some rules of li, appropriate in Confucius’ time, may not be relevant now, and anyone able to install a
new li into the spirit and mind of the people would succeed in remoulding the social
behaviour of millions in the same way Confucianism has done in the past. Li continues to be a strong influence in modern China, and these two major concepts of li and
fa have become ingrained in the Chinese legal system.
(2) Confucianism vs. Legalism
The dichotomy in the Chinese sentencing discourse also represents the struggle
or debate between the doctrines of the two conflicting schools, Confucianism and Legalism, the two rival schools of thought during the Spring and Autumn and Warring
States periods, from which the Chinese legal tradition developed. The purpose of
both the Confucian School and the Legalist School was the maintenance of the social
order. The difference between them lay mainly in the problem of what constituted
an ideal social order and by what means such an order could be attained (Ch’u 1961:
226) The concepts of li and fa discussed above are closely related specifically with
the Confucian School and the Legalist School.
(a) Confucianism
The Confucian school, founded by Confucius himself in the sixth century BC,
drew upon and developed traditional attitudes and values, especially as stated by
the early Zhou rulers or exemplified in their deeds. The three foremost early Confucians – Confucius himself, Mencius, and Xun Zi – all emphasized teaching and
moral guidance rather than penal law as instruments for the government of the people. Only through teaching could a proper sense of virtuous conduct be inculcated in
the people. The Confucian emperors and statesmen of the Han and later dynasties
all recognized the practical need for the existence of a wide-ranging penal code. They
admitted that teaching and moral guidance alone would not suffice to secure good
behaviour among the people. Yet penal laws, while necessary, should principally be
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used to supplement and reinforce the lessons to be obtained from the teachings and
guidance furnished by the ruler and his officials. The consequence was that the
penal codes became, to an extent rarely found in any other society, vehicles for the
reinforcement of the moral values held by the ruling elite and, to some extent, by
the population at large. Confucians insisted that public enacting of law is not necessary in the ideal state, and that even in the inferior administrations of their own
times, government by law should always be kept secondary to government by moral
precept and example (Bodde & Morris 1967: 18). From the founding of the Han in
206 BC until the fall of the Qing in 1911, Confucianism for most of the time was the
orthodox doctrine of the state; that is, it constituted a set of moral values that the
state sought to inculcate in the people (Bodde & Morris 1967: 9). Here is a summary
of the main Confucian argument:
1. Man is by nature good. It is by inculcating li that society shapes the individual into a socially acceptable human being. Li is preventive because it turns the
individual away from evil before he or she has the chance of committing it. A good
government based on virtue can truly win the hearts of men while one based on
force can only gain their outward submission.
2. Li derives its universal validity from the fact that it was created by the intelligent sages of antiquity in conformity with human nature and with the cosmic
order. Li can reinforce the five major relationships of Confucianism – those of father and son, ruler and subject, husband and wife, elder and younger brother,
friend and friend – which are instinctive to man and essential for a stable social
order by prescribing modes of behaviour differing according to status, whereas law
obliterates the relationships by imposing a forced uniformity.
3. Li gives poetry and beauty to life and provides channels for the expression of
human emotion in ways that are socially acceptable. Fa (law), on the contrary, is
mechanistic and devoid of emotional content. A government based on li functions
harmoniously because li, being unwritten, can be flexibly interpreted to meet the
exigencies of any particular situation. A government based on law creates contention because its people, knowing in advance what the written law is, can find
means to circumvent it, and will rest their sophisticated arguments on the letter
rather than the spirit of the law (Bodde & Morris 1967: 21).

(b) Legalism
Opposed to the Confucians were men who, because of their ardent advocacy of
law, eventually came to be known as the Legalists or School of Law. Their aim was
to create a political and military apparatus powerful enough to suppress feudal privilege at home, expand the state’s territories abroad, and eventually weld all the rival
kingdoms into a single empire. Toward this goal they were ready to use every political, military, economic and diplomatic technique at their disposal. Their insistence
on law was motivated by no concern for human rights, but simply by the realization
that law was essential for effectively controlling the growing populations under
their jurisdiction (Bodde & Morris 1967: 18). A hallmark of Legalist thinking was
that there should be equality before the law. The ruler must rely on penal law and
imposition of heavy punishment as the main instrument of his government of the
people. A principle frequently invoked is that, were the smallest offense to be met
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with severe punishment, in the end the people would cease to offend and recourse to
punishment itself would become unnecessary (MacCormack 1996: 5). The main arguments of the Legalist position are as follows:
1. Although a few persons may be found who are naturally altruistic, the great
majority of people act only out of self-interest. Therefore, stern punishments are
necessary. Being essentially selfish, citizens cannot be induced merely by moral
suasion to act altruistically. Hence the wise ruler establishes a system of rewards
and punishments in such a way that citizens are rewarded if they act exactly in
accordance with the specific responsibilities attached to their position but punished when their performance either falls short of or exceeds these specified responsibilities.
2. If a government is to be powerful, it is imperative for it to publicize its laws to
all and to apply them impartially to high and low alike, irrespective of relationship or rank. Law is the foundation of stable government because, being fixed and
known to all, it provides an exact instrument with which to measure individual
conduct. A government based on li cannot do this, since li is unwritten and subject
to arbitrary interpretation.
3. Because history changes, human institutions must change accordingly: the li of
the ancients no longer fits modern conditions and should be replaced by a system
of law. Law should not be changed arbitrarily; yet if it is to retain its vitality it
should be kept ever responsive to the shifting needs of its time.
4. Laws that are sufficiently severe will no longer have to be applied because their
mere existence will be enough to deter wrongdoing. Thus harsh laws, though
painful in their immediate effects, lead in the long run to an actual reduction of
government and to a society free from conflict and oppression (Bodde & Morris
1967: 23-24).

In sum, the Legalists’ insistence on law was motivated by the political control of
the masses while the concern of the Confucians was the moral development of the
individual. While the Confucian School depended on li to maintain social order by
moral education, the Legalist School invoked law for the same end and employed
punishment as the enforcing agent (Ch’u 1961). Confucius and his followers located
the prime duty of the ruler in teaching and setting a good example, whereas the Legalists had stressed the duty of the ruler to enact and maintain harsh penal laws.
As is stated in the Confucian Analects,
Guide them by edicts, keep them in line with punishments and the common people will stay out of trouble but have no sense of shame. Guide them by virtue,
keep them in line with rites (li), and they will, besides having a sense of shame,
reform themselves.

As it was possible to implement the same norm by different sanctions, thus li
could be enforced by moral influence and legal means. Eventually, the incorporation of the essentials of Confucianist li into legal codes occurred with this Confucian conception dominating ancient Chinese law. The gradual process of Confucianization of law was the most significant development in the legal system of
China prior to the 20th century modernization of Chinese law (Ch’u 1961). Many
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Confucian officials wrote their court judgments or delivered their court sentencing simply by moralizing from the very beginning to the end (Wang 2008; Guo
2001).
6.2.1.2. Chinese culture in general
Unlike many other major civilizations where written law was held in honour and
often attributed to a divine origin, law in China was viewed in purely secular terms
and its initial appearance was greeted with hostility by many as indicative of a serious moral decline, a violation of human morality, and even a disturbance of the total
cosmic order and ordinary Chinese people’s awareness and acceptance of the ethical
norms was shaped far more by the pervasive influence of custom and usage of property and by inculcating moral precepts than by any formally enacted system of law
(Bodde & Morris 1978). As regards the Chinese belief in the cosmic or immanent
order of the world, in Chinese thinking a disturbance of the social order meant a violation of the total cosmic order because the sphere of man and nature is inextricably interwoven to form an unbroken continuum. It was further held that correct behaviour was behaviour consonant with the immanent order which set boundaries to
appropriate responses, though within these boundaries humans could respond in
somewhat different ways (McKnight 1992). In this regard, the Chinese also believed
that normal people usually respond within the boundaries, and deviance means
going beyond them; for some types of behaviour, fa implies and defines boundaries,
whereas xing (punishments) state the potential costs to the individual of exceeding
them and impose penalties for these actions. The boundaries for proper behaviour
were prescribed through fa (law). Thus, fa was considered as a means of providing
models for behaviour and of guiding people in the right direction.
Irrespective of the different views as to how and why people observed or violated
the boundaries of appropriate behaviour, in Chinese culture, people could be led to
good behaviour through education. This notion from the Confucian school of thought
held that it was possible to improve the heart through education that enabled a person to become good and become conscious of shame, without suffering from evil intentions. To Confucianists, this was the most thorough, the most fundamental, and
the most successful way to attain their social aims. Consequently, an educative
process, a process of socialization, both intellectually and, more importantly, morally,
with the aim of producing good people, was considered necessary. Given the Chinese
belief that human behaviour was subject to formation and reformation through the
education process, it was thought that people could learn where the boundaries of
appropriate behaviour were and how to act within them; law could be used to provide them with appropriate models via a mixture of rewards and penalties designed
to encourage and enforce these models (Cao 2004: 62). Thus, the Chinese faith in the
importance of appropriate education through provision of models of proper behaviour established the primary role of law in society.
6.2.1.3. The present Chinese legal system
In China, law has never been just law; nor is it purely for law’s sake. For example, in Chapter I (Tasks and Fundamental Principles) of Part One (General ProviESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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sions) of the Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China, we find the
following article:
Article 2: The tasks of the Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of
China shall be: to ensure accurate and prompt ascertainment of the facts of
crimes, to correctly apply laws, to punish criminal offenders, to guarantee any innocent person from criminal prosecution, to educate citizens to voluntarily observe
the law and actively struggle against criminal acts, so as to uphold the socialist
legal system, to protect the citizens’ rights of person, rights over their property,
democratic rights and other rights, and to guarantee the smooth progress of the
socialist modernization. (my italics)

It is specifically prescribed that criminal procedure law is enacted not just to
punish those who commit crimes and protect those who are innocent but also to educate the citizens. Besides this, the Chinese Supreme Court has a tradition of emphasizing the three functions of a trial: 1) exposing crime or punishing those who
commit crimes, 2) educating both the defendant and the general public, and 3) publicizing the law. The courtroom is also regarded as a classroom or shame room
where the defendant is punished or denounced, or educated. If the defendant is
young and has committed the crime for the first time and on impulse, he/she will be
educated. A Chinese judge is supposed to have multiple roles: he/she is simultaneously a reporter or an announcer, a decision-maker, an interpreter and a teacher or
an educator. Metaphorically, the judge uses both hands, his right hand pushing the
defendant into jail while his left hand tries to pull him/her back, and this is typically reflected in the dichotomy in the Chinese sentencing discourse.
6.2.1.4. The political system, dominant ideology and government
Law in China is never independent of the dominant ideology. Leadership of the
Communist Party and the Chinese government has always emphasized two rules in
running the country: rule of law and rule by moral virtues. When Deng Xiaoping
(Deng 1996) was in power, he proposed the use of two hands in running the country,
one directed at socialist construction, which includes not just material but also spiritual construction, and the other at punishment of crimes. On October 23, 1985, in
an interview with the editor-in-chief of the American weekly Time, when asked how
China would solve the problems of corruption and abuse of power, Deng Xiaoping
answered, “We will resort to two means. One of them is education and other is law”
(1992: 148). Towards the end of his term, the former president Jiang Zeming (Jiang
2006) made a point of emphasizing the importance of rule by moral virtues in running the country by equating rule of law with rule by moral virtues. Hu Jingtao, the
present president of China, has always advocated the rule of law, but at the same
time he highlights his ‘Eight Honours and Eight Shames’ 4, which is essentially moralizing.

4
He made these remarks when he went to see some of the representatives at the 4th Plenary Session of the 10th National Political and Consultative Conference on March 4, 2006
in Beijing.
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6.2.2. Explanation for the features on the American side
6.2.2.1. American legal culture
In the United States, things seem to be simpler in that only the rule of law prevails in legal culture. The spirit of American legal culture seems to be best captured
in the following quotation by Lincoln 5:
Let every American, every lover of liberty, (and) every well-wisher to his posterity,
swear by the blood of the Revolution, never to violate in the least particular the
laws of the country, and never to tolerate their violation by others.

In other words, within American culture, the American legal logic is: we should
have law; we do have law; we have to observe the law; and any violation of the law
will be punished. The spirit of the rule of law in American legal culture can be best
seen in court in the reiteration of the word ‘law’ with its variants in the above data:
‘the rule of law’, nine times; ‘the law’, 12 times; ‘a (…) law’, four times; ‘the statute’,
two times; and ‘it’ (for ‘law’), seven times. Law, law, and law again! This reminds one
of what Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (1841-1935) once said: “This is a court of law,
young man, not a court of justice.”
6.2.2.2. American Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and the court’s function
The American Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure are characterized by the protection of human rights and there is no mention of the educational function of the
law at all. The American court has just two functions: interpretation of the law and
application of the law (and sometimes the judge is also a good conversationalist), as
the judge in our case reiterated (“The judiciary simply interprets and applies the
law”. “The Court’s business is to interpret and apply the law…”). The frequency of
the word ‘law’ as shown in the American sample is evidence enough for this.
Metaphorically, the American judge uses only one hand, a purely legal hand, which
pushes the defendant into jail but only after he has made it sufficiently clear legally
why he did so.

7. Concluding remarks
Yan Zi (晏子), a great ancient Chinese statesman of the State of Qi in the Warring States of the Spring and Autumn Period, said, “When what we call ‘orange’
grows in the south of Huai River (in China), we call it ju 6, while if it grows in the
north of the Huai River, it becomes zhi” (桔生淮南则为桔，桔生淮北则为枳) 7. What is
essential here is the soil. The difference in soil is responsible for the difference in
the type of orange. In the same way, differences in the cultures as well as in the
legal systems and ideologies are responsible for the differences in the sentencing
5
Taken from “The Perpetuation of Our Political Institutions”, Lincoln’s address to the
Young Men’s Lyceum at Springfield, January 27, 1837, published in the Springfield Weekly
Journal.
6
Ju (桔 ),tangerine.
7
Zhi (枳 ) is a trifoliate kind of orange.
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discourses. It should be pointed out that not every Chinese judge delivers his/her
court sentencing in this way. The sample in our data is not typical in China, but it is
of symbolic meaning as it represents an important trend in the present legal reforms in China. It is a compromise between the struggle to preserve the tradition
and the endeavour to push reform forward, or more specifically, a compromise of
rule of law and rule by moral virtues. For the past few decades, when rule of law
gets the upper hand with legal reforms deepening, the Chinese legal professionals
have been learning or trying to deal with law, morality and politics separately: the
dichotomy of the sentencing discourse with the first part primary and second part
optional and attached is a perfect reflection of this effort. This is what we intend to
make known by this comparison to those who are not familiar with the Chinese
legal system, legal culture and culture in general. What the Chinese people in general and the judges in particular can and should learn from the American judgments
or sentencing is more legal reasoning. As for moralizing, I would like to cite the following 8:
Though law and morality are not the same, and many things may be immoral
which are not necessarily illegal, yet the absolute divorce of law from morality
would be of fatal consequence. To preserve one’s life is generally speaking a duty,
but it may be the plainest and the highest duty to sacrifice it.

So, might judges in the United States of America also try a bit moralizing when
delivering their sentencing?
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APPENDIX A. Chinese data
Section 1: Head: information about the trial court, the procuratorship, the defendant and trial
Judgment by Hongkou District Court, Shanghai, 2004, No. 60
The public procuratorship: the People’s Prosecutorial Office of Hongkou District,
Shanghai
1) The defendant is Li Zhaoqing, male, born on Oct. 24, 1975; his nationality,
Han; his birth place, Shanghai; and his education, a university graduate. 2) He was
an employee of XXX Clothing Company limited, Shanghai and lives at Room 203,
No. 8, Lane 565. 3) Suspected of robbery, he was held in criminal detention on Dec.
16, 2003, and was arrested on Dec. 26. 4) He is presently held in a detention house
in Hongkou District. 5) In its bill of prosecution No.73 (2004) the People’s Prosecutorial Office of Hongkou District, Shanghai, charged the defendant Li Zhaoqing with
robbery and instituted the case to this court on Feb. 25, 2004. 6) In line with the law,
the court formed a collegial panel of judges and held a public hearing. 7) The People’s Prosecutorial Office of Hongkou District, Shanghai, sent a prosecutor, Fu
Weiqin, to the court to support the prosecution, and the victim Wu Yanrong attended
the hearing.

Section 2: Findings and legal arguments
1) The trial has been concluded. 2) During the trial, it was found that at around
9 pm, on December 12, 2003, the defendant Li Zhaoqing, after considerable premeditation, invited Wu Yanrong, a woman he acquainted himself with through the Internet, to room no. 1520 of Haihong Hotel of Shanghai, which he had reserved by using
a forged identity card with the name of Shen Jun. 3) Thereafter, he made Wu Yanrong drink a glass of juice with sleeping pills. 4) As soon as she fell into a state of
lethargy, Li Zhaoqing robbed Wu Yanrong of a mobile phone (Model Motorola T189)
worth 541 yuan (renminbi), 50 yuan (renminbi) in cash, a leather bag, a Buddhist
jade article, and absconded with the booty. 5) About eight next morning, Wu woke up
aware of having been robbed and reported it to the public security station. 6) After
examination, it was found that Wu’s urine contained diazepam. 7) The public security people tracked down and found all the stolen money and goods, and returned
them to the victim. 8) The defendant Li Zhaoqing raised no objections to the above
gravamina during the trial, and we have the record of the victim’s statement and
identification, the testimony of the witnesses Miao Yun and Shen Jun, the registration sheet at the hotel, the forged identity card, the report of the test of the urine by
the public security bureau, the record of rummage of the defendant’s home by the
Shanghai Public Security Bureau, Hongkou Branch, a list of the goods seized and
returned to the victim, the expert’s report of the value of the goods produced by the
Shanghai Price Authentication Center as sufficient and true evidence. 9) The court
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holds that the defendant Li Zhaoqing, in order to possess Wu Yangrong’s goods illegally, robbed her of her goods by anaesthetizing her, which constitutes a crime of pillage. 10) The charge of the defendant by the People’s Prosecutorial Office of
Hongkou District, Shanghai, with the crime of pillage is tenable. 11) Having been
held in custody, Li Zhaoqing pleaded guilty and his attitude was positive, and his
family volunteered to pay the penalty for him. 12) Therefore, the punishment could
be commutable. 13) In order to maintain the social order and protect legal private
property from encroachment, the court issues the following sentence in accordance
with Article 263 and Article 23 of the Criminal Law of P.R. China.

Section 3: Body: Sentencing and appeal
1) First, the defendant Li Zhaoqing committed the crime of pillage and is sentenced to a four-year imprisonment and a penalty of 5,000 yuan. 2) The imprisonment term starts from the day of the execution of the sentence. 3) The time of detention before the execution of the sentence will be taken as part of the imprisonment
term and therefore subtracted from it. 4) Consequently, the actual imprisonment
term commences on December 16, 2003 and concludes on December 15, 2007. 5) Secondly, the seized forged identity card will be confiscated and destroyed. 6) If the defendant objects to this sentence, he may, within ten days dating from the second day
after reception of the notification of the sentence, appeal via this court or directly to
the Shanghai Second Intermediate People’s Court. 7) If the defendant chooses to appeal in a written form, one original copy and two duplicates of the appellate petition
should be submitted.
Judge: Zhou Jun
Acting judge: Bian Biao
People’s assessor: Xu Yaping
Secretary: Cai Yi
Secretary: Tang Chenjie
March 9, 2004

Postscript or the Judge’s afterwords
1) Li Zhaoqing, you were born in an intellectual’s home. 2) You worked very hard
for many years and went through countless difficulties in your schooling until you
successfully graduated from university. 3) You are 28 years old and this is the golden
time of your life. 4) You should have been working harder and using what you have
learned to serve the society and your parents, but because of a moment’s greedy desire, you went the wrong way and committed a crime. 5) Think of your parents, who
have endured countless sufferings and borne numerous hardships in raising and
supporting you in your education. 6) Actually, parents expect no repayment from
their children for what they have done. 7) They simply want their children to develop and grow happily and healthily and be a person of integrity. 8) Because of a
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moment’s foolish action, you failed to live up to their expectations. 9) The lesson is
too expensive. 10) However, as the saying goes, it is not too late to mend the fold
after the sheep is lost. 11) It is hoped that you will draw a lesson from this bitter experience, try to reform yourself, learn and abide by the law and try to come back to
our society and be a useful man.
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APPENDIX B. American data
United States v. Lawrence Anthony Franklin
RECAPITULATION BY THE COURT
OBJECTIONS/CORRECTIONS TO PRE-SENTENCE REPORT
ALLOCUTION BY THE DEFENDANT
ALLOCUTION ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT
ALLOCUTION BY THE GOVERNMENT
IMPOSITION OF SENTENCE BY THE COURT

Section 1: Jury verdict or the court’s findings and the plea
The court: Mr. Franklin, come to the podium.
The defendant: (Complies)
The court: 1) Mr. Franklin, you stand convicted of serious crimes, that is, conspiracy to communicate national defense information to persons not authorized,
conspiracy to communicate classified information to a foreign government agent,
and unlawful retention of that security information. 2) These are serious offenses, and Congress has appropriately prescribed severe penalties. 3) And in
setting an appropriate sentence, the Court has considered your history and characteristics, the nature and seriousness of the offense, the need to avoid unwarranted disparity in terms of people being sentenced for similar offenses, and the
need for personal deterrence, directed at you, and general deterrence. 4) Now,
with respect to your personal history and characteristics, the Court is fully familiar with your background of service as Mr. Cacheris has aptly described it. 5)
You have served in the military and you have served in government, and you
have a long period of national service. 6) And I have taken that into account. 7) I
have also taken into account that you have no criminal history. 8) I have also
taken into account the seriousness of these offenses, which Mr. DiGregori just described very briefly.

Section 2: Reasoning
1) It should be clear that – what the significance – this is a very significant
matter, a very significant case. 2) This is not significant solely or chiefly because
of the nature of the statutes that you have violated. 3) This case isn’t about the
merits or demerits of this particular statute. 4) But what this case reflects – because people will argue lots of things about this statute, about the nature of the
information, who it was disclosed to, all sorts of things. 5) It doesn’t matter. 6)
What this case is truly significant for is the rule of law. 7) The law says what it
says. 8) The merits of the law really are committed to Congress. 9) If it’s not sensible, it ought to be changed. 10) But they’re – that’s the body that changes it,
not the judiciary. 11) The judiciary simply interprets and applies the law. 12) So,
the real significance of this case is that we have a rule of law. 13) There is a law
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that says that if you have authorized possession of national defense information,
you can’t disclose it to unauthorized people, if you have a reason to believe that
it would hurt the US or help a foreign country. 14) It doesn’t matter that you
think that you were really helping. That’s arrogating to yourself the decision of
whether to adhere to a statute passed by Congress or not. 15) And we can’t do
that in this country. 16) You may disagree with the application of the statute to
you, but you can’t use that disagreement to violate the law with impunity. 17)
Lots of people think that they are doing more good than harm if they disclose
classified information to academia, to professors, to journalists, to other countries, to whoever – or to whomever. 18) They can’t make that calculation. 19) It’s
not up to them to make. 20) Congress has decided how this classified information
should be treated. 21) They have passed a law. 22) The rule of law applies, and
we are all subject to it, and we must also obey it. 23) So that’s the real significance, is that we are a country committed to the rule of law. 24) So, any discussion about whether it makes sense to apply the law in this case, or whether it’s a
sensible law, is irrelevant to you, because you chose to violate the law. 25) That
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t debate whether the law is a good law or not, as a people. 26) It doesn’t mean that Congress shouldn’t consider it. 27) It’s not for the
Court to say. 28) It’s none of the Court’s business. 29) The Court’s business is to
interpret and apply the law, and we are a country under which everyone is subject to the rule of law. 30) So, there is no excuse for you thinking that you could
get to the NSC circuitously by disclosing national defense information to unauthorized persons. 31) And it doesn’t matter who you disclosed it to. 32) It doesn’t
matter whether you disclose it to a newspaper. 33) It doesn’t matter whether you
disclose it to people who are fierce American patriots, or anything else. 34) It
doesn’t matter. 35) It can’t be disclosed. 36) That’s the rule of law. 37) That doesn’t mean that I view this case the same way as I would view this case back when
I first went on the bench, in the ‘Eighties, seeing people disclose things, national
defense information, to the Soviet Union as it then existed, because, of course,
the circumstances would be different. 38) But not different in – to the extent of
excuse, not at all. 39) But I have considered the nature and seriousness of the
defense. 40) And it is a serious offense. 41) As Mr. DiGregori pointed out, once
the information gets into unauthorized hands, who knows where it goes? 42) Who
knows where it travels? 43) That’s why it is classified, to ensure that only the
people with the need to know, with that classification, receive it. 442) I have also
considered the need to avoid unwarranted disparities. 45) And in that regard, the
Guidelines are an important benchmark. 46) And I typically use the Guidelines
in order to avoid unwarranted disparities. 47) In this case I see no substantial
reason – and I don’t need to find something in the Guidelines to depart, that is, a
Guideline departure before I would before I would depart. 48) I sometimes depart without any Guideline departure, if the circumstances warrant, because the
command to the Court is not to impose a sentence that is more severe than necessary to meet these goals in the statute; that is, the deterrence, respect for the
law, and the like.
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Section 3: Adjudication, the sentence and forfeiture
1) Given all of that, it is the judgment of this Court that you be sentenced and
committed to the custody of the Bureau of Prisons to serve a term of 120 months on
Count 1 and Count 5 of the Case 05-225; that is, 120 months on the conspiracy to
communicate national defense information to unauthorized persons, and Count 5,
conspiracy to communicate classified information to an agent of a foreign government. 2) As to those counts, it’s 120 months on each, but the sentences are to run
concurrently. 3) With respect to Count 5 – I’m sorry, I misspoke there. 4) On Count 1,
which is the conspiracy to – the conspiracy to communicate national defense information to unauthorized personnel is in Count 1 of the indictment, superseding – or
the indictment in this case, is 120 months; Count 1 of the West Virginia matter is
also 120 months, those sentences to run concurrently. 5) With respect to Count 5 of
the indictment from this district, which is the conspiracy to communicate classified
information to an agent of a foreign government, you are to serve a period of 31
months imprisonment. 6) And that sentence is to run consecutive to the other two
sentences, for a total sentence of 151 months. 7) The Court concludes that that sentence adequately accommodates the goals of the Federal Criminal Justice System, in
that it provides adequate deterrence, both general and specific, and because it promotes respect for the law. 8) That’s why I emphasized the rule of law. 9) I will also
impose a $100 special assessment for each count, for a total of $300. 10) And I am
going to order that you serve a period of supervised release of three years on each of
these counts, and that term is to run concurrently. 11) That is, all three three-year
counts are to run concurrently. 12) The Court does not impose any special drug testing, because the record does not reflect the need for that. 13) The Court does not impose a financial or a punitive fine, in view of the forfeiture. 14) What is the extent of
the forfeiture, Mr. DiGregori, Mr. Cacheris?
-----The Court: 1) All right. The Court will order the payment of a $10,000 fine, due
and payable immediately. 2) If not paid immediately – that’s the figure I originally
had noted – then you are to pay it at the rate of $250 a month within 60 days of
your release from confinement. 3) Now the Court will allow you to surrender voluntarily and the Court will also stay the service of your sentence pending the completion of your cooperation, which extends beyond the matter that is the subject of the
indictment in this district. 4) I also want to mention that I took account, Mr.
Franklin, of the fact that I believe – I accept your explanation that you didn’t want
to hurt the United States, that you are a loyal American and a patriot, and you
thought – that you perceived this problem, and you thought the only way to get this
problem to the attention of the NSC was in this odd, circuitous method that you
chose. 5) I have told you that is, of course, a violation of the law, no matter what
your motive may have been. 6) And Mr. DiGregori has properly pointed out that one
of the problems with that is that once classified information escapes, its destination
or destinations can’t be predicted. 7) Now, what I didn’t mention is that, as I also
read this record, I see some element of personal ambition, namely, you wanted to be
on the NSC. 8) And you had hoped some of these people might help you. 9) That’s
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not as laudable a motive. 10) But I think what really drove you is what you stated
in your statement. 11) I accept that. 12) Now, have I omitted any aspect of the sentence?

Section 4: Reasoning again
The Court: 1) Mr. Franklin, I tell all defendants, as you heard earlier in the
courtroom today, that life is making choices and living with the consequences of the
choices you make. 2) You’ve made some good choices in life. 3) Your record reflects
that. 4) But where you ran afoul is arrogating to yourself the decision whether to
comply with the law, even though you thought you could bring about a benefit. 5)
That’s not open to Americans. 6) We are committed to the rule of law. 7) So, all persons who have authorized possession of classified information, and persons who
have unauthorized possession, who come into possession in an unauthorized way of
classified information, must abide by the law. 8) They have no privilege to estimate
that they can do more good with it. 9) So, that applies to academics, lawyers, journalists, professors, whatever. 10) They are not privileged to disobey the law, because
we are a country that respects the rule of law, and that’s the real significance. 11)
Anything further, Mr. DiGregori?
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Abstract
This paper investigates nominalization in English and Italian legal discourse. In particular, it inspects the syntactic structure of complex noun phrases in the two languages
and identifies their crucial pragmatic functions and effects in a textual dimension and in
relation to the type of discourse.
The investigation of English and Italian data taken from normative legal texts will show
that, although in Italian there is a greater tendency towards a nominal style than there
is in English, nominalization is a common feature of both legal Italian and legal English
(Altieri Biagi 1974; Cortelazzo 1990; Gotti 1991; Williams 2004b; Di Renzo Villata 2007;
Garzone 2008). Data will also show that, in both languages, nominalization meets many
of the requirements of legal writing (Bhatia 1993). Firstly, it contributes to the formal
register and highly impersonal style of legal documents. Secondly, it prevents ambiguity
and favours precision. Lastly, it may sacrifice concision, generality and simplicity to gain
all-inclusiveness, specificity and complexity.
In legal discourse, nominalization gives actions and concepts ontological relevance, emphasizing the authoritativeness of the law and increasing its control over the addressee.
Furthermore, it creates a network of lexico-semantic references allowing the writer to
refer back to previously introduced ideas, and the reader to follow the logical progression
of the text and to compensate for his/her interpretative difficulties with the continuity
and stability of reference of the text.

1. Introduction
Legal discourse has been extensively investigated in the literature. In particular,
much attention has been devoted to the study of mood and modality in legal English
texts (Kimble 1992; Calboli 2001; Foley 2001; Garzone 2001; Gotti 2001; Williams
2005, 2006) and, from a cross-linguistic and cross-cultural perspective, to the most
common finite verbal constructions in legal texts, namely the shall construction in
English and the present indicative form in Italian (Williams 2004a). On the other
hand, nominalization still constitutes a little studied area of investigation, although
it is frequently used in both English and Italian legislative writing (Bhatia 1983,
1993; Jottini 2002; Haigh 2004; Williams 2008).
In this paper I shall explore nominalization in English and Italian legal discourse. In particular, I shall examine the structure of complex noun phrases in the
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two languages and identify their crucial pragmatic functions and effects in a textual
dimension and in relation to the type of discourse.
The texts taken into consideration in this paper comprise a small corpus of parallel texts of legal documents, all available online, in English and Italian, constituting an overall total of about 30,000 words. All the texts examined are “normative”
(Šarčevic´ 2000: 11), in that they belong to European Union legislation, including
laws, regulations, treaties and international agreements 1.
They consist of the same articles in both the English and the Italian versions
which, according to some scholars (e.g. Williams 2004a: 219), are equally “authentic
but not necessarily based on translations from one or the other” 2.
The analysis of this relatively homogeneous corpus intends to demonstrate that:
- in legal discourse, nominalization can provide different functions, ranging from
the promotion of cohesion and interpretability of the text to the condensation of information, or to imposition on the addressee;
- in spite of the abstractness that nominalization obtains by the use of non-concrete agents (e.g. the protection of human rights), and in spite of the difficulty of disambiguation it provokes because of the richness and semantic density of complex
NPs, such as appointment by the Council of Europe of an independent person to sit
on the Agency’s Management and Executive Boards, it gives actions a stable semantic reference (e.g. developing the overall policy " policy development), thus facilitating textual progression (Gotti 1991: 78) and assuring continuity and stability of reference.
Data in the two languages will be analysed to test the functions and effects of
verbal vs. nominal constructions in legal discourse. In particular, we shall verify
whether such functions/effects are shared by the two languages under investigation,
and whether both English and Italian nominalizations meet the requirements of
legal writing.

1

In particular, the texts selected for the corpus include:
- the Treaty on European Union in force since 29 July 1992 (henceforth 1TEU);
- the Consolidated Versions of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union in force since 9 May 2008 (2CONS);
- the Agreement between the European Community and the Council of Europe for the
purpose of establishing close cooperation between the Centre and the Council of Europe in
force since 10 February 1999 (3AGR);
- the Agreement between the European Community and the Council of Europe on cooperation between the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and the Council of
Europe in force since 18 June 2008 (4AGR);
- the Commission Decision No. 379/84/ECSC of 15 February 1984 (5COMD);
- the Communication of the Commission of the European Communities on agricultural
product quality policy of 28 May 2009 (6APQP).
Some of these texts belong strictly to legal discourse. Others – especially 6APQP – are
borderline between argumentative economic and legal discourse.
2
EU texts qualify as typically hybrid since they may undergo possible interferences on
the part of their original drafting in the source language. Yet, as Garzone (2008: 48) claims,
translated texts are “autonomous texts destined to function in the context of the target culture without regard for their relation to the source text”.
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2. The main features and purposes of legal writing
Legal writing has acquired a vast degree of notoriety among scholars and experts
of ESP (see, e.g., Mellinkoff 1963; Maley 1987; Bhatia 1993; Gibbons 1994, 2003;
Rossini Favretti 1994; Tiersma 1999; Williams 2004b). It has long been criticized for
its obscure expressions, complex syntactic constructions and enormous use of repetitions, archaisms, Latinate words, etc. However, as Bhatia (1993: 101-102) remarks,
“To the specialist community these are indispensable linguistic devices which bring
in precision, clarity and unambiguity and all-inclusiveness”.
Unlike descriptive legal texts, which have a merely informative function, normative ones have a primarily prescriptive function, i.e., they prescribe a course of action to be conformed to.
Their primary purpose is that of ordering human relations. Hence, their general
illocutionary force is directive, namely to impose obligations, give permission and
confer rights 3.
As a consequence, the register of normative legal texts is usually formal and
their style of writing is highly impersonal, which “helps to reinforce the idea of impartiality and authoritativeness” (Williams 2004b: 114). To non-experts, the language may appear pompous, verbose and circumlocutory, and the technical vocabulary used may be regarded as a way of keeping them at a distance, while creating
cohesion and maintaining solidarity among the members of the specialist community.
The drafters of legislative acts do not address the general public with their documents, although such documents are of general interest and application. The real
readers are judges and lawyers who have to interpret the documents for ordinary
citizens (see Bhatia 1993: 102-103). In order to restrict free interpretability, legislative writing has to be precise, clear and unambiguous on the one hand, and all-inclusive on the other hand (cf. Bhatia et al. 2005).
All the aforementioned requirements of legal discourse – and, in particular, of
normative legal texts – are met by means of specific linguistic resources. Indeed, the
legal draftsman uses lexical, syntactic and discoursal strategies to render this type
of text not only accessible to both expert and ordinary readership, but also authoritative and reliable.
The typical features of this type of discourse in legal English and legal Italian
are well-known (see, e.g., Mellinkoff 1963; Bhatia 1993; Williams 2004b; Di Renzo
Villata 2007). Among them is the tendency to nominalize verbs and use nouns in
their place (see Tiersma 1999: 77-79; Williams 2004b: 115) 4. A typical example of
nominalization is reported in Bhatia (1993: 107): “No will shall be revoked by any
3
According to Šarčevic´ (2000: 11), “Normative texts prescribe how the members of a
given society shall act (command), refrain from acting (prohibition), may act (permission)
or are explicitly authorized to act (authorization)”.
4
Halliday (1989: 72-73) states that there are two main sources of pressure towards nominalization: one is “the structure of the nominal group”, in which lexical material tends to
be packaged, the other is “the structure of the clause”, in which the theme or ‘what the
message is about’ tends to be expressed by a nominal element.
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presumption of an intention on the ground of an alteration in circumstances”. This
linguistic device contributes to the high level of formality of legal writing, and to
render it “both precise and all-inclusive” (Bhatia 1993: 154), although this may be at
the expense of concision (see Williams 2004b: 115). One may hypothesize that if
nominalization is closely respondent to the requirements of the legal type of discourse, it should also be a commonly shared feature cross-linguistically.

3. Definition and structure of nominalization
In the literature, nominalization has been viewed as either a lexical or a syntactic device. In the lexical sense, it has been defined as “a process whereby a verb or
adjective is converted into a noun” (Givón 1993: 287), whereas in a broader – syntactic – sense, it is “the process via which a prototypical verbal clause, either a complete one (including the subject) or a verb phrase (excluding the subject), is converted into a noun phrase” (ibid.).
Quirk et al. (1985) include nominalization in the vast category of noun phrases.
However, as Bhatia (1993: 148-149) observes, it has to be kept distinct from other
nominal expressions, such as complex nominal phrases, which are significantly
used in advertisements (e.g. The world’s first packless, cordless, lightweight, compact, integrated video light), and nominal compounds, which are traditionally associated with scientific writing (e.g. pulmonary artery mean pressure electrocardiogram V1 lead).
Nominalization typically exhibits “a systematic correspondence with a clause
structure” (Quirk et al. 1985: 1288), which is not present in other nominal expressions, and “is overwhelmingly used in legislative provisions” (Bhatia 1993: 148).
In the language of legal documents clauses are often nominalized. Thus, (1a)
below is less common than (1b):
(1a) If you advance in economic integration you can also progress in other fields…
/ Se si progredisce sulla via dell’integrazione economica si può anche progredire in
altri settori…
(1b) Advances in economic integration are accompanied by parallel progress in
other fields… / I progressi compiuti sulla via dell’integrazione economica si accompagnano a paralleli progressi in altri settori… (2CONS).

The head noun of the nominalized noun phrase is normally related morphologically to a verb, either as a derived deverbal noun (e.g. E. integration ß to integrate /
It. integrazione ß integrare), or as a converted one (e.g. E. advance ß to advance,
progress ß to progress; cf. It. progresso ß progredire). However, deadjectival nouns
are also possible, as in the following case, drawn again from 2CONS:
(2) the safety and security of their peoples ß their peoples are safe and secure / la
sicurezza dei loro popoli ß i loro popoli sono sicuri.

Noun phrases arising through nominalization are often complex. In general, their
complexity reflects the complexity of the clauses from which they arise. The relationship between a nominalization and a corresponding clause structure can be more or
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less explicit, according to how far the nominalization specifies, through pre- or postmodifiers and determiners, the nominal or adverbial elements of a corresponding
clause (Quirk et al. 1985; Castelli 1988; Giorgi 1988). In this respect, compare (3)
with (3a-e), modified from 1TEU:
(3) The Treaty irrevocably fixed the exchange rates. / Il Trattato ha irrevocabilmente fissato i tassi di cambio.
(3a) the Treaty’s irrevocable fixing of exchange rates / la fissazione irrevocabile dei
tassi di cambio da parte del Trattato.
(3b) the Treaty’s fixing of exchange rates / la fissazione dei tassi di cambio da
parte del Trattato.
(3c) the Treaty’s fixing / la fissazione da parte del Trattato.
(3d) its fixing / la sua fissazione.
(3e) the fixing / la fissazione.

These NPs are ordered from the most explicit (3a) to the least explicit (3e) depending on the amount of information included. Interestingly, the nominalization in
(3a) does not reformulate the underlying clause more concisely 5, but rather serves to
shift the focus from the agent (the Treaty / il Trattato) to the action of fixing the exchange rates. This shift is typical of nominal style in legal discourse.

4. The complexity of nominal style
The use of nominal style (see Altieri Biagi 1974) 6 in legal discourse affects the
behaviour and relevance of the various syntactic classes. In particular, it influences
the syntactic-semantic functionality of:
(i) Adjectives. In legal discourse, adjectives (or past participles having an adjectival function) can contribute to give semantic stability to relevant concepts or operations, especially when they are nominalized: e.g., environmental protection / protezione ambientale
(ß The environment is protected / L’ambiente è protetto), il rafforzamento della coesione
(ß La coesione (si) è rafforzata, cf. E. reinforced cohesion).
(ii) Prepositions. In legal writing, complex prepositional structures of the type P-N-P are
preferred over their corresponding simple counterparts. On the one hand, they facilitate
the use of long all-inclusive sentences and contribute to confer semantic relevance and
precision on the concepts that follow. On the other hand, they load sentences with complex nominal structures which may slow down the receiver’s interpretative process. Nevertheless this tendency is evident both in Italian (e.g. in conformità di, ai sensi di, in
virtù di, ai fini di) and in English (e.g. for the purpose of, in accordance with, by virtue of,
in order to).

5
Williams (2004b: 115) notices how a verbal construction can reformulate a nominal one
using fewer words. In (3a) the number of words used in the two English constructions coincides, but, in the Italian version, the nominal construction uses eleven words instead of
nine.
6
By ‘nominal style’ we mean not only the use of nominalizations but of other complex
nominal expressions as well (see Bhatia 1993).
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(iii) Verbs. In legal discourse, verbs are deprived of part of their semantic content, and
they are often reduced to copular function (Altieri Biagi 1974: 74). As noticed by Cortelazzo (1990: 17), in legal writing there is a prevalence of semantically generic and polyvalent verbs (e.g. to act / agire, to mark / segnare, to provide / fornire). In legal Italian, more
general verbs, such as fare, mettere, tenere can be followed by nouns specifying their semantic role, as in fare riferimento, mettere a disposizione and tenere conto. By contrast,
English tends to concentrate semantic information on the verb (e.g. to refer, to provide
with), with rare exceptions (e.g. take (into) account, draw inspiration).

The complexity of nominal style has consequences on the accessibility of legal
texts and on the difficulties the non-specialist receiver is supposed to encounter
when reading legal documents. If, on the one hand, nominal style favours precision,
all-inclusiveness and unambiguity, on the other hand, it may slow down the reader’s
access to information. Nominal style commonly involves expansion rather than concision, complexity rather than simplicity, specificity rather than generality and
vagueness. These may be some of the reasons why legal Italian definitely exhibits a
tendency towards nominal style, whereas legal English, in line with other Germanic
languages (Ross 2004), often keeps the simplicity and explicitness of verbal style 7,
or, in texts translated from Italian, tends towards de-nominalization 8.
The English tendency towards verbal rather than nominal constructions is exemplified by various cases scattered throughout the whole corpus. Compare, for instance, the following English constructions with their Italian corresponding forms:
(4) In view of further steps to be taken in order to advance European integration…
/ In previsione degli ulteriori passi da compiere ai fini dello sviluppo dell’integrazione europea… (2CONS).
(5) by establishing an area of freedom, security and justice… / con l’istituzione di
uno spazio di libertà, sicurezza e giustizia… (1TEU).
(6) It […] shall ensure that Europe’s cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced. / Essa […] vigila sulla salvaguardia e sullo sviluppo del patrimonio culturale europeo. (2CONS).

These examples corroborate that the Plain Language movement, i.e., a movement
devoted to encouraging plain language use also in legal terminology 9, is producing a
gradual change towards efficiency and simplification in many English-speaking

7
Garzone (2008: 59) observes that “although legal English is characterized by a style
which is potentially more nominal than other varieties of the language, the frequency of
nominal constructions (noun phrases or nominal verb forms) in legal Italian […] tends to
be higher than in legal English”.
8
In her study of translated arbitration texts, Garzone (2008: 61) notes that the “recourse
to nominalization/de-nominalization procedures is amongst the ‘norms’ customarily followed by legal translators”. In particular, de-nominalization procedures are especially frequent in translations from Italian into English, while the shift from a non-nominal form to
a nominal one in English is rarely found.
9
Williams (2004b) discusses at length the proposals for reforming legal English as suggested by the Plain Language movement.
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countries. On the other hand, the analogous Italian initiative (‘Progetto Chiaro!’) has
not led to radical changes yet, as the large quantity of Italian nominal constructions
in normative legal texts seems to confirm 10. However, the small dimension of my
corpus of data does not allow for a thorough quantitative analysis. Hence my focus
in this paper will be on the pragmatic and textual aspects of nominalization.

5. Typical uses of nominalization in English and Italian normative
legal texts
Nominalization is commonly viewed as a traditional characteristic of the language of the law (Altieri Biagi 1974; Cortelazzo 1990; Gotti 1991; Williams 2004b; Di
Renzo Villata 2007; Garzone 2008). It has even been considered a genre-specific feature. In particular, Bhatia (1993: 156) claims that such features of grammar as complex nominal phrases, nominal compounds and nominalization carry genre-specific
restricted values. One of the aims of this paper is to verify whether, in English as
well as in Italian, nominalization complies with the primary requirements of normative legal texts.
Corpus analysis provides evidence of the massive use of nominalizations in the
titles of legal documents. Consider, for instance, the following title, taken from
4AGR:
(7) Exchange of information and data / Scambio d’informazioni e di dati.

Here nominalization appears as an isolated NP which is meant to introduce the
topic of the next section. Hence, it can be viewed as a cataphoric anticipation (Baicchi 2003) of the predication from which it is obtained: viz., the Agency and the Council of Europe shall provide each other with information and data / l’Agenzia e il Consiglio d’Europa provvedono a scambiarsi le informazioni e i dati.
Another common use of nominalizations in legal texts is in lists. Below is a series
of nominalizations indicating the activities of the Community established by 1TEU,
Article 3:
(8) (a) the elimination, as between Member States, of customs…; / l’abolizione, tra
gli Stati membri, dei dazi doganali…; […]
(h) the approximation of the laws…; / il ravvicinamento delle legislazioni…; […]
(l) the strengthening of the competitiveness…; / il rafforzamento della competitività…;
(m) the promotion of research…; / la promozione della ricerca…;
(n) encouragement for the establishment…; / l’incentivazione della creazione…

Lastly, preambles are often marked by nominalizations, as the following extract
from 2CONS demonstrates:
(9) Desiring to enhance further the democratic and efficient functioning of the in-

10
See Williams & Milizia (2007) for a comparison between the English and Italian versions of the European Constitution.
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stitutions… / Desiderando rafforzare ulteriormente il funzionamento democratico
ed efficiente delle istituzioni…
Resolved to achieve the strengthening and the convergence of their economies… /
Decisi a conseguire il rafforzamento e la convergenza delle proprie economie…
Determined to promote economic and social progress for their peoples… / Determinati a promuovere il progresso economico e sociale dei loro popoli…

Through nominalization, information is extremely condensed in titles, lists and
preambles, and it is systematically arranged as a series of nominal expressions so as
to fit well with the organized structure of parliamentary acts and articles. From this
viewpoint, nominalization conforms to some of the primary requirements of legal
writing, namely efficiency and concision on the one hand (Gotti 2003), and condensation and all-inclusiveness on the other hand (Bhatia 1993). However, as we will see,
these are not the only requirements of legal discourse.

6. Pragmatic functions of nominalization in normative legal texts
The predominant use of nominal constructions in written normative legal texts is
generally connected with the formal register and pompous style employed in legal
jargon. Yet the pragmatic functions of nominalization are not necessarily negative.
Bhatia (1993: 155), for instance, specifies that the legislative draftsman uses nominalization for two practical reasons, namely, “to refer to the same concept or idea repeatedly” and “to be able to incorporate as many qualificational insertions as necessary at various syntactic points in the legislative sentence”.
From an analysis of the corpus of parallel texts selected, it is possible to identify
at least three primary functions. First, nominalizations have a text-oriented function, in that they promote textual cohesion. Secondly, they have an addresser-oriented function, in that they favour the condensation of information and consequent
textual efficiency, so that the addresser can convey a precise and perspicuous message by using fewer words. Thirdly, they have an addressee-oriented function, in
that they contribute to increase the degree of imposition on the addressee.

6.1. Promotion of textual cohesion
Consider the following English extract from 6APQP:
(10a) An essential goal of agricultural quality policy is to inform buyers and consumers about product characteristics and farming attributes. Unless buyers and
consumers have accurate, useful and guaranteed information about these characteristics and attributes, they cannot be expected to pay a fair price.
Agricultural quality policy has evolved over time. However, this evolution has
taken place on a piecemeal basis – instrument by instrument, sector by sector.
Combining the various instruments into a more coherent whole and developing
the overall policy would help it to deliver even stronger results. This further development must be sufficiently flexible, take account of the private and national
schemes that dominate the market and ensure innovation.

This extract shows how nominalization can serve to promote lexical cohesion,
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while avoiding the redundancy of mere repetition. In particular, lexical cohesion is
created by the shift from various verbal forms (i.e., to inform, has evolved) to the corresponding nouns (i.e., information, evolution), or from verbal to deverbal nouns (developing " development). Moreover, it is supported by the use of anaphoric determiners, such as this, which confirms the lexico-semantic relationship between the
nominalization and some previous verbal clause.
Creating connectedness at the level of expression, nominalizations also facilitate
text interpretability. As noted by Merlini Barbaresi (1984: 69) for nominalized paraphrases in economic discourse, “besides being key steps in the semantic progression
of the text, they also have an important pragmatic function: they represent acts of
clarification”. This statement can be extended to general nominalizations. Although
nominalizations are not reformulations with alternative lexis, they “offer the decoder a second opportunity for interpretation, especially when the encoder inserts
into the complex nominal new elements of denotation or evaluation” (ibid.). For instance, in the first nominalization (accurate, useful and guaranteed information), the
encoder adds pre-modifying adjectives/participles which make the nominalization
more explicit and clarify the author’s position.
Let us compare (10a) with its Italian version:
(10b) Uno dei principali obiettivi della politica di qualità dei prodotti agricoli è informare l’acquirente e il consumatore circa le caratteristiche del prodotto e le
modalità di produzione. Non si può esigere dall’acquirente e dal consumatore che
paghi un prezzo equo se non dispone di informazioni precise, utili e garantite su
tali caratteristiche e modalità.
La politica di qualità dei prodotti agricoli ha subito un’evoluzione nel corso degli
anni, evoluzione che però ha avuto luogo in maniera frammentaria – uno strumento dopo l’altro, settore per settore. Si potrebbero ottenere risultati ancora
migliori raggruppando i vari strumenti in un insieme più coerente e sviluppando
la politica nel suo complesso. Per un ulteriore sviluppo della politica occorre
adottare una linea flessibile, tenere conto dei regimi nazionali e privati che dominano il mercato e incoraggiare l’innovazione.

Unsurprisingly, in the second paragraph, Italian substitutes a verbal construction (si è evoluta) with a nominal one (ha subito un’evoluzione). It therefore enhances lexical cohesion by means of repetition rather than partial recurrence. However, the general cohesive function is also kept in the Italian text by other internal
echoes (informare " informazioni, sviluppando " sviluppo), which constitute the
heads of Italian NPs, and therefore confirm the cohesive function of nominalization.
Both versions of the text taken into consideration exhibit textual progression
connected with the shift from verbal to nominal constructions. They also exhibit an
increase in perspicuousness and precision due to the possibility of nominal constructions being specified via extra adjectives, which, as mentioned in Section 4, play an
essential role in nominal style.

6.2. Condensation of information and all-inclusiveness
Bhatia (1993: 156) defines nominalization as “a very ancient and trusted linguistic device used by the legal expert to achieve condensation and all-inclusiveness in
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his writing”. Condensation is especially useful in lists, as the following example
shows:
(11) (a) the preparation of the Agency’s Annual Work Programme; / la preparazione del programma di lavoro annuale dell’Agenzia;
(b) the preparation of the Agency’s Annual Report on fundamental rights issues
covered by the areas of the Agency’s activity; / la preparazione della relazione annuale dell’Agenzia sulle materie attinenti ai diritti fondamentali che rientrano nei
suoi settori di intervento;
(c) cooperation with civil society, in particular association of the Council of Europe
with the establishment and functioning of the Agency’s Fundamental Rights Platform. / la cooperazione con la società civile, in particolare la partecipazione del
Consiglio d’Europa alla creazione e al funzionamento della piattaforma dei diritti
fondamentali dell’Agenzia (4AGR).

In (11), the legislative writer condenses information about the Agency’s activities
into precise, all-inclusive nominal constructions. These constructions do not present
any verb, but incorporate all types of possible details that may be necessary for the
interpretation of the agreement between the Agency and the Council of Europe.
The next part of the agreement, reported in (12) below, confirms the importance
of nominal style to include as much detail and as many qualifications as possible:
(12) Cooperation between the Agency and the Council of Europe may be further
promoted through grants awarded by the Agency to the Council of Europe. The
2004 Framework Administrative Agreement between the European Commission
and the Council of Europe on the application of the financial checks clause to operations administered by the Council of Europe and financed or co-financed by the
European Community shall apply. / La cooperazione tra l’Agenzia e il Consiglio
d’Europa può essere ulteriormente sostenuta con sovvenzioni dell’Agenzia al Consiglio d’Europa. In tal caso si applica l’accordo quadro amministrativo del 2004 tra
la Commissione europea e il Consiglio d’Europa sull’applicazione della clausola di
verifica finanziaria alle operazioni gestite dal Consiglio d’Europa e finanziate o cofinanziate dalla Comunità europea.

Here complex nouns prevail over verbs and, especially in the English version,
they are given a prominent (i.e. subject) position. These complex nouns serve, on the
one hand, to avoid the unnecessary redundancy of longer verbal constructions (cf.
Williams 2004b) and, on the other hand, to increase precision and reduce ambiguity.
In other words, nominalizations save the legislative writer from repeating lengthy
descriptions and, at the same time, they help him/her to specify his/her sentence
with a series of pre- and post-modifications 11.
In (12), both English and Italian noun modifiers appear in various forms: e.g.,
nouns (framework / quadro), adjectives (administrative / amministrativo), prepositional phrases (between… / tra…, on… / su…), participial forms (administered… fi11
Referring to the language of science, Halliday (1989: 73) claims that “there are a lot of
things that can only be said in nominal constructions” as they normally contain lexical information either in the head, which he calls the ‘Thing’, or in the pre-/post-modifiers, which
generally include epithets, classifiers and qualifiers. On the other hand, verbal groups “contain only one lexical element: the verb itself” (ibid.).
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nanced or co-financed / gestite… finanziate o cofinanziate). Although they are meant
to denote the referring nouns including as much information as possible, their function is not that of expanding the text, but rather to render it more efficient, therefore facilitating communication with a minimum expenditure of effort by the participants. Of course, packing information into complex nominal expressions may, and
often does, involve a greater effort in the receiver’s interpretation process. This point
will be touched upon in Section 7.2.

6.3. Imposition on the addressee
Gaeta (2002: 41) argues that nominal constructions carry out a pragmatic strategy of ‘typification’ of the predicate, which is deprived, through deverbal nominalization, of part of its illocutionary force 12. In his view, the predicate’s loss of illocutionary force allows speakers to express content without openly expressing their opinion
of it. As a consequence, nominalization should reduce the speaker/writer’s commitment. Yet we have seen in Section 6.1. that the insertion of new elements of denotation or evaluation into the complex nominal generally clarifies the writer’s position.
For instance, qualifying adjectives are often introduced into a nominalization to
make the writer’s view more explicit.
Furthermore, in legislative texts, the writer (i.e., the parliamentary draftsman)
does not coincide with the addresser, which is generally the law itself. Hence, the
writer is responsible for the expressive choice of nominal constructions, but the addresser has no actual commitment in such a choice, nor in the content expressed.
Hence, in legislative writing, nominalization is not so much meant to reduce the addresser’s commitment as to express the degree of the law’s imposition on the addressee.
Consider the following examples, taken from 4AGR:
(13) As a general rule, Council of Europe Secretariat representatives shall be invited by the Agency’s Executive Board to attend meetings of the Agency’s Management Board as observers. This [a] shall not extend to particular agenda items for
which, on account of their internal nature, such attendance [b] would not be justified. / Come regola generale, l’ufficio di presidenza dell’Agenzia invita i rappresentanti del segretariato del Consiglio d’Europa ad assistere in qualità di osservatori
alle riunioni del consiglio di amministrazione dell’Agenzia. L’invito [c] non si
estende ai punti dell’ordine del giorno di carattere puramente interno che non giustificano tale partecipazione [d].
(14) Representatives of the Agency shall be invited to attend as observers in meetings of those Council of Europe intergovernmental committees in which the
Agency has expressed an interest. Upon invitation by the relevant committee [e],
representatives of the Agency may attend meetings or exchanges of views organised by Council of Europe human rights monitoring committees or committees set
up under partial agreements as observers. / I rappresentanti dell’Agenzia sono invitati ad assistere in qualità di osservatori alle riunioni dei comitati intergovernativi del Consiglio d’Europa per i cui lavori l’Agenzia ha espresso interesse. Su in-

12

For a related position see Dardano & Puoti (2005).
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vito del comitato pertinente [f], i rappresentanti dell’Agenzia possono assistere in
qualità di osservatori alle riunioni o agli scambi di vedute organizzati dai comitati
di sorveglianza dei diritti dell’uomo del Consiglio d’Europa o dai comitati istituiti
da accordi parziali.

These examples exhibit intriguing cases of anaphoric references in both languages. Firstly, there are proper nominalizations: for instance, [b]-[c]-[e]-[f] are nominalizations of the predications we find at the beginning of each paragraph (Council
of Europe Secretariat representatives… / Come regola generale, l’ufficio di presidenza…, Representatives of the Agency shall be invited… / I rappresentanti dell’Agenzia sono invitati…). Secondly, there is a case of what Merlini Barbaresi (1984: 68)
has called “nominalized paraphrases”: the segment tale partecipazione in [d] reformulates the previous sentence. Lastly, there is an elliptic nominalization: the determiner This in [a] is an anaphoric reference with a nominal ellipsis which stands for
This invitation.
Overall, these forms of nominalization contribute to emphasize the value or degree of importance of the law, which imposes its own will on the addressee by giving
actions and concepts ontological relevance. Concise reference to previous material
shows that the original predication is accepted or taken for granted. In speech acts
terms, nominalization specifies that the illocutionary force of the directive speech
act is that of an obligation in (13) and of permission in (14), rather than an invitation or a suggestion. This is indeed confirmed by the use of the shall construction in
English (shall be invited), corresponding to the present indicative form in Italian
(invita) (see Williams 2004a), and by the use of modals (may, possono) in both languages.

7. Textual effects of nominalization
The pragmatic functions of nominalization are connected with its textual effects.
For instance, the function of imposing the law’s power on the addressee is generally
connected with textual abstractness, the aspects of condensation of information and
all-inclusiveness may have difficulty of disambiguation as their main consequence,
while the promotion of textual cohesion creates continuity and stability of reference
within the text. Let us explore each textual effect in more detail.

7.1. Abstractness
A common characteristic of English and Italian nominalization is the tendency
towards abstractness, viz. the use of abstract head nouns to replace entire predications with explicit (often concrete) agents. Consider Article 3a from 1TEU:
(15a) For the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Member States and
the Community shall include […] the adoption of an economic policy which is
based on the close coordination of Member States’ economic policies, on the internal market and on the definition of common objectives… / Ai fini enunciati all’Articolo 2, l’azione degli Stati membri e della Comunità comprende […] l’adozione di
una politica economica che è fondata sullo stretto coordinamento delle politiche
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economiche degli Stati membri, sul mercato interno e sulla definizione di obiettivi
comuni…

The segments highlighted in (15a) represent nominalizations of predications having the Member States and the Community as their subjects, as in (15b):
(15b) The Member States and the Community shall adopt an economic policy,
closely coordinate their economic policies and define their common objectives. / Gli
Stati membri e la Comunità adottano una politica economica, coordinano strettamente le loro politiche economiche e definiscono i loro obiettivi comuni.

The shift from verbal constructions with overtly expressed subjects, as in (15b),
to complex nominal constructions with subjects which are left unexpressed, or which
are transformed into noun modifiers, as in the close coordination of Member States’
economic policies / lo stretto coordinamento delle politiche economiche degli Stati
membri, gives greater abstractness to the text.
In legal discourse, abstractness is connected with both formality and objectivity.
The addresser, as has been said, is the law, or the norms, regulations, etc. established by the law. Hence, the abstractness obtained through nominalizations contributes to render the general tone more official, even ceremonial, as required by authoritative documents. Furthermore, since in legal discourse the focus is on human
behaviour, abstractness gives prominence to nouns denoting phenomena, processes
or activities rather than to people or other types of entities (members, unions, communities, etc.), who/which are left in the background 13.

7.2. Difficulty of disambiguation
In normative legal texts, nominalization often represents a loss in terms of conceptual transparency, in that it is often viewed as an element of interpretative difficulty for the receiver. As has been seen, legal documents are made more abstract by
replacing verbal constructions with nominal ones and information is condensed into
complex noun phrases rather than into explicit predications. However, a highly nominal style is bound to create difficulties in the unpacking of such expressions, especially for the non-specialist reader. Consider, for instance, the beginning of Article B
of 1TEU:
(16a) The Union shall set itself the following objectives: to promote economic and
social progress which is balanced and sustainable, in particular through the creation of an area without internal frontiers, through the strengthening of economic
and social cohesion and through the establishment of economic and monetary
union… / L’Unione si prefigge i seguenti obiettivi: promuovere un progresso economico e sociale equilibrato e sostenibile, segnatamente mediante la creazione di

13
Halliday (1990: 74) likewise notes that, in scientific writing, words representing
processes (e.g. production, extinction, succession) are often nominalized, in that “the nominalization picks up the preceding argument and presents it in this ‘objectified’ form as
something now to be taken for granted”.
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uno spazio senza frontiere interne, il rafforzamento della coesione economica e sociale e l’instaurazione di un’unione economica e monetaria…

Difficulty is here due to the large number of noun phrases (e.g. the creation of an
area without internal frontiers / la creazione di uno spazio senza frontiere interne),
which make the decoding process slower and harder.
Bhatia (1993: 149) observed that legislative writing is “notorious for being nominal in character”. However, the prevalence of nouns over verbs, and especially of
complex nouns referring to processes and activities, might pose difficulties for nonexpert readers (e.g. ordinary citizens), as they do not have any background knowledge of the subject-matter involved. This is why, in any other genre, a more typical
verbal version would be used:
(16b) The Union shall set itself to promote economic and social progress which is
balanced and sustainable. It shall create an area without internal frontiers,
strengthen economic and social cohesion and establish economic and monetary
union… / L’Unione si prefigge di promuovere un progresso economico e sociale
equilibrato e sostenibile. In particolare, si prefigge di creare uno spazio senza frontiere interne, di rafforzare la coesione economica e sociale e di instaurare un’unione
economica e monetaria…

Yet, in legal discourse, the above-average use of nominalization is justified by the
fact that the actual readers are usually judges and lawyers, and therefore specialists
both of the topics of legal documents and of the jargon used by the legislative writer.

7.3. Continuity and stability of reference
Finally, let us focus on the textual effect of continuity and stability of reference.
As already discussed in the previous section, legislative writing must be both cohesive and all-inclusive. The use of nominalization commonly reconciles these two requirements, as it creates a network of lexico-semantic references allowing the writer
to refer back to previously introduced concepts, and the reader to follow the logical
textual progression. This is illustrated by (17) below, drawn from 4AGR:
(17) Appointment by the Council of Europe of an independent person to sit on the
Agency’s Management and Executive Boards / Nomina di una personalità indipendente in seno al consiglio di amministrazione e all’ufficio di presidenza dell’Agenzia ad opera del Consiglio d’Europa
The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe shall appoint an independent person to sit on the Management and Executive Boards of the Agency, together with an alternate member. The Council of Europe appointees shall have appropriate experience in the management of public or private sector organisations
and knowledge in the field of fundamental rights. / Il comitato dei Ministri del
Consiglio d’Europa nomina una personalità indipendente quale membro del consiglio di amministrazione e dell’ufficio di presidenza dell’Agenzia, e relativo supplente. Le persone designate dal Consiglio d’Europa devono aver maturato un’esperienza adeguata nel settore della gestione di organizzazioni pubbliche o private e
possedere conoscenze nell’ambito dei diritti fondamentali.
The Council of Europe shall notify the Agency and the European Commission of
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the appointments made. / Il Consiglio d’Europa notifica le designazioni all’Agenzia
e alla Commissione europea.
The person appointed by the Council of Europe to the Management Board shall be
invited to participate in the meetings of the Executive Board. / La persona nominata dal Consiglio d’Europa a membro del consiglio di amministrazione è invitata
a partecipare alle riunioni dell’ufficio di presidenza.

Although anaphora is the most frequent directionality, in (17) cataphora occurs
as well. Expectedly, titles are meant to introduce the topic which follows. Hence, the
English nominalization Appointment by the Council of Europe… and its Italian
counterpart Nomina di una personalità indipendente… refer forward to the entire
predications The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe shall appoint… / Il
comitato dei Ministri del Consiglio d’Europa nomina…
All the other segments highlighted in (17) illustrate cases of anaphoric nominalization. In the English text, nominalization occurs as a derivation from the verb to
appoint to the corresponding agential noun (the Council of Europe appointees) 14, to
abstract noun (the appointments made), or to past participle used as noun post-modifier (the person appointed…). The Italian text not only nominalizes the verb nominare (e.g. la persona nominata dal Consiglio d’Europa…), but also its synonym designare. Nominalized paraphrases occur as either abstract nouns (le designazioni), or
noun post-modifiers (le persone designate). Yet these cohesive devices have a common function: they give actions a stable semantic reference, thus obtaining nominal
expressions to be used for further reference. As Halliday (1990: 62) states, nominalization refers back to an earlier formulation “in such a way as to make it the starting point for a new piece of information explaining how it is brought about”.
In legislative writing, therefore, the need for nominal constructions arises from
the fact that legislative writers must refer repeatedly to very precise and complex
phenomena, processes, actions, etc. In order to facilitate concise reference, they regularly create noun phrases and use proper nominalizations or nominalized paraphrases, which not only promote discourse cohesion but also give rise to stable concepts denoting phenomena which regularly occur, or activities which are commonly
performed in the legal domain. The general effect obtained is, as anticipated, that of
continuity and stability of reference.

8. Conclusions
To the specialist community nominalization is a useful linguistic device to condense information and enhance textual cohesion (Bhatia 1993), facilitating stable
reference to technical concepts already mentioned. However, to the non-specialist it
may create difficulty in textual access and comprehension, as it commonly entails a
certain degree of abstractness and all-inclusiveness.
14
Quirk et al. (1985: 1289) specify that “The term nominalization may apply not only to
noun phrases with an abstract noun head, […] but also to concrete noun phrases with an
agential noun head” (e.g. She is a good writer ß She writes well).
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My English and Italian corpus of parallel texts has shown that, although in Italian there is a greater tendency towards nominal style than there is in English (see
Section 4 for examples), nominalization is a common feature of legal Italian as well
as legal English. Furthermore, the investigation conducted here has confirmed that,
in both languages, nominalization meets many of the requirements of legal writing.
Firstly, it contributes to the formal register and highly impersonal style of legal documents, which are generally meant to reinforce the idea of impartiality and authoritativeness. Secondly, it prevents ambiguity and favours precision. It can be even considered an act of clarification, especially when additional adjectives are inserted into
the NP by the encoder to clarify his/her position and to offer the decoder a second
opportunity for interpretation. Lastly, it may sacrifice concision, generality and simplicity to gain all-inclusiveness, specificity and complexity.
The complexity of nominal style may have consequences on the accessibility of
specialized texts and on the difficulties the non-specialist receiver (e.g. a common
citizen) is likely to encounter when reading legal documents. However, since the actual readers of legal texts are generally experts, namely judges and lawyers, the
complexity of nominalization can be viewed as a means to maintain cohesion among
the members of the specialist community and, as a consequence, to exclude outsiders.
This investigation has also confirmed Bhatia’s (1993) claim that nominalization
is a genre-specific feature of legal discourse, as in legal texts it acquires functions
and obtains effects which are not normally associated with other genres. As far as
pragmatic functions are concerned, nominalization has turned out to be an essential
means to express the degree of the law’s imposition on the addressee. It gives actions and concepts ontological relevance, emphasizing the power and authoritativeness of the law and increasing its control over the addressee’s behaviour.
As far as textual effects are concerned, nominalization turns out to be a useful
lexical device creating a network of lexico-semantic references. Such references give
rise to stable concepts denoting phenomena which regularly occur, or activities
which are commonly performed in the legal domain. Thus, they allow the writer to
refer back to previously introduced ideas, or forward, cataphorically, to some topic to
be expanded. Moreover, they allow readers to follow the logical progression of the
text and to compensate for their interpretative difficulties with the continuity and
stability of reference of the text.
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LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING IN ENGLISH
FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS:
SOME DO’S AND DON’TS
(WITH REFERENCE TO EU LEGISLATION)
Colin Robertson 1
Abstract
Many EU legislative texts are drafted today by non-native speakers. EU legislative texts
are examined in detail and subject to negotiation and amendment by non-native speakers throughout the EU law-making process.
EU legislative texts are written using legal terms and expressions, as well as terms and
expressions which are of more general usage. The legislative acts are constructed in a
highly formalized fashion and use language in particular technical ways. There is an art
to legislative drafting and it is a specialized skill in any legal system.
This paper takes a look at the drafting of EU legislative acts in English from a pragmatic perspective. It considers the drafting context, useful preliminary information
which assists a drafter, the structure of the EU act and a range of language points on
particular aspects to bear in mind, including terms and expressions to avoid. The purpose is to provide some insights into EU legal language through adopting a viewpoint of
a drafter of EU legislative texts and presenting this in terms of practical guidance to
non-native drafters of EU legislative acts. It is hoped that this approach can be of pragmatic use and at the same time provide insights for non-drafters by presenting a creator’s ‘internal’ viewpoint in addition to the more usual ‘external’ viewpoint of the linguist. In particular it enables one to address questions touching on the ‘why’s and
wherefore’s’ of EU legislative drafting.

1. Introduction
This paper looks at EU legislative drafting from the pragmatic point of view of a
legal-linguistic reviser. It draws on personal experience of many years working with,
and reflecting on (see inter alia Robertson 2009; 2010), EU legislative texts, in particular as regards their legal-linguistic revision, drafting, translation and finalization within the EU institutions. It has been prepared in order to do two things: first,
to provide some pragmatic guidance; second, to address what may be perceived as
an area where linguists are less well informed, namely on the ‘internal’ (or first person) viewpoint regarding legislative texts, that is to say the viewpoint of those involved in the creation and drafting of the legislative text as opposed to the inferences that linguists make about their viewpoint through ‘external’ and objective
analysis of the text as revealed in the final linguistic product.
1
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If one thinks of EU legislative texts as linguistic creations that lie within the
field of study of legal linguistics, that is to say the study of linguistics applied to
legal texts, then it can be argued that there are a range of persons who are directly
interested in legal texts. Chromá (2008) identifies three: linguist, translator and
lawyer. One could add that other persons also have an interest, for example politicians, administrators, persons addressed by the legislative text and the general public at large. Nonetheless, while the linguistic and translator viewpoints are well represented in linguistic literature on law, the viewpoint of the lawyer is less frequently
seen and it seems appropriate to redress that balance by offering a legal-linguistic
viewpoint here. The context selected is that of legislative texts of the European
Union because it is a domain that is multilingual, multicultural, and of growing importance; so there is a need for information. The focus is on the English language
because of the status of that language in contemporary international and EU discourse. Quite simply, most EU laws are currently discussed and negotiated on the
basis of an English draft text 2.
This paper is oriented towards non-native English speakers since much EU legislative drafting (whether in English or French) is undertaken by non-native speakers. It takes a look at the drafting activity from a pragmatic perspective, places it in
context, highlights some aspects and makes suggestions on good practice. This is intended to provide some insights into the way in which an EU drafter might approach particular tasks, and some of the reasons why. EU sources of drafting guidance are included. It should be noted at the outset that care is needed with regard
to guidance on English legislative drafting practice. That is because such drafting
takes place in a different context (see among others Bennion 1980; Thornton 1987).
If one thinks in terms of intertextuality, then each legislative text is created within
the legal and linguistic ‘matrix’ of the particular legal system in which it is to be
embedded. Thus, a secondary level law derives from a higher-ranking primary law
and must conform to what that law prescribes. All the laws must conform to the
Constitution, expressed in the highest-ranking legal text. Each legal text must also
be adapted to all the other legal texts, in all sorts of ways. It is this background
legal context which frequently determines the precise form that a legislative act has
to take. It follows from this that English common law drafting is adapted to the context of English law, and common law drafting is different from civil law drafting.
Gotti (2008: 30) has commented (citing previous work):
[…] in common law legislation sentences are very long, consisting of three or more
main clauses, each modified by many subordinate clauses, this remarkable sentence length depends on the great number of details to be inserted and the need
that specifications should be precise and clear. […] Civil law sentences are shorter,
with a less strict use of paragraphing; this makes the understanding of the sentences easier, but renders the reconstruction of the relationship between the various sentences more complex.

Common law drafting is the domain of highly trained legal specialists and there
2

http://europa.eu.
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are many differences that distinguish it from EU drafting, which has its roots in
civil law systems, adapted to the EU legal and linguistic context. Originally EU
drafting was mainly undertaken in French: the English versions were translations.
We have an example of this with the foundation treaty establishing the European
Coal and Steel Community (expired after 50 years) 3 which was authentic in only the
French language (see Article 100). All other language versions were translations.
Nowadays, the other languages of EU legislative texts may as a matter of fact be
translations, but in law they are declared to be original, authentic and of equal status. One can see this, for example, from the final articles of EU primary treaties and
Regulation No. 1 determining the languages to be used by the European Economic
Community 4 (now the EU). The French influence remains strong, particularly at the
level of drafting primary treaties and in the work of the Court of Justice of the European Union. Among other factors, this helps maintain a certain conceptual and
terminological consistency with the original foundation texts which is a stabilizing
factor.
Nowadays EU drafting is done in English as well as French (texts are also initiated in other languages but that is less frequent) 5, while maintaining the genre and
discourse structures previously established in the acquis of what began as the European Economic Community, later became the European Community and is now the
European Union. However, EU drafting is also becoming more specialized: the
Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community 6, which entered into force on 1 December 2009, has
introduced a large number of new terms and procedures which must be reflected in
the drafting of EU legislative acts. It is probably the case that EU legislative acts
now reflect hybridity between common law and civil law approaches and that some
texts will tend in one direction while others tend the other way.
This paper adopts a fairly narrow focus and assumes that the reader finds
him/herself in the position of having to draft a new EU legislative text and is thinking about what to do. This perspective allows us to explore issues that are not readily accessible from a purely evaluative or explanatory approach. It is a ‘hands on’ approach of learning by doing. The paper starts by considering some preliminary
issues. Then it looks at the drafting process, structure and the standard parts of the
act. The aim is to show how the act is constructed in outline and to address some
practical points in relation to each part. From there, attention shifts to language
points. For convenience, attention is addressed to one type of act: the EU ‘directive’;
typically this act requires ‘transposition’, or implementation, in the Member States
through the creation of national legislation. There is thus a direct relationship between EU language and national legal language. They are separate kinds of discourse, and legally and linguistically distinctive, but closely linked and intertwined.
3

http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/institutional_affairs/treaties/treaties_ecsc_en.htm.
OJ L 17, 6.10.1958, p. 385.
5
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/publication/brochures/translations_eu_brochure_en.pdf;
see also Goldsmith 2009.
6
http://europa.eu/lisbon_treaty/full_text/index_en.htm.
4
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2. Preliminary issues
It is possible to make a formal analysis of all the participants in a typical piece of
EU legislation, but they are invariably very numerous, since each EU act is a product of extensive consultation and negotiation between the EU institutions, the member states, business and sectoral interests, and so on. For the present purpose, however, this information is of limited interest. If we adopt the personal standpoint of
the drafter, we can perhaps express the matter differently and look at it in a different way. One approach, offered by Paltridge (2006) in a discourse-analytical context,
is to make use of words beginning with wh-, as keywords to introduce different aspects to think about. We can apply that approach here and see what information it
leads to. Thus, following that line of thought, one can say that when a request to
draft an EU legislative text is received, it is useful to pause and consider some preliminary issues, using as a point of departure some wh- words: who, what, which,
when, where, why, but also how.

Who?
Who is to do the job? This is not just who is to draft the text but who else is involved? Who is the policy expert? Who is the legal expert? Who else participates in
the making of the act, for example its revision, amendment, translation, signature?
Which departments, services, bodies and institutions are involved? It is good practice for the drafter to have a clear idea as to the participants involved in creating
and making the text a legal act, i.e. ‘validating’ it (Bennion 1980). It is also useful to
know how they work. For example, for EU ‘ordinary legislative acts’ under Article
289 on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) the legal-linguistic revisers
of the Council (Gallas 1999a, 1999b; Morgan 1982; Robertson 2010) and of the European Parliament review and revise all language versions with an eye to conformity
to a number of documents containing guidance on EU legislative drafting. These include the Manual of Precedents for Acts Established within the Council of the European Union, the Interinstitutional Agreement of 22 December 1998 on Common
Guidelines for the Quality of Drafting of Community Legislation and the Joint Practical Guide for the Drafting of Community Legislation which are available in all EU
languages 7. It helps if the drafter follows them from the outset.

What?
Next we can ask: what is to be done? What is the exact job? What is the policy
to be implemented? What is the legal context of the new act? What is the ‘legal
base’ of the proposed text, that is to say the legal authority, or power, which has
been handed down to the adopting body to make the text to be drafted? Making
laws is an exercise in delegated power; if no power is given, there can be no valid
legal act. Usually, there is a higher-ranking enactment that gives the ‘power’, and
part of the drafting process is to mention precisely the source of power in the text
7
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(in EU legislation this is done in the ‘citations’, see below). The ‘what’ question
also extends further down into the minutiae of the proposed text and one should
ask at each stage, for example: ‘What is the purpose of these words here and what
do they signify?’
We can ask ‘what?’ questions about the policy domain (e.g. agriculture, competition, environment) or legal aspects, such as previous enactments, case law, existing
practice and the ways in which these are to be changed by the new text. Thirdly, we
can ask questions about language style: what register (formal), what ‘person’ (usually third person), what types of verb (preferably active voice), what degree of abstraction (preferably as concrete as possible), what lengths of sentences (preferably
as short as possible), and so on. (Language points are discussed later on in this
paper.) Fourthly, we can ask questions about what the text is intended to achieve.
What actions should result? What are people affected required to do, or not to do?
And we consult the experts in these various matters in order to obtain information
and guidance that is clear and specific, since you cannot draft a text if you do not
know what is to be achieved and how to do it.

Which?
The question ‘what?’ slides imperceptibly into the question ‘which’ as soon as the
context becomes one of making a choice between alternatives, or of entering into detail. On the other hand, there is, it would seem, no clear dividing line between ‘what’
and ‘which’ and the questions posed under ‘what’ could also be posed under ‘which’.
That said, it can be asked here: which particular policy approach (among alternatives) is to be followed, which legal rules apply and which do not, which linguistic
style is to be preferred, which terms and expressions are to be preferred. When this
question is being asked the drafter is already engaged in the drafting process and
making choices between different approaches that have become apparent as possibilities. The skill lies in knowing how to make the choices.

When?
When is the text wanted? This is both simple and complex as a question, since
the drafter will probably be working within a structured context where time limits
are already known and laid down, but the document must go through steps and
overcome hurdles which may take place quickly or slowly, depending on the subject
matter, its complexity and attitudes towards it by the various participants in the
legislative process (if there is an opposing vote in Parliament, a text will not become
law, regardless of the time planning). Most legislative texts are first examined
within the ‘executive branch’ for policy, legal, budgetary and financial implications,
and then they are introduced into a ‘parliamentary’ scrutiny process that involves
review and amendment 8. So the ‘when’ question is not always an easy one to answer.

8
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Where?
Where is the text wanted? Usually it is for a meeting devoted to its study. There
is the preparation for the meeting, with the agenda and the list of points to be discussed and, it is hoped, resolved by the meeting. There is also the report after the
meeting of the results achieved and a new version of the text, which will move to its
next phase. Concretely, the EU draft legislative text is typically prepared in the EU
Commission on the basis of prior negotiations and discussions (for a Commission
view on drafting, see Robinson 2008) and then sent physically to the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, as well as to national parliaments
and all bodies who must be consulted. It is also made available to the general public,
via the Official Journal and the http://europa.eu website. So the draft text becomes
physically available potentially everywhere.
The main discussions leading to the final EU legislative act take place in the European Parliament, where members of the European Parliament meet to debate and
propose amendments, and in the Council where the representatives of the Member
States meet at political level or official national-expert level to debate and also propose amendments. For ordinary EU legislation, the final text is agreed and signed
on behalf of each institution. So the drafters and participants follow the text round
as it is being debated, discussed and amended in the different institutions.

Why?
Now we come to ‘why’. Why is the text being made? This takes us into the policy
domain. There are many possible reasons and these are closely linked to the powers
given to the organization as a law-making body and the functions conferred on it.
On the one hand there is the question ‘why is the legal position to be changed?’ and
on the other hand there is the question ‘why is it this particular body which does
the job?’ In an EU context this could be a question of why pass a law at the EU level
and not at the Member State level? This question touches on the role of the EU and
its institutions; there are many matters, involving cross-border cooperation and international business, where it is complicated and time-consuming to make national
laws that harmonize with each other internationally. The EU has a treaty structure
and methods of work which allow for fast and efficient collaboration and support between Member States; that is why the EU exists and continues to expand. However,
in general terms the question ‘why?’ is answered by saying that there is a specific
need, or that the Commission, the Council, the European Council, etc, has issued a
policy statement proposing to deal with a particular issue. Legislation is created in
order to meet a social need; it is a tool made of words. The drafter’s job is to produce
a tool that is fit for service.
We can ask another preliminary question: why drafting in English? The context
normally determines the language of drafting, but sometimes there is a choice. In
the EU context English, or French, may be chosen to work with because those are
the languages which are most widely known to the participants, but a non-native
speaker is more familiar with the mother tongue and can draft more easily in it.
With access to skilled translators, it may be more efficient to write in the mother
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tongue, have the text translated into English, and then work on that text, rather
than drafting in English. As an alternative, one could ask for assistance by a skilled
translator to construct the text together.

How?
This brings us to ‘how’. How is the policy to be implemented? Answers depend on
many factors: the policy domain (e.g. agriculture, competition, environment); the applicable law (treaty base, previous enactments, case law) and existing practices and
habits in the field, including the degree to which there is agreement on a single unified EU approach. In some fields (such as agriculture and competition) there are
‘hard’ laws (regulations, directives, decisions), in others there may be ‘softer’ instructions such as resolutions and recommendations (for example in areas of social policy).
On a narrower level we can ask questions about how the act is to be written.
This raises questions about language, and they overlap with the ‘what’ questions
since the question ‘how to write?’ leads inextricably to ‘what to write’, in the sense of
producing specific words and phrases. These choices determine the style of the act.
How is the draft act to be constructed? What are the various parts that go to
make up the text? What must be included and what should be left out? (And why?).
These questions relate to the art and science of constructing the legislative text. We
will look at them in the next section. However, before doing so it is useful to consider
that a legislative act is best prepared on the basis of detailed instructions regarding
policy, detailed instructions regarding legal background and context, clear guidance
as to the existing acts and instruments that need to be amended or repealed.
Language must be used in a clear, precise and consistent way in order to draw up
an act that is well structured and complies with the established rules for the creation of a valid legal act of that type. It is good practice to study carefully previous
texts of the legislative genre in question with an eye to the wh- questions. It may be
advisable to look at the Official Journal 9 in the different language versions, study
the variants and reflect on them.

3. Structure and parts of the act
The Interinstitutional Agreement of 22 December 1998 on common guidelines for
the quality of drafting of Community legislation is the starting point for EU drafting. It contains 22 guidelines to follow which state general drafting principles, set
out the different parts of the act, give guidance on internal and external references,
as well as on amending acts and final provisions, repeals and annexes. The guidelines are explained in a Joint Practical Guide (JPG). So the first step is to study
these documents and past EU legislative acts to see how similar texts were done in
the past, while taking into account that the Lisbon Treaty amending the EU and EC

9
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Treaty is in force since 1 December 2009 and the drafting must be adapted accordingly; for example, the EC Treaty has been replaced by the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and the ‘European Community’ has ceased to exist.
Guideline 7 of the Interinstitutional Guidelines provides for all EU acts of general
application to be drafted according to a standard structure: title, preamble, enacting
terms and annexes, where necessary. The Guidelines should be referred to for their
terms, together with the explanatory Joint Practical Guide. The term ‘preamble’ covers ‘citations’ and ‘recitals’.
An EU legislative act can be thought of as a ‘single sentence’ with lots of complicated insertions. For example, an ordinary legislative act might say:
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (enacting bodies), HAVING REGARD TO (citations, in which the
relevant treaty and empowering articles are indicated, as well as formal procedural requirements for the act), WHEREAS (recitals, setting out background, reasons for the act and what it is aiming to do, in numbered paragraphs), HAVE
ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE (enacting provisions, set out in articles and the
core of the text). DONE AT … ON (place and time of signature), ‘FOR THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE PRESIDENT’ (and signature), ‘FOR THE
COUNCIL, THE PRESIDENT’ (and signature), ANNEX(ES) (for technical matters).

Note that declarations and protocols are not included; these belong to international law texts, which include EU primary treaty texts, not discussed here. We can
now briefly consider the various parts of the act.
Title
The first element is the title of the act. This brings one immediately face to face
with how to construct the title and its relationship to the rest of the act. What is the
text to be called and how to decide? One can start by looking at past examples in the
same domain and see what was done there. One can consult the drafting guidance.
A title is constructed in a rigid way: type of act, name of enacting bodies, year, number of the act and indication of the treaty, date of signing (inserted at the end) and
the subject matter. This latter is the most difficult to decide. How short or how long?
Which might be best of the following: (a) ‘Directive on wild animals’, (b) ‘Directive
harmonising Member State legislation relating to wild animals’, (c) ‘Directive introducing common provisions aiming to protect, under certain conditions, wildlife roaming within the territories of the Member States’? It all depends on what the act is
doing. As a rule of thumb the title should be in line with the opening articles on
defining the scope and subject matter.
Citations
Readers who want to identify the legal foundation of the act and the compulsory
procedures and consultations look at the citations. If there is an omission here the
act could be defective in form and declared void by the courts. So it is important to
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make sure the essential information is present. The language is formal and minimalist (Guideline 9 and the JPG), and there is no verb.
Recitals
Guideline 10 states: ‘The purpose of the recitals is to set out concise reasons for
the chief provisions of the enacting terms, without reproducing or paraphrasing
them. They shall not contain normative provisions or political exhortations.’
Recitals are often misunderstood (for a legal view on recitals see Klimas &
Vaičiukaitė 2008). They do not form part of English common law drafting. It is worth
emphasizing that the core contents of an EU legislative act are in the enacting
terms which contain the ‘hard’ conditions and obligations. Everything to be covered
in terms of the policy wishes, set within the legal context, should be included in the
articles of the enacting provisions. It is good practice to adopt the idea that the text
stands, or falls, solely on the basis of the articles, together with technical annexes, if
any. Thus, the aim is to deal with every aspect in the articles. The recitals should be
seen against that background. They fulfil a different role. English common law legislative practice is to reduce recitals to virtually zero in the interests of precision of
legislative drafting and control over meaning and ways of (not mis)reading the text.
EU practice, deriving from civil law traditions, and international law, is different.
The recitals are subordinated to the articles; for example, the definition of terms
is primarily in the articles. Definitions apply throughout the whole text. It is bad
practice to insert definitions in recitals and not in the articles as there should not be
uncertainty as to their status. The articles contain normative provisions, the recitals
do not. It is important to mark clearly through the drafting of the recitals their difference in status and function. This is done, in particular, through the use of verbs
such as is/are to indicate background facts and modal verbs such as should to indicate the policy intention lying behind some provision in the articles. By adopting
this approach, the articles are reinforced in their role and acquire a greater degree
of certainty; that is an important feature of law and legal language. The auxiliary
shall should not be used in recitals; if there is a quotation of text using shall, the
verb is replaced by is to/are to as reported speech.
There is a tendency for recitals to become ever longer and to repeat the wording
of articles. These are poor drafting practices as they tend to undermine the legal certainty of the enacting terms. Is it necessary to have one hundred recitals for an act?
Who can assimilate the information? What is its purpose? Why repeat a few selected
articles by changing shall to should? What is the added value of the information?
The text must be translated into 22 or more languages and this costs time and
money.
Nonetheless, recitals are an important part of the EU act. They are used by the
courts for interpretation as they can clarify the problems being addressed and the
legislative intention. They provide a space for ‘flexibility’ in a multicultural negotiating environment. Such space is needed because of divergences between national interests and contexts. The texts are the product of sometimes very difficult negotiations. It may simply not be possible to achieve ‘hard’ rules in articles on a topic, or
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there may be a minority opinion which needs to be reflected and recorded somewhere. Guideline 10 says there should be no ‘political exhortations’ in recitals, but it
is frequently difficult to adhere to this completely in practice.

Enacting terms
The enacting terms (articles) are constructed in line with the Interinstitutional
Guidelines (Guidelines 12 to 17), the Joint Practical Guide and internal drafting
manuals. The enacting terms are binding, contain normative provisions and should
follow a standard structure: subject matter and scope, definitions, rights and obligations, provisions conferring implementing powers, procedural provisions, implementing measures, transitional and final provisions (for examples, see past texts from the
Official Journal 10). The basic drafting unit is the ‘article’; there are subdivisions into
paragraphs, subparagraphs and points or indents; there are higher-level groupings:
sections, chapters, titles (ascending order). Statements of fact are to be avoided;
these are for the recitals. Political wishes are to be avoided, as are sentences without
substance. The language should be as clear, specific and simple as possible; this facilitates comprehension and translation. Ordinary British English grammar and
syntax is used; this is the basis on which second-language learners and linguists
have been trained. The aim is to contain only ‘norms’ or ‘commands’ which state
rights, obligations, powers, liabilities, procedures to follow, etc. The wording is terse
and minimalist; it is written in the third person. English drafting prefers active
voice rather than passive voice and concrete expressions rather than abstract expressions. The terminology is drawn from the policy domain as well as EU technical
legal terms and expressions. Shall is used to convey obligations, but one should be
aware that there is a trend in some legal systems that have English as their official
language to use the present indicative instead (see Williams 2007). Practice may
shift in that direction, but shall has value in a multilingual context as its function is
well understood as normative and it is a clear and unambiguous sign, whereas the
present indicative already has a factual signification and there could be ambiguity.
This is an argument for retaining shall.
One can say much more on the drafting of articles, but an issue which often
arises concerns the relationship between the articles and the recitals. Suppose we
have the following recital: ‘Member States should take steps to ensure that domestic
cats and dogs are treated humanely.’ Either this is just an empty political wish, or it
introduces an article. That article might read: ‘Member States shall ensure that cats
and dogs are treated humanely by adopting the following measures: (list the obligations here). The discourse styles of articles and recitals are different, but they are
connected through context and intention; they form a whole.

Annexes
Annexes contain technical information. They have no predetermined structure. It
is entirely a matter of convenience, logic, clarity and efficiency which dictates how

10

http://europa.eu.
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they are constructed. The only point is to ensure an article validates them by reference (Guideline 22).

4. Language points
Linguistic aspects have already been touched on. The legislative text is a linguistic product and the art of drafting consists in the expert use of language to achieve
clear and precise objectives. Mastery of English grammar, morphology, spelling and
syntax is essential. Prior training on writing legal texts (in any language) is an advantage, especially in the EU multilingual environment where the English version
in the end forms just one out of many language versions. Sometimes a translated
text is clearer and more elegant and precise than an original as the translator can
decipher the intention and express it more clearly.
The text is a legal act. It uses legal language and legal concepts. It is fitted into
an existing legal and legislative structure and has to be in harmony terminologically
with the rest of that structure. There should be no conflicts of interpretation about
‘how to act’ as legal rules are essentially ‘binary’ in the sense that a rule either applies or does not apply to any given facts. There can be conflicts between rules that
apply and impose opposing obligations (overlap), which require solution through deciding which rule prevails (role of the courts) and there can be gaps or ‘black holes’
where there is no rule on a topic and so an uncertainty exists as to how to act,
which can mean making reference to deeper level principles in the legal system
(again a role for the courts). The drafter constructs a ‘jigsaw puzzle’ of elements
drawn from the policy and legal briefings, fitted into the legal context and avoiding
overlaps and ‘black holes’.

Discourse environment
EU language looks odd to outsiders. There are reasons for this which emerge
when one considers the context and how the texts are produced. EU language can be
thought of as a separate type of discourse from national language. The roots are in
national language, law and cultures, but the result is a new synthesis, with its own
features and reference points. English EU legislative texts are not written in UK legislative style. The words and expressions (terminology) have an EU meaning, taken
from context. EU discourse structures are different; they are influenced by multilingualism and multiculturalism. This is difficult to understand at first. Nonetheless, efforts should be maintained to keep the EU language as close to national language as
possible and to follow the development of the national language. In that respect EU
language is a specialized dialect of the national discourse. This point is important for
transposition into national law. Another factor is that EU law tends towards a higher
level of generalization (and therefore abstraction) in order to accommodate all the
national variations on a matter. This may perhaps be a defining feature.

Style
There is a recognizable EU style, characterized probably by hybridity: cultural
hybridity, linguistic hybridity, civil law/common law hybridity, conceptual and seESP Across Cultures 7 - 2010
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mantic hybridity between member state traditions and between international legal
culture and national legal culture. The style is simultaneously familiar and alien, as
perhaps befits something which is culturally new. It is still undergoing change and
evolution and has not yet achieved the stability of national legal systems in terms of
style and method. That means that there is scope for the personal style of individual
drafters, set within the EU legal and linguistic context, but the element of personal
style is diminished by virtue of the extent to which a draft text may be amended
and rewritten through the legislative procedures; common law drafters may have
more control in this respect; they work within a single cultural context and their
texts are the end product. In the case of EU directives, the text itself can be seen as
a set of detailed instructions for the creation of new national law through transposition. That function necessarily has an effect on language, the drafting and the style.
Thus there is arguably a recognizable EU legislative style which derives from a
civil law culture of drafting, adjusted to common law influence, and adapted to the
EU multilingual, multicultural context and the need to find compromise solutions
that can work for everyone. This leads to ‘creative ambiguities’, to careful definitions
of terms, to higher levels of generalization in terms and concepts, to adjusting the
terminology to reflect relevant national terms, in order to facilitate transposition.
Idiosyncratic terms connected too closely with one or another legal system need to
be avoided as they create problems for other languages. There tends to be considerable use of standard formulae, which have the advantage of being pre-translated
and provide a certain degree of uniformity across different texts for the same thing
(for example, recitals on subsidiarity and committee procedures). There is no EU ‘Interpretation Act’ and the standard formulae partially fill the gap.
There is considerable variation in style across domains and types of text, as can
be seen by perusing the Official Journal. For example, a directive on gender equality
is not written in the same way as a text setting out common customs tariffs. They
are different genres. A particularly specialized category is that of amending texts
which follow very precise methods in order to mark clearly text which is being repealed, text which is unchanged, text that constitutes new insertions and additions,
and the text which is operating these actions (this requires very clear mental visualizations of the different levels of text). Technical guidance is available from the
Council Manual of Precedents in respect of EU ordinary legislative texts. Later on,
after many amendments, legislative texts are consolidated into a single new version;
in multilingual EU jargon this is termed ‘codification’.
Another aspect of style as regards English is that the syntax and certain terms
are occasionally ‘adjusted’ to assist other languages (or written by non-native speakers who apply their approach to the English language). One example is sentence
syntax, where a translator’s pastime can be to detect a ‘ghost’ language behind an
English text; another concerns individual words: ‘action’ pluralized to ‘actions’;
‘goods’ singularized to a ‘good’ (French: un bien). The purist shudders, but the multilingual pressure is great. There have been many neologisms: two early ones were
‘sheepmeat’ and ‘pigmeat’. And thus the familiar English language starts to look
slightly alien; it is the same for all the EU official languages. Words are used in different ways. The drafter must be attuned to this. By being consistent in the use of
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terminology the linguistic uncertainties are kept at as low a level as possible. Lowerranking texts need to use the terminology of higher-ranking texts. Non-native
drafters and revisers of English texts need to check regularly with native speakers
to ensure that their texts remain ‘on track’. Sources of guidance are also available,
notably the Interinstitutional Style Guide. 11

Writing for translation
It is important for a drafter to be aware that the text will be translated into over
twenty other languages. The translators follow every word and nuance. They see the
mistakes. They worry over the ambiguities. Keeping sentences short and simple
helps them. Their translations will have the same value as the source text. They can
help the drafter avoid errors (Piehl & Vihonen 2003). Drafters and translators
should be aware that older English texts themselves were translations and terminology may not always be consistent across acts. They should also check for possible
ambiguities in the text. This means that no single EU text stands alone; it needs to
be seen in context with the other language versions. The EU Court of Justice looks
at many language versions to determine the meaning of a piece of text.

Multilingual context
The multilingual context has been repeatedly emphasized above. Discourse and
terminology are adapted in ways which have already been mentioned. Guideline 5
advises against using concepts specific to any one national legal system. It should
always be considered that the word will be translated into other languages. For example, if a word like trespass from English law is used in an EU text (unlikely because it relates to concepts of property, and property is broadly excluded from the
scope of EU law – although consider ‘intellectual property’ rights), the word will be
stripped of its specialized technical English legal meanings, will be translated, and
there will be 23 (or more) equivalent terms across languages to convey the concept.
The meaning of the term becomes connected to the terms used in the other languages and the EU context; that may result in a significant shift from the original
technical legal English meanings. When it comes to transposition, for example into
UK national law, the English word should be read and carried over into national law
in its EU meaning and the English legal meaning should not be read into the EU
term. This can be a difficult concept to manage as there may not be alternative
words available for the national drafter to mark the distinction. It is one of the problems of transposition (see below).

Revision and amendment
The text will be revised and amended throughout the legislative process. The important factor is to maintain coherence and consistency. The original drafter should
be able to stay with the text until the end.
11
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm; for English style, see also, for example, The Economist Style Guide.
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Consolidation and codification
Acts are created and then amended. When an act has been amended many times
all the versions are often merged into a single new text setting out the whole combined text: this is ‘consolidation’ in English language. In EU language this is ‘codification’. It is a ‘multilingual’ EU term. It is an example of how EU terms can diverge
from national language. For the drafter, it is important not to change and ‘improve’
the previous language in texts being codified without good reason, because to change
an EU text which is the foundation of national law may ‘destabilize’ it inadvertently
by changing the base. Here we see the legal architecture: national laws constructed
on a foundation of EU law.

Transposition
Transposition of EU law (e.g. directives) into national law is a delicate and complex matter. It involves intra-lingual translation from EU language to national language (consider the example given above). It is difficult for the EU drafter to know
in advance where transposition problems might lie, so it is mainly a matter of sensitivity when messages are received from the future transposers while a text is going
through negotiation and amendment. In practice it can mean adjusting the choice of
terms used, or the insertion of definitions, so as to facilitate subsequent transposition.

Interpretation by users and the courts
The act is being drafted to be used as a tool and as an instruction to tell persons
what to do. They learn their rights and obligations by reading, interpreting and applying the text. It must be drafted with that in mind. Reading is done by people
from all cultures and backgrounds. They will bring different ideas to the reading of
the text. This can involve misreading the text. The job of the drafter is to eliminate
possible misreading. This, however, raises the question of the addressee of the text:
general public, specialists, national government departments? The text needs to be
adapted to the user (Gallas 1999a, 1999b). When a text is interpreted by the courts
in the context of a dispute, it is done according to judicial methods. This may lead to
interpretations which were not intended or expected by the legislator. Background
information on past judicial rulings and the approaches of the courts should be
sought from a legal adviser if it could influence the drafting. In particular, ambiguous wording in a text creates such a risk.

Problem words and expressions
One can categorize words and expressions in various ways. Thus there are many
technical scientific, economic, industrial, agricultural, budgetary, etc., terms which
are specialized to their domain and which are known to the experts. Then there are
the more ‘legal’ types of word and expression which appear in legal texts; typically
these relate to power relations, duties, liabilities, time periods, committee procedures, reviews and reports and linkages to higher-ranking or equal-status texts
which are being implemented, supplemented, extended, excluded, and so on. This is
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the language of the legislative ‘vehicle’ which contains and expresses the policy message. This language is impersonal, written in the third person, and it contains many
hypothetical situations and says what the rule for conduct is in those situations. The
message is transmitted through articles and the articles may be made up of paragraphs, subparagraphs, sub-subparagraphs, indents, lettered or numbered points,
and so on; there can be many levels below that of the article. In a particular context
in a text it is frequently necessary to make references from one part of the text to
another, to indicate, for example that there is an exception. There are efficient and
less efficient methods for making such internal references; an efficient method is to
state the exact location (for example: ‘referred to in Article 5’). An inefficient method,
and therefore to be avoided in general, is to use one of the following words: aforesaid, said, abovementioned, aforementioned, preceding, foregoing, succeeding, following, above, below, herein, hereinafter, hereinbefore (see Thornton 1987). These terms
tend to be vague and imprecise and the reader cannot always be sure of what is
being referred to or where the reference is to be found in the text, unless it is short
and uncomplicated. If inserted they must also be translated, so the uncertainty is
spread to all language versions.
There is also a range of words which now serve no particular purpose. For example, certain terms such as hereby, whatsoever, wheresoever, whosoever are now regarded as archaic and inapt for modern drafting. They are insufficiently precise for
EU drafting and one cannot be sure of their effects when reproduced across over
twenty languages in parallel. Other types of words to avoid are of the ‘emotive’ type,
such as good, bad, nice, clever, stupid, truly, really. These terms reflect personal
value judgements and legal texts seek to be objective, while allowing for individual
perceptions and decision-making, but in such cases there are procedures, methods
and criteria for the exercise of discretion, so that the courts can check afterwards
through judicial review. Another category of words to avoid is slang and low register
expressions such as bloke, chap, guy for references to male persons.
Sometimes the anxiety to make something clear leads to introducing reinforcing
words. An example of this for EU directives is the date by which the national law
has to be made to conform: ‘Member States shall implement this Directive on or before 10 July 2010 at the very latest.’ First, the word ‘very’ adds nothing; second, one
could replace ‘on or before’ by ‘by’, which is simpler and has the same result; third,
the words ‘at the latest’ can be deleted as they also add nothing. Thus one can just
say: ‘Member States shall implement this Directive by 10 July 2010.’ This is simpler
to translate and has the same legal effects. A lot of drafting revision can consist in
pruning out unnecessary words that serve no added purpose. The skill, however, lies
in deciding whether they do or do not serve a purpose.
More complicated are terms such as without prejudice to, notwithstanding, in
derogation from. These are technical linking terms whose function is to organize the
hierarchical relationship between different articles or paragraphs of articles. With
them we enter into the organization of the text and its various component parts, as
well as the fitting of the new text into the existing background legal system. Thus,
there may be a general rule against hunting a certain species of animal, but there
may need to be an exception in certain circumstances where it may endanger
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human life through its actions. This is done by stating the general rule and then
stating the particular situation of exception, typically by starting a paragraph with
words such as without prejudice to, notwithstanding, in derogation from. Where
these words are used they should refer to the precise article, rather than just say
‘without prejudice to the prohibition of hunting ...’. The text has to be clear in over
20 languages. Ambiguity needs to be avoided wherever possible. Some languages,
notably German and Slavonic languages find it difficult to reproduce ambiguity and
are frequently forced to make an interpretation. This derives from the structure of
the language and its system of inflection; one is obliged to indicate the exact relationship between each part of a sentence. The EU drafter in English needs to be
aware of that. This is what it means to draft multilingual legislation.

5. Conclusion
Drafting is a complicated activity requiring training and experience and it is not
possible to give a full description of EU drafting practice in a short paper. Yet it is
an important activity. European integration is founded on legal texts. If the texts are
clear and well drafted, then everyone has an easier time. If the texts are not well
drafted, it is a source of confusion, complication, misunderstanding, delay and expense. So good drafting saves money.
The emphasis in this paper has been structural and linguistic. Legal points have
been intentionally backgrounded, as evidenced by a minimal reference to case law
and treaty articles. EU drafting has been selected as it is an area where non-native
speakers of English regularly draft and revise texts in English.
Some practical suggestions have been made, but it is for the drafters to make
their own decisions and write in their own style, thereby contributing to the growing
written legal discourse of the European Union.
Finally, it should be emphasized, yet again, that although the text is being
drafted in English the final product is multilingual (Robertson 2009).
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